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Abstract 
This thesis addresses supply chain modeling and planning of large process- industry 
companies of products with a high added value per mass unit, where transportation costs have a 
reduced impact in the total expenditure in supply chain activities. 
In the first part of this work we reproduce the supply chain of a pharmaceutical company. 
A deterministic model is built that explores the different operation costs at the different locations 
to optimize the global supply chain. Large instances of the model are not solvable in realistic time 
scales by direct application of commercial solvers, so two decomposition algorithms, spatial and 
temporal based, are developed 
Supply chain planning problems involve long time horizons. More often than not, there is 
no accurate information about the events taking place late in the horizon and it becomes crucial to 
account for all possible realisations of these in the planning model, in order to generate robust 
solutions. The pharmaceutical supply chain model is extended to the stochastic case and the large 
generated MILP is solved using a modified version of the best decomposition algorithm. 
The second part of the thesis, a case study with two main objectives, inspired by a real 
agrochemicals supply chain, is addressed in two different stages. In the first stage we redesign the 
global supply chain network and optimise the production and distribution plan over a medium- 
term time horizon. In the second stage, the output decisions from the first one are used as input 
parameters to a short-term operational model, where a set of individual orders placed by 
customers has to be fulfilled. 
Usually, failure to meet demand in time at the operational level is caused by allocation of 
too many tasks to the same resource in the first stage, especially to those surrounding the system 
bottlenecks. Based on this concept, an analytical methodology was developed to use the 
information gathered in the second stage to improve the supply chain design and plan. 
The author acknowledges the Portuguese agency FCT through fellowship POCTI. 
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I. I. ` TROT UCTIO. \ 
1 Introduction 
A supply chain, in the broad sense, may be defined as an integrated process where rev eral 
business entities, not necessarily from the same company, work together to produce `roods and 
services and place them with their final customers in due time, which in turn may be the first 
participants of another supply chain (Shah, 2005). A definition provided by SupplyChain. com is: 
" "Supply Chain Management is a strategy where business partners jointly, commit to work 
closely together, to bring greater value to the consumer and/or their customers for the lent 
overall supply cost. This coordination includes that of order generation, order taking and 
order fulfilment/distribution of products, services or information. Effective supply-chain 
management enables business to make informed decisions along the entire supp1ý chain. 
from acquiring raw materials to manufacturing products to distributed finished goods to the 
consumers. At each link, businesses need to make the best choices about what their 
customers need and how they can meet those requirements at the lowest possible cost. " 
(http: //thesupplychain. com) 
This is a major area of study in many industries, as organizations have begun to appreciate 
the criticality of creating an integrated relationship with their suppliers and customers. Most 
process industry companies and research articles tend to have a company-centric view of the 
supply chain, comprising the nodes within the company and, at most, some peripheral partners, 
typically first-tier suppliers and customers. Studies with a broader universe are much less 
common. Shah (2005) attributes this to the fact that substantial benefits are gained considering 
only the company nodes and to the difficulty in sharing the information along all the participants 
in the extended supply chain. 
1.1 High value low volume products supply chains 
In this work, we focus on the high value low volume process industries, represented by 
fine chemical producers, pharmaceutical and agrochemical companies or, more appropriately, 
corporations. 
Typically, in process industries the stages are: raw materials acquisition, manufacture, and 
distribution to retailers and customers. Each stage may comprise one or more sub stages and 
products may be kept in storage facilities (e. g. warehouses) between stages. Pharmaceutical and 
agrochemical supply chains comprise, generally, two generic manufacturing stages: i) active 
ingredient (AI) production and ii) formulation and packaging. Pure Al are very high value 
products, produced in relatively low amounts compared with the total volumes proces"cd by the 
company, which makes their transportation costs of very low significance in the total supply 
chain expenditure. This allows companies with global (international) network,, to maintain 
1? 
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centralised Al production in one or two locations worldwide and from there supply the 
formulation sites (internal Al customers) and any eventual external Al customor. In the 
formulation stage, the Al is mixed with several excipients and other functional material,, in order 
to improve its action and allow its correct administration. This usually results in products with a 
low Al content and a significantly reduced value per unit (in comparison with the pure AI). 
increasing the weight of transportation costs. In general, each company possesses a network of 
formulation and packaging sites meant to supply regional markets, although product tloww-, 
between geographical regions, despite not being common, may occur as stell. as long as trade 
regulations allow. Many companies opt to outsource the formulation stage to local companies 
when the regional market value/volume does not justify the installation of dedicated production 
facilities or transportation from a secondary site in another region. 
1.1.1 The Pharmaceutical Industry 
The Pharmaceutical Industry may be described as a set of organizations whose activity 
includes the discovery, development, manufacture, promotion and distribution of drugs and 
medications. 
From the point of view of manufacturing, the global pharmaceutical industry can he 
divided into 5 sub sectors: 
" Large research and development (R&D) based multinationals with a Wide portfolio of 
well-established branded products, both ethical and over-the-counter. Their manufacturing, 
networks usually have many locations around the world; 
" Generic manufacturers operating in the international market that focus on off-patent and 
over-the-counter products; 
" Local companies, based in only one country, producing both generics and branded 
products under licence or under contract of multinationals; 
" Contract manufacturers that do not have their own portfolio, but produce several kinds of 
active ingredients, intermediate or even final products to other companies under outsourcing 
contracts; 
" Drug discovery and biotechnological entities, mainly start-up companies with no 
significant manufacturing capacity. 
The first group, the intensive and R&D based industries, is economically the most 
important and tends to have large and complex supply chains due to the global nature of, 
its 
activity. Simultaneously, these companies are the most vulnerable to the global 
financial, 
regulative and social changes. This set of circumstances makes 
it the most challenging group 
from a supply chain perspective. 
Pharmaceutical Industry in The Past 
In the past, the large R&D based multinationals have always enjoyed a vcrý 
important 
economic status. Basing their business strategies on high investments in R&D, these companies 
succeeded in maintaining a very profitable portfolio and a healthy product pipeline. 
I? 
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Considering the circumstances, the corporate strategy was to explore the price inelasticity 
ensuring high margins of profits and investing a significant proportion of profits (approximately 
25%) in R&D. 
Pharmaceutical Industry in the present 
In the past 30 years, the operating context of this industry evolved and became much more 
challenging. Failures by the manufacturers led to the establishment of regulatory authorities. like 
the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) in the USA or the National Institute for Chemical 
Excellence (NICE) in the UK. The new regulatory requirements, in association with new quality 
standards, led to an increase in time and costs for development of new drugs. At the same time, in 
spite of ever-increasing investments, the R&D productivity decayed, while many substitute 
products appeared in many therapeutic areas. The conjunction of all these factors led to the 
shortening of the effective patent protection period. 
In the 1970's, most of the main drug patents expired, allowing the generic products to 
enter the market, decreasing the prices and the market share of large companies. The manufacture 
of these products is a highly profitable activity with low effort involved since the costly drug 
development stages are already done. Under this scenario, it became very difficult for traditional 
companies to recover the investments in R&D. Healthcare cost transitions from individuals to 
governments and other public agencies, in association with higher demands for pharmaceuticals 
due to aging populations, led to a stronger interference of authorities in price fixing and 
prescription policies. 
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Fig. 1.1 - Larger sales forces are no more efficient at revenue generation than smaller sales 
forces (C'or 
(2002)) 
The industry's preferred mechanism to overcome the productivity crisis has been to 
increase investment in current business activities, primarily R&D and sales, the two extreme ends 
of the supply chain. This has been implemented by organic growth or by mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A) to exploit economies of scale. However, productivity continues to decline after a decade 
of vigorous growth in investments on these areas. Datamonitor's analysis indicates that alter a 
merger: 
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" There are no significant economies of scale in sales activities. The revenues Qby a 
pharmaceutical company are directly proportional to its sales, general andadministrative 
expenditure (S, G&A), which means that there is no improvement on the return rates, 
suggesting that two merged companies will not be more profitable than they would he 
separately; 
" Despite the theoretical potential for greater scale in R&D to increase the probability of 
successful product development, in reality it does not translate into improved pipeline value. 
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Fig. 1.2 - The commercial value of leading companies' late-stage pipelines is directly proportional to their 
R&D spend (Coe(2002)). 
To boost profits, pharmaceutical companies can manipulate three strategic levers: increase 
prices, increase volumes or decrease costs. The first two are not totally controlled by the industry 
as they depend on the healthcare paying and prescribing entities. Cost reductions in R&D and 
sales are not advisable as they are directly linked with product pipeline value and revenues 
respectively. Only productivity gains in the supply chain (considered as a whole or each member 
separately) will actually improve profit margins over the long term by breaking the relationship 
between volume and costs. The effect of declining productivity on pharmaceutical industry 
profitability is unambiguous. 
New Trends 
9 Datamonitor proposes a new business model, "Network Phanna ", a solution in which a new, 
more productive and more profitable, organization is crafted from a physically dispersed set 
of operations; 
15 
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" Many companies are now holding excess manufacturing capacity in some areas due to the 
merging processes that happened in the last years as well as to the creation of trade groups in 
many areas of the world (such as EU, NAFTA and others). It became vital to decide which 
sites should be kept in operation as well as how to redesign the distribution network. 
" The political and social changes in countries like India and China, are attracting companies to 
establish new locations for R&D and manufacturing at lower costs than in the traditional 
ones, either as part of the company, or in an outsource base. 
All these factors bring more complexity to the supply chain management, and much more 
attention is being paid to its optimization as a way of delivering value. 
1.1.2 The Agrochemicals Industry 
" "Mergers and acquisitions within the $28 billion agrochemical industry have resulted in a 
handful of new "powerhouse" companies, all of which have strong capabilities in production, 
marketing and sales. These big six agricultural chemical companies are not able to discover 
and develop enough new products to feed their production, marketing, sales-based 
infrastructures. As a result, new agrochemical products have become increasingly 
valuable... " 
(http: //www. cropsolution. com/investor. html): 
The agrochemical industry follows a parallel process to the pharmaceutical industry. Both 
have similar supply chain structures and both are under greater pressure than in the past due to 
decreasing profitability of the R&D activities. One peculiarity of this sector is the possibility of 
combining more than one AI to formulate new user-end products. 
A different form of pressure arises for those products that have been in the market for 
many years. As time goes by, the manufacturing processes are optimised and, if the sales volume 
is large enough, these products tend to behave as commodities. In the meanwhile other, more 
sophisticated and effective, products are introduced in the market but, usually, at a higher cost. If 
companies want to keep their former portfolio, the corresponding products have to be delivered at 
a competitive price to justify their choice by customers. Low prices have to be accompanied by 
low operating costs in order to avoid erosion of profit margins. Savings in the manufacturing 
process are not generally viable through reduced raw material prices. Supply chain optimisation 
naturally becomes the tool to ensure the extra gains needed to allow low prices. 
1.2 Holistic approaches to supply chain problems 
"It is often difficult to effect large improvements simply by changing logistics and 
transactional processes; fundamental changes at the process and plant level and at the interfaces 
between the different constituents of the value-chain from product discovery to manufacture and 
distribution are often required" (Shah 2005). Furthermore, "... [the supply chain concept] implies 
that a system view is taken rather than a functional or a hierarchical one" (Papageorgiou 2006). 
Experience shows that benefits are achieved by adopting holistic approaches that include and 
integrate all the participants in the supply chain rather than addressing each of them separately. 
16 
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1.2.1 Supply chain model broadness vs. dimension and tractability 
Many typical supply chains in the pharmaceutical and agrochemical industric: have 
production that spans several countries and product markets that are global. This open, the 
possibility to explore differences in (Shah 2005): 
" Regional production and transportation costs; 
" Tax rates over income and duty structure; 
" Exchange rate variation; 
" Manufacturing and network complexity and efficiency (e. g. single v". multi sourcing. 
distribution through several possible channels); 
" Prices paid by final customers. 
The product portfolio of these companies is usually very large due to all the possible 
formulations (excipient, concentration, mixture of several Al's) and packaging (liquid, powder, 
tablets, capsules etc) available to process the Al, which is translated into a high numher of 
SKU's. Most of the manufacturing consists of batch processes in multipurpose assets, resulting in 
the need for both campaign planning at individual sites and global network coordination. For thi, % 
reason, it is also difficult, if not impossible, to separate the supply chains of individual product 
families, as these always share common resources. 
Large portfolio Large MILP for Aggregated information on high 
Complex manufacturing long term planning levels of planning 
systems 
" Difficulty in performing scheduling according with planning 1" Wise planning required 
" Low responsiveness and low resource utilisation II" Information feedback 
Fig. 1.3 - Interactions and tradeoffs in supply chain planning in large systems 
Enterprise Wide Optimisation (EWO) approaches (Grossmann (2005)) applied to one of 
these companies results, in general, in a large scale mixed integer linear programming model 
(MILP) that is hard to solve by direct application of commercial solvers (Fig. 1.3). . Aggregated 
planning is always a possibility, however as pointed out by Grossmann (2005) this frequently 
results in an optimistic plan which is hard to accomplish at the scheduling level. The situation 
becomes even more complex if we take into account the fragmented nature of the order, placed 
by customers. These tend to be large in number and low in volume. since in some cases 
customers are not willing to keep significant stocks of the final product, making supply chain 
responsiveness a key issue on top of the multilevel planning integration difficulties. This leads to 
a large number of opportunities for supply-chain improvement. 
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1.3 Project motivation 
Supply chain optimisation in the process industries is a major issue considering the 
potential benefits it provides and the low costs involved in the projects, except for the difficulty 
in collecting quality data. 
Within the process industries, pharmaceutical and agrochemical companies are under 
particularly high levels of pressure as changes in the operational context have eaten away the 
fantastic profit levels these companies used to enjoy. The consequent mergers and acquisitions 
that took place in the sector put a key focus on supply chain redesign and planning as a way of 
rationalising resource utilisation, as the available capacity vs. production requirements balance is 
altered. 
In this work we aim to: 
I. Develop a design and planning modelling approach that is generic enough to use 
in problems addressing this kind of supply chain. These are characterised by 
several manufacturing stages, low weight of the transportation costs in the total 
supply chain expenditure, large product portfolios and dense networks of 
manufacturing and distribution sites since we are dealing with end-user products; 
II. Develop robust and efficient solution algorithms that explore the structural 
properties of the derived models and are easy to implement in problems of 
industrial scale; 
III. Address the multilevel planning integration problem applied to supply chain 
problems. This is referred to by several authors (e. g. Grossmann, 2005; Shah, 
2005) as one important and still open issue for which little work has been 
published. 
1.4 Thesis description 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 
" Chapter 2 contains a review of the relevant research in supply chain planning under both 
deterministic and uncertain operational environments. A review of the solution methods 
traditionally used to tackle the large MILPs generated by these kind of problems is also 
included. The chapter concludes with a characterisation of the multilevel planning integration 
problem and ways to deal with it, illustrated by several examples. 
" In Chapter 3 we define a relevant supply chain planning problem in the pharmaceutical 
industry and build the respective optimisation model for operation in a deterministic context, 
addressing manufacture allocation of a large product portfolio in a dense network of 
formulation sites. The derived large MILP is not solvable in a reasonable time by the direct 
application of current commercial solvers so two decomposition methods, based on the 
spatial and temporal structure of the system, are developed and applied. 
" In Chapter 4 we extend the model developed in chapter 3 to the case with uncertain 
demand 
forecasts, through a scenario-based stochastic programming approach. The best solution 
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method developed in chapter 3 is modified to make it suitable for the resulting (even larger) 
MILP. 
Chapter 5 and chapter 6 describe a case study based on a real world problem of a supply 
chain of a family of agrochemical products, using a multilevel planning approach. The upper 
level uses an allocation model similar to the one developed in chapter 3. 
" Chapter 5 addresses the redesign and medium-term planning of the supply chain. The 
usefulness of the model as a tool to support decision making under changing operational 
conditions is demonstrated though several examples. 
" In Chapter 6 we develop a detailed scheduling model to assess the performance of the derived 
network in the upper level at an operational level, both in terms of network configuration and 
planning. An analytical procedure is devised to improve the accuracy of the upper level plan 
and a set of measures are proposed and tested to improve the integration between the 
planning and operational levels. 
" Chapter 7 contains the overall conclusions and an overview of possible directions for future 
work. 
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2 Literature Review 
A comprehensive review of relevant research work in supply chain anal\. is sind 
optimisation for the process industries as well as some case studies is presented in this chapter, 
with a focus on both deterministic and stochastic studies. This family of problems generall` `gives 
rise to large Mixed Integer Linear Programming models that require the development of tailor- 
made solution algorithms to be solved in realistic time scales. Traditionally these methods have 
been based on hierarchical and/or decomposition procedures aiming to reduce the number of 
integer variables in the original model or its separation into several smaller subproblems which 
are faster to solve. Some authors used hybrid methods, combining heuristic procedures and 
mathematical programming techniques, however in general each case requires the development 
of its own approach. 
Hierarchical solution approaches use aggregated models or other relaxed versions of the 
original problem, with reduced detail (information) in order to reduce the size of the model being 
solved in each step. Multilevel planning approaches are similar processes where the hierarchy is 
generally established in terms of time, which is particularly adequate when accurate data is not 
available for the later time periods of the horizon. However, an optimum solution provided by an 
aggregated model it is not always the best (or even feasible) at the operational level. The last 
section of this chapter describes works addressing multilevel planning integration 
2.1 Case studies 
Some examples show the potential benefits of projects in supply chain optimization, an 
excellent way to increase profit margins. Nowadays, this is current practice, not only in the 
pharmaceutical industry but also in other areas of business. Despite the large body of work in 
supply chain planning using modelling approaches, and this being a mature area of research with 
capabilities to deal with real world problems (Kallrath (2002)), some of the case studies found in 
the literature still use simple, though robust, approaches with very valuable results. 
Hewlett-Packard case 
Laval et al. (2005) present a supply chain redesign of the Image and Printing Group (IPG) 
of Hewlett-Packard in Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA region). To reduce supply chain 
costs and improve its operations, the IPG wanted to reduce the number of its contract 
manufacturing partners in the EMEA region. Several potential locations were considered in the 
manufacturing network redesign, without distinguishing between existing and new ones (i. e. 
without considering the costs to establish new/changing manufacturing contracts) in order to 
avoid the biases towards the existing configuration and not eliminate an\ good "out-of-the-box" 
solutions. The customer areas and the candidate locations to establish the new manufacturing, 
sites were aggregated in groups to reduce the size of the problem and make 
it tractable. Three 
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different channels of delivery to final customers were considered. The author, develop in 
approach combining optimisation and simulation. The optimisation stage is used to decide which 
scenarios to consider in greater detail in the simulation stage. The optimisation model helps in 
understanding the supply chain from a global perspective and proves to be a usetul tool in 
assessing new complex situations where past experience and empirical know ledge based on it are 
not of great help. The simulation stage is then used to "enrich" and analyse the ugg"e. ted 
scenarios, incorporating expertise features absent in the optimisation model. The final 
recommendations promised to save the company SlO million in supply chain costs and maintain 
the existing service levels. 
Rohm and Haas case 
A restructuring of the Polymers & Resins (P&R) business area at Rohm and Haas is 
performed by D'Alessandro and Baveja (2000). Prior to the study, there was no organised order 
propagation scheme in the supply chain, giving rise to time-consuming contacts between 
customers and manufacturing members of the supply chain and causing scheduling plans to be 
constantly reviewed and plants to permanently operate in an uncertain environment. Strategic 
customer focus was also absent from the management policies. An analysis of the customer data 
base revealed that the company served more than 4,000 customers with the same level of service, 
even though sales and customer-service organisations recognised that some customers were more 
important than others. In the beginning of the study, products were divided into two groups 
according to their sales volume and demand variance, which were found to correlate (high 
demand flow variance, low demand -high variance). The manufacturing process was then 
reorganised so the high demand products were produced under a make-to-stock policy (i. e. stocks 
were kept within pre-specified margins) rather that in reaction to individual orders as used to be 
the case. This allowed the company to plan 82% of its production volume in a stable 
environment, with a smaller number of orders to process and fulfil. This group of products also 
had priority in production planning, and the corresponding strategic high volume customers were 
guaranteed a faster delivery time which the company was now able to achieve. The other class of 
low volume high variance products started to be produced in a make-to-order scheme and longer 
lead times for these products were arranged with the respective. less important, customers. This 
enabled reductions in the stocks of raw materials and final products while fitting the production 
plan around the plan of the first group of products. The assessment of the lead times for the 
second group of products was made via a simulation model. The changes saved millions of 
dollars for the company and transformed the business into a leaner unit. 
Syngenta Seeds case 
Jones et al. (2003) developed a model for production planning under uncertainty of the 
corn-seed supply chain at Syngenta. The problem is characterised by the need to establish the 
production plan of all the hybrid corn seeds for the season without knowing the actual demand 
levels as well as the production yields of the cultures, dependent on climatic conditions.. second 
production season is available six month after the first one, in the southern 
hemisphere, when the 
demand uncertainties and production yield of the first season are already known. The uncertain 
conditions are handled through a dynamic programming 
framework which is then reformulated in 
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a stochastic programming approach with a discrete number of scenarios. The plannin`T of each 
product is independent of all the others as it is considered that there is no limitation on the field 
area for the seed production (no resource constraints). A test With data from the year 2000 
showed that the model would have saved the company S5 million. Today S` ngenta uc' the 
model to plan 80% of the total seed-corn sales volume. 
Other supply chain studies use more formal approaches, supported almost exclusivel h\ 
modelling. 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Arntzen et al. (1995) describe the restructuring of the supply chain at Digital Equipment 
Corporation with savings of over US$ 100 million. They developed a large mixed-integer linear 
program (MILP) that incorporates a global, multi-product bill of materials for supply chains with 
arbitrary structure and a comprehensive model of integrated global manufacturing and 
distribution decisions. 
BASF case 
Kallrath (2000) reports on a project in BASF where a multi-site, multi-product, multi- 
period production/ distribution network planning model was developed, aiming to determine the 
production schedule in order to meet a given demand. Besides financial savings, this program 
allowed the client to handle the complexity of the planning problem in a comprehensive way. 
Procter&Gamble case 
Camm et al. (1997) describe a project related to P&G's supply chain in North America. 
The main objective of the study was to streamline the work processes to eliminate non-value 
added costs and duplication. The study involved hundreds of suppliers, over 50 product lines, 60 
plant locations, 10 distribution centres and hundreds of customer zones. It allowed the company 
to save $200 million before taxes. 
2.2 Deterministic studies 
Supply chain management in the process industries has long been used as a tool to define 
production and distribution policies as well as product allocation to manufacturing resources. 
Planning problems may range from short to mid-term production and sales planning to long-term 
strategy delineation, contemplating investments such as capacity expansion and disinvestments 
concerning plant closures (Kallrath (2002)). Models may be steady state or multiperiod, in which 
case time is generally described by a discrete, indexed, set of time periods whose durations add 
up to the total horizon. Multiperiod models can accommodate properties (parameters) and 
decisions (variables) that change throughout time as well as inventory carryover between time 
periods. 
Supply chain planning problems are described by: 
" sets of locations defining the nodes of the network, comprising existing or potential suppliers. 
manufacturing plants, storage units and customer areas: 
" product portfolios, comprising raw materials. 
intermediates and final products: 
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"a specific time horizon (in the case of multiperiod models); 
" specific production recipes; 
" sets of available distribution channels between sources and destinations, more or 1c' pre- 
established, in accordance with the degree of flexibility allowed in the network: 
"a financial structure with associated pricing policies and cost structure: 
" in some cases, an available budget for investments may also be defined. 
Cohen and Lee (1988) describe the modelling of a supply chain composed of raw material 
vendors, primary and secondary plants (each one with inventories of raw materials and finished 
products), distribution centres, warehouses and customer areas. The goal wa; to predict the 
impact of alternative manufacturing and supply chain strategies on the performance, at three 
levels: cost of products, service level provided to the customers and responsiveness and flexibility 
of production/ distribution systems. Later, Cohen and Moon (1990) used supply chain 
optimization to analyze the impact of scale, complexity (the operating costs are a function of the 
utilization rates and number of products being processed in each facility) and weight of each cost 
factor (e. g. production, transportation and allocation costs) on the optimal design and utilisation 
patterns of the supply chain systems. 
Wilkinson et al. (1996) developed a long term planning model for an international supply 
chain with three manufacturing plants in three different countries and fifteen market areas with 
respective warehouses. The authors highlight the challenges posed by integrated optimisation on 
a global scale where a trade-off between accuracy and model size and tractability is crucial. To 
tackle the problem, an aggregated formulation is used first to calculate the equipment utilisation 
at each manufacturing location and the overall supplies from these to final destinations 
(customers). At the detailed level, each plant is planned in detail in order to reach the targets set 
by the upper level aggregated model. One problem is left open, the integration of the two 
planning levels. A small deviation is indeed observed between the production levels predicted by 
the upper level and the maximum feasible at the detailed scheduling level, although the value was 
not significant. Other systems or sets of data may not provide results with the same quality thus 
requiring a refined approach at the top level to guarantee the feasibility of the proposed solutions 
at the lower level. 
McDonald and Karimi (1997) establish a deterministic mid-term planning problem for 
global supply chains, addressing the allocation of products to manufacturing resources in 
multipurpose sites, often in different continents, accommodating continuous, semicontinuous and 
batch processes. No capacity expansions are considered. The work aims to be a generic MILP 
formulation for multisite planning over a mid range time horizon of one to three years. 
Bok et al. (2000) tackle a short-term planning problem of a flexible manufacturin`i 
network whose assets are distributed over several sites and may be dedicated or multipurpose. 
The objective is the maximisation of profits over the entire time horizon punctuated by a set cat 
orders and where costs and prices are allowed to vary. The most interesting aspect of the %ti ork is 
the bi-level decomposition algorithm used to solve the model and detailed in section 2.5. 
In Timpe and Kallrath (2000), the authors develop a model for supply chain planning with 
two levels of time resolution heterogeneously distributed. The unusual time description aims to 
reduce the variable space of the model while keeping a significant level of detail in modelling the 
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manufacturing operations. The higher level (lower resolution) accommodates commercial event, 
such as sales and inventory fluctuations, while the second level (higher resolution) contains 
production events and is embedded in the first one. Changeover operations between the po""ihle 
modes in which the manufacturing equipment may operate and source tracking of products alon`, 
the supply chain are also contemplated at the expense of a higher number of variables. External 
purchase of final products is allowed to compensate capacity limitations in the production stage. 
Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001) develop a Capacitated Plant Location Problem (CPL_P) t' pe 
model for planning and coordination of production and distribution facilities for multiple 
commodities, comprising raw materials suppliers, production sites. warehouse,, and customer 
areas. The authors follow a holistic approach to the supply chain, resulting in a deterministic, 
steady-state, multi-echelon problem. The model must determine several decisions such as 
locations of the manufacturing plants and distribution centres (warehouse), material flows 
between echelons and the distribution network for raw materials and goods in the process. 
Jackson and Grossmann (2003) built a multiperiod optimization model for the planning 
and coordination of production, transportation and sales for a network of geographically 
distributed multiplant facilities supplying several markets. This model is the top le cl of a global 
supply chain optimization problem that includes, on the lower levels, site planning (production 
planning campaigns to meet customer orders and inventory targets) and plant process 
optimization (process operating conditions). The model contains non-linearities, introduced by 
the constraints describing each site in detail. The outputs of the global planning problem are the 
decisions concerning how much of each product each site will produce. how much of the demand 
will be fulfilled and how the distribution network to final customers is organized. 
Several authors addressed the issue of supply chain optimization and long-term process 
planning in the pharmaceutical industry. Rotstein et al. (1999) started a series of papers dedicated 
to the specific problem of supply chain optimization in the pharmaceutical industry. Given the 
candidate product portfolio of a company, they build a stochastic, scenario based model that must 
choose which products should be developed together with the consideration of production issues 
and capacity investment plans. Two years later, Papageorgiou et al. (2001) published a paper 
based on that of Rotstein et al., where the production stage is formulated with a high degree of 
detail and the trading structure of the company is included. Their model is deterministic and with 
up to 8 possible products in the company's portfolio. Levis and Papageorgiou (2002) and (2004) 
extended this work to account for uncertain demand forecasts, dependent on the results of the 
clinical trials for each product. 
In the last years some works have arisen in supply chain management with a particular 
focus on the choice of suppliers. Yan et al. (2003) use Bill of Materials (BOM) logical constraints 
to define the relationship between suppliers and producers. The authors use logical cuts to favour 
particular solutions that are known to be better based on past experience and, at the same time, 
provide a natural way of reducing the model size (since the number of constraints is reduced) and 
accelerate the solution process. 
More recently, Park et al. (2006) present an extension of two generic supply chain 
planning models to include raw material purchase and final product sales contracts. These models 
are then solved by means of disjunctive programming (Lee and Grossman (2003)). 
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Temporal multilevel supply chain planning with integrated financial dcciýioný optimisation 
may be found in Guillen et al. (2006b). 
2.3 Stochastic models 
From the modelling point of view, deterministic models are much easier to handle, as thcý 
are simpler and have a smaller number of variables than their stochastic counterparts. 1-10%\ ever. a 
decision maker who disregards the effects of uncertainty in the operation parameters in planning 
problems is, on the one hand, adopting a potentially over-optimistic position and, on the other 
hand, may be missing some strategic opportunities over competitors. Numerous works in suppl\ 
chain design and operation prove that optimising a deterministic case for the average values cif 
any uncertain parameters does not necessarily provide the solution that on average performs best 
over the entire range of possible combinations of outcomes of the uncertain events. This is 
particularly true when performing long term process planning. Uncertain factors such as demand 
forecasts and technological aspects have to be taken into account in order to produce robust plans 
and/or designs. 
There are simulation and optimisation-based approaches for planning problems under 
uncertainty. In this subsection we shall focus on the latter ones. Sahinidis (2004) and Guillen et 
al. (2006a) provide good summaries of the different optimisation-based approaches available for 
modelling and handling uncertainty. In this section we provide a brief review of some areas of 
work in supply chain design and planning under uncertainty. 
Sahinidis identifies three main types of approaches: stochastic programming, dynamic 
programming (for optimal control) and fuzzy mathematical programming. The first two types are 
probabilistic in nature and have been widely used in supply chain design and planning. 
2.3.1 Stochastic programming with recourse 
The first reference to this method goes back to Dantzig (1955). In stochastic programming, 
the uncertain parameters are represented as random variables with a given probability 
distribution. The deterministic version of the model is modified to reflect this probabilistic nature 
of some parameters. Integration over the probability space of all parameters is then performed in 
order to obtain the expected value of the objective function. Several methods are available to 
perform the integration over the probability space as detailed later in this section. 
Traditionally, the strategy has been the two-stage approach, with the separation of decision 
variables in two different types: 
" First-stage or here-and-now decisions that have to be made early 
in the time horizon, and so are 
independent of the outcomes of the uncertain events and, 
" Second stage or wait-and-see decisions, which are made 
in later periods in the time horizon, as 
uncertainty unfolds. 
The second stage is defined as an inner, recourse problem of the 
first-stage or outer 
problem. An extension of this approach is multistage stochastic programming, %\ 
here unccrtaint\ 
is considered to unveil gradually along the time 
horizon. The beginning of each stage is then 
, i) 
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signalled by the occurrence of an uncertain event, being its variable, are linked to the variable, Ot 
previous stages. 
Often, the probability distributions of uncertain parameters are discrete. making them 
suitable for a scenario approach, where each scenario will correspond to a particular combination 
of the possible outcomes of all uncertain parameters. In the case of continuous prohahilit% 
distributions in the uncertain parameters, specific strategies (e. g. Monte Carlo sampling) may he 
used to generate a discrete set of scenarios that representatively covers the probahilitN space. 
Under the scenario approach, the problem is reformulated as an extended, large determinitic 
model. The model size will grow exponentially with the number of scenarios. which in turn 
cannot be too low if a representative coverage of the probability space is desired. 
For continuous distributions, a distribution-based approach is sometimes used. where the 
probability functions are explicitly used in the problem formulation. The integration is then 
performed using several possible techniques, including analytical resolution. 
Stochastic programming has been one of the most popular approaches for mid to long, term 
planning optimisation under uncertainty problems and one with a large number of puhli`hcd 
works. 
2.3.2 Stochastic dynamic programming (for optimal control) 
The philosophy behind this approach states that independently of how we reach a certain 
state somewhere in the time horizon, the decision process has to be optimal for the tailing, 
problem and made according to a decision rule or policy (stochastic optimal control or Markov 
decision processes). Dynamic programming creates a framework to solve these problems, first, 
the tail sub problems for the last stage are solved, whose time span only covers a small portion of 
the total time horizon (the last stage). In the following steps, more stages are gradually added to 
the tail problem (or sub problems), in a backwards temporal sequence, and at each step the 
resolution process uses the solutions of the previous, shorter length, tail problems. 
Dynamic programming suffers the "curse" of dimensionality, as the number of tail 
problems grows exponentially in the number of state and control variables so efficient algorithms 
to tackle individual sub problems are needed. 
Comparing the two probabilistic approaches, stochastic programming and stochastic 
dynamic programming, application to planning under uncertainty problems. Cheng et al. (2(X)4) 
stress the different focus and limitations of each strategy. Stochastic programming deals with 
numerical procedures while optimal control is mainly concerned with analytical solutions. The 
first approach becomes impracticable when the number of scenarios is too large while the second 
one is only tractable for small state spaces. 
2.4 Research in planning optimisation under uncertainty 
2.4.1 Stochastic programming, probability-based approach 
Applequist et al. (1998) tackle a supply chain design and management optimi"ation 
problem with a risk measure for investments in supply chain using a 
financial ba,, I,,. allowing the 
results to be readily comparable with other alternative financial 
investments. The author, u'c a 
distribution based approach to deal with uncertainty. Polytope integration over the prthahilit% 
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space provides the expected value of the objective function. which comprise,, a trade-off hetween 
risk and return on investments, and its variance under uncertain demands. 
Gupta and Maranas (2000) develop a single period, single site planning model, based on 
the mid-term planning model of McDonald and Karimi (1997). A two stage approach i, used to 
determine a production plan (outer problem) and recursive supply chain variables i ales and final 
inventories, inner problem), subject to uncertain demand forecasts. Given the clo"cd form of the 
inner problem through LP duality, the probability space is integrated analytically allowing the 
redefinition of the original model as a mixed integer non-linear programming. exrlusivel% in 
terms of the first stage variables. This in turn is solved using a modified version of the outer 
approximation algorithm (Duran and Grossmann, 1986). In Gupta and Maranas (2(X)3) the work 
is extended to the multi-site, multi-period case and to include inventory carry-over between time 
periods and backlogs in orders satisfaction. 
Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos (1996) tackle plant design and operation under uncertainty 
in two stages using a distribution based approach. The authors use a quadrature method to 
calculate the integral to obtain the near value of the objective function. 
2.4.2 Stochastic programming, scenario-based approach 
Liu and Sahinidis (1996) develop a two stage stochastic program for process planning 
under uncertainty. They consider some or all of the parameters that determine the economics of 
the production plan as being random. More specifically, they address the case where the lorecast. s 
for prices, demands and availabilities come in a finite number of possible scenarios, each of 
which has an associated probability. A two-stage, scenario generation approach is adopted in this 
work. This is a steady state model whose formulation includes investment and capacity expansion 
constraints (scenario independent), mass balances, purchases and sales limitations (scenario 
dependent). The objective is the maximization of the expected NPV. Since the resulting model 
may assume a large number of scenarios, a decomposition algorithm was developed to tackle 
it. 
In this algorithm, the original MILP model is solved iteratively through a sequence of MILP 
master problems (upper bound) and LP subproblems (lower bound). 
Ahmed and Sahinidis (2003) take the capacity expansion problem addressed in Ahmed and 
Sahinidis (2000) and extend it to deal with uncertain input parameters, such as product 
demands. 
variable and fixed costs of capacity acquisition and costs to allocate capacity to products. 
This is 
a multistage approach where each stage corresponds to a single time 
interval of the horizon 
resolution. The scenario tree is "shaped" using sets of non anticipativity constraints that state 
that 
two scenarios belonging to the same node in the scenario tree 
in the same time period must have 
the same value for the decision variables. A heuristic procedure 
is developed to solve the large 
MILP. 
Iyer et al. (1998) extend the work by Liu and Sahinidis (1996) to the multiperiod case. 
The 
inputs are a set of available chemical processes, an established network and 
demand forecasts 
affected by uncertainty, leading to a MILP, multi-period planning model ww 
ith multiple scenarios 
for each time period. The model estimates decision variables addressing. capacity 
expansion of 
existing processes and selection of new ones. their capacity expansion 
policy and production, 
sales and raw materials purchase profiles 
in each time period and scenario. The objective 
i' the 
maximization of the expected profits. 
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Tsiakis et al. (2001) address a strategic problem of plannin`, for multi-echelon 'uppl\ 
chains with rigid structures. The model considers several products %ti ith both Jctcrmini\tic and 
stochastic demand forecasts, to determine warehouse (W) and distribution centre (DC) locatic, n 
from a set of possible candidates as well as the production rates. Transportation cost, are a 
function of the material flow. Uncertainty is modelled through a two stage cenario-ha. ed 
approach. Since the aim is the design of a single structure for the supply chain, hinarg decision 
variables concerning the location of W and DC are scenario independent (first : ta`Te decisions. 
i. e. the model seeks a robust supply design over all possible scenarios. 
Levis and Papageorgiou (2002) and (2004) introduce the uncertainty factor in the model 
described in Papageorgiou et al. (2001). Uncertainty comes from demand forecasts. which are 
dependent on the results of the clinical trials for each product. The authors choose a scenario- 
based approach to solve the stochastic model and develop a hierarchical algorithm to deal with 
the large MILP. 
Gatica et al. (2003) address the issue of product development and uncertainty in clinical 
trial outcomes, but from a different perspective compared to previous works. They consider 
several pharmaceutical drugs in different stages of the development process. Fach trial has four 
possible degrees of success, which correspond to four different demand forecasts for the product 
being tested. This multi-stage, stochastic, multi-period problem gives rise to a multi-scenario 
MILP model. Each time a product finishes its clinical trials, a new stage starts and each scenario 
of the previous time period splits into four new ones. The objective function is the expected NPV 
with a performance measure that takes appropriate account of risk and potential returns. The 
authors test two different solution methods. The most successful one consists of scenario 
aggregation in clusters, to reduce the size of the model. Usually, this aggregation will just occur 
in the last stages of the scenario tree. The aggregated model is solved and then, the strategic 
variables calculated in this step are fixed and the model is gradually disaggre`gatcd, from the first 
to the last stages, with intermediate optimizations until the whole disaggre`gation process is 
complete. 
In Balasubramanian and Grossmann (2004) a multistage, multi period, hatch plant 
planning problem under demand uncertainty is addressed. At each stage in, the model considers 
scheduling decisions for period in and sales decisions for period in-] to be deterministic, while 
sales of period m are defined recursively in the next stage. The resulting large MILP is solved 
through a shrinking horizon strategy, where an approximate two stage model of the original 
problem is used. In each step, stage in being optimised is considered to address "first-stage" 
decisions while the remaining time periods are aggregated in a single second stage. 
In the next 
step, stage m decisions are fixed, the time frame moves one stage and the whole procedure 
is 
repeated. 
The most recent line of research in stochastic programming applied to this class of 
problems comes from Guillen et al. (2005,2006a). In Guillen et al. 
(2005) a two stage. scenario)- 
based model is developed for supply chain design and retrofit under uncertain 
demand forecast,,. 
The first stage decisions refer to the supply chain design (locations and capacities) while 
the 
second-stage is concerned with supply chain operation. 
The objective is to establish the multi- 
objective Pareto curve displaying the trade-off between profitability and customer service 
level.. 
A measure to limit downside financial risk is included. 
In Guillen et al. (2006a) the author, 
,ý 
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extend the work to multistage stochastic programming and develop a hybrid solution method. 
combining genetic algorithms and mathematical programming. Details (, t the solution method are 
found in section 2.5. 
2.4.3 Stochastic dynamic programming approach 
Cheng et al. (2004) define a capacity planning and inventor% control problem as a multi- 
objective Markov decision addressing expected net profits and downside risk. Uncertaint\ i' 
introduced via demand forecasts. The authors develop a dynamic programming framework to 
propagate the set of Pareto optimal solutions backwards in time (as described in section 11.2). 
By using a simulation-based optimisation strategy to calculate the tailing problem.. the 
dimensionality factor that usually limits dynamic programming usage is overcome. 
2.5 Solution Algorithms 
A major hurdle in supply chain problems is the problem size; more often than not it is 
necessary to use techniques to reduce the problem size or convert it into a series of subproblems 
of smaller dimension. Decomposition methods (either spatial, temporal or portfolio) hascci on 
finding weak connections find promise here as the problems tend to be highly structured. 
It is important to retain an industrial focus when developing relevant approaches to supply 
chain problems so, in order to keep the model size within reasonable limits, the level of detail 
used in describing the supply chain is not very high. This in turn, leads to an integration problem 
when the planning targets are passed to an operational level, as mentioned in 1.2.1 and further 
developed in 2.6. 
2.5.1 Decomposition and hierarchical algorithms 
Sahinidis and co-workers develop some solution algorithms based on hierarchical and 
decomposition procedures. Liu and Sahinidis (1996) adopt a bilevel decomposition strategy, with 
master and recourse problems. The objective of the master problem is to search for (or to 
propose) a set of optimal capacity expansion decisions. These decisions are then fixed in the 
subproblem, which in turn is responsible for the calculation of the operational variables. The 
process is repeated iteratively until the two solutions converge. The subproblem is formulated 
only with the mass balance constraints and mass flow limitations and the NPV does not include 
the production costs. The master problem includes all the capacity expansion constraints and a 
Benders cut. The calculation of the Benders cut, provided by the solution of the subproblem, is 
estimated (but not necessarily exactly determined) through a Monte Carlo sampling procedure. 
The method does not require the computation of the optimal solution of the MILP master 
problem (as long as the upper and lower bounds do not cross), which significantly reduces the 
total CPU time. 
In Ahmed and Sahinidis (2003), the solution procedure is constructed in three stage,: in 
the first one, the integrality constraints are relaxed and the LP is solved. In the second step. the 
non-anticipativity constraints are relaxed, originating as many independent sub-prohlcm" a,, the 
number of scenarios and the relaxed binary variables are perturbed. a" 
described b\ Ahmed and 
Sahinidis (2000), to provide an integer set of the binary decisions. In the third "tcp. non 
anticipativity constraints are reinforced and the binary variables relating to the capacity expansion 
,y 
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decisions are set to their maximum values within all scenario,, belonging to the same : ccnario 
bundle (group of scenarios that have not differentiated yet amongst themselves at a given stage). 
This ensures a sub-optimal, good feasible solution. 
To solve the large MILP of the original model (P). Iyer and Grossmann ( 1995) use a hi- 
level (hierarchical) decomposition. In the first step a design problem (DP ) is solvcd. where the 
binary time dependent, investment decision variables are substituted by another Ct. time 
invariant, which only concerns the choice of the processes to develop. DP has fewer hinary 
variables than P so is easier to solve. Some of the P model constraints are relaxed or removed in 
DP, which means that its solution will be an upper bound on P (the objective is a maximiiation). 
In the second level model (operation model, OP), only the processes chosen to be developed will 
be subjected to investment. OP is similar to P but with extra constraints and i'cwN cr binary 
variables to estimate since DP directly sets some of them to 0. OP is faster to solve than P and 
provides a lower bound to the original problem. It can occur that DP delivers an infeasible sct of 
processes to develop to OP. In this case an integer cut is added to DP and the whole proce'ý is 
repeated again. The solution of OP provides integer cuts to DP and the problem is solved 
iteratively until the upper and lower bonds converge. 
In Bok et al. (2000) the authors use a bi-level decomposition method inspired by Iyer and 
Grossmann (1998). An aggregated model, with a lower number of binary variables is solved to 
determine the deliveries to final customers but without providing the detailed production plan. 
Since this model is a relaxation (RP) of the original problem, it provides an upper hound to the 
optimal solution. The delivery plan is then fixed in a second model of the sub-problem (SP) 
defined by the solution of the first model. If SP is infeasible an integer cut is added to RP to 
eliminate the current solution from the set of possible solutions of the first stage and the process 
is repeated. If SP is feasible, its optimal solution provides a set of integer cuts to add to RP. Since 
SP is the original problem constrained by a particular order delivery plan, its solution will be a 
lower bound on the profit value of the optimal solution. The iterations proceed until the 
difference between the upper and lower bounds falls within a pre-specified tolerance. 
Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) use a hierarchical algorithm to tackle the large MILP 
stochastic model. In the first step, the authors solve an aggregated model, computationally less 
expensive, although detailed enough to make the "here-and-now" decisions in their stochastic 
problem. In the second step, the values of the corresponding variables are fixed and the 
detailed 
model is solved. In the first step an aggregated formulation is solved, where the manufacturing 
"suites" are not individualized but aggregate. This model is computationally less expensive to 
solve, due to the lower number of constraints and variables, however 
it is detailed enough to 
make the "here-and-now" decisions. In the second step, these values are 
fixed and the detailed 
model is solved in order to estimate the "wait-and-see" variables. 
2.5.2 Hybrid methods 
Hybrid solution methods combine non-analytical (exact) methods such a, genetic 
algorithms and Lagrangean decomposition with mathematical programming. 
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Lagrangean decomposition 
Some authors solve the large models resulting from suppl} chain optimization problems 
through Lagrangean decomposition. In their work. Gupta and `laranas ( 1999) formulate an 
extension of the "economic-lot-sizing" problem, characterized by determination of the production 
levels of multiple products, in multiple sites, with deterministic demands and multiple time 
periods. They use a decomposition scheme based on Lagrangean relaxation to decompose the 
product portfolio into several, independent, product groups. 
Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001) relax three blocks of constraint, concerning assignment of 
customers to warehouses, raw materials availability and material flow balance. This allows them 
to decompose the original problem into three different sets of sub-problems. Maravelias and 
Grossmann (2001) introduce a good example of a model composed of two (or more) independent 
sub-models with one linking constraint. Making use of this feature, the authors duplicate the 
linking constraint variables and build a Lagrangean decomposition scheme, obtaining two 
independent sub-models. 
In Jackson and Grossmann (2003), two Lagrangean decomposition methods were adopted 
to tackle the problem, namely spatial and temporal decomposition. In the first approach, the mass 
flow variables (between echelons) are duplicated and the corresponding equality constraint is 
relaxed through the inclusion of penalty factors (Lagrangean multipliers) in the objective 
function. This generates independent NLP and LP problems for each site and market respectively, 
whose solution provides an upper bound to the original problem. In the temporal decomposition, 
the inventory variables are doubled and a similar procedure to the one described above is 
performed. This decomposes the main problem into several independent sub-problems. one per 
time period. In both cases, the authors follow the regular algorithm of Lagrangean decomposition 
to reach the optimal solution of the original problem (as described in Reeves (1995)). The 
numerical examples show that temporal decomposition works significantly better than spatial 
decomposition. According to the authors, this is due to several factors: first, there are fewer 
temporal interconnection variables and second, since the entire production model is solved for 
each time period, all the solutions provided are feasible, which is not necessarily the case with the 
spatial decomposition, where the mass balances are disrupted. 
Genetic Algorithms 
In Guillen et al. (2006a), the solution strategy combines genetic algorithms (GA) and 
mathematical programming algorithms in two levels. At the upper level (master problem), 
G. A 
are implemented to manage the design problem and generate potential supply chain structures. 
At 
the inner level (slave problem) a two-stage stochastic scheduling model is computed within a 
rolling horizon strategy (see Balasubramanian and Grossmann (2004)) to yield scheduling 
decisions at all nodes of the scenario tree and provide an estimate of the expected profit. 
Zhou et al. (2002) solve an allocation problem where costumers are assigned to 
warehouses. They use a multi-criterion objective function where the performance 
indicator,, are 
the shipping cost and the transit time between warehouses and their customers. 
With regards to 
the success in GA application in previous allocation problems, the authors adopt 
this approach to 
tackle the problem. Each chromosome is an array with dimension equal to the number of 
customers (genes). Each position of the vector can assume an 
integer value that ranges between I 
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and the number of warehouses (alleles). This wa) of representing the solution, en, ureN that each 
customer will be assigned to one and only one warehouse. 
Vergara et al. (2002) develop an evolutionary algorithm to find the production sequence at 
each supplier for multiple components and a synchronised delivery cycle that minimizes the cost, 
of a simple multi-stage supply chain. The authors compare the performance of the evolutionary 
algorithm with an enumeration method for the synchronization of supply chains and conclude 
that the latter one soon becomes intractable as the problem grows. 
Chan et al. (2004) study the issue of collaboration in supply chain management and 
propose the constitution of a Central Coordinating System that considers collaboration barriers. 
such as information and benefit sharing, and joint decision-making. The SC is composed of' 
manufacturing sites, warehouses and final customers. The authors use a hybrid method where 
solutions are generated and optimised through a GA while the fitness values are estimated via an 
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). 
Jang et al. (2002) build a supply management system with four module,,: i) a supply 
network design optimization module, ii) a production/ distribution-planning module (i'rom raw 
materials suppliers to costumers), iii) a model management module and i%) a data management 
module. The second module generates the production and distribution plan for the supply 
network, synthesized on the first module, over the planning horizon. An integrated model, 
consisting of three types of multi-stage, multi-product and multi-period planning sub-models. 
represents the module. This problem is difficult to solve due to the large number of integer 
variables, thus a GA approach is adopted. Integer values are used for both integer and continuous 
variables. The results obtained by the authors concerning the comparison of GA vs. mathematical 
programming are not very conclusive, but there is a trend for the GA to become faster than the 
other approach as the dimension of the model increases. 
Jaramillo et al. (2002) evaluate the performance of genetic algorithms (GA) as an 
alternative procedure to reach optimal or near optimal solutions of several generic location 
problems: uncapacitated and capacitated fixed charge problem, the maximum covering model, 
medianoid and centroid models. The results obtained in this study are not very conclusive; the 
GA performance relative to other heuristic methods is dependent on the kind of' problem being 
solved. Particularly for capacitated models, the method performs very poorly. 
2.6 Multilevel planning integration 
Classically, responsiveness problems in the process industries have been tackled by 
maintaining large stock levels in the whole supply chain (30 to 90% of annual demand. Shah 
(2005)). However this increases the working capital costs, particularly if the value of stored 
products is high (Fig. 2.1). 
In light of what has been said, it is necessary to develop aggregated models that provide 
good plans by themselves, balancing operational costs and setting realistic targets 
for each node 
in the supply chain at the scheduling level without sacrificing the levels of resource usage. 
Shah (1998) and more recently Grossmann (2005) identify multilevel planning integration 
as one of the challenges left in the upper levels of process system engineering. 
for which no 
satisfactory general approach has been purposed. 
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Fig. 2.1 - Trade-off between responsiveness (lost sales costs) and inventory costs 
There is a relevant body of literature addressing planning - scheduling integration in single 
manufacturing sites or small groups of manufacturing facilities but there is little work within the 
global supply chain scope. This is partially explained by the fact that supply chain planning 
problems address strategic decisions, such as products and customers allocation, design and 
investment decisions, aggregate inventory profiles, etc, that affect the system on a long term 
range, so detailed short term planning of individual sites is not relevant as there is no available 
accurate long-term data to perform it, and any estimations would be affected by significant error. 
However, it is our belief that there are some cases where supply chain design and strategic 
planning cannot be performed separately from short term scheduling, or the adopted solution may 
prove inefficient at the operational level. Chapters 5 and 6 present a case study addressing 
redesign and strategic planning of an agrochemicals supply chain. The system is characterised by 
an annual seasonal demand cycle, with predictable, stable (between consecutive years) demand 
levels. This allows the elaboration of a template plan that can be used as guidance for campaign 
planning for several years, with small adjustments being performed at a later stage of the 
implementation. 
In general, long term planning models use an aggregate representation of time and physical 
resources, especially if the systems being modelled are too broad (see Fig. 1.3). The downside of 
this approach is that these models tend to be too optimistic and set up targets for individual 
manufacturing nodes that may not be attainable at the scheduling level (Grossmann 2005). 
Aggregate resource and time representations mean that task sequence and detailed equipmcnt 
(individual resources) allocation are not determined. In the case referred to above and addressed 
later in this thesis, it is necessary to investigate if the derived plan is feasible at the operational 
level and if the manufacturing capacity set up at the planning level is enough. 
2.6.1 Relevant factors in multilevel integration 
At the scheduling level, the actual execution of the set of tasks predicted for a particular 
site and upper level time period, will typically span for longer than the duration of that time 
period as idle times will necessarily occur, decreasing the global capacity of manufacturing 
resources. Several factors were identified to influence the degree of accomplishment of the upper 
plan targets at the scheduling level (Raaymakers and Fransoo 2000), addreti. inw, both the 
characteristics of the manufacturing assets and production goals: 
11 
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" workload (relation between resource utilisation rate and number of parallel lines of the same 
resource); 
" number of parallel lines per resource type; 
" number of processing steps in the manufacturing path of each product; 
9 overlap of processing steps; 
In Raaymakers et al. (2000), the authors assess the performance of "workload rules" used 
to estimate order acceptance and due dates in a pharmaceutical, multipurpose. plant with a 
hierarchical planning methodology. At the upper level, the site planner has to perform an 
estimation of the delivery date of orders to final customers and workload allocated to each of the 
three production departments. Generally, customer orders are known over a shorter horizon than 
the throughput times of each product. Due to the lack of accurate information and need for quick 
answers to customers, the first level in the hierarchy is an aggregate, empirical plan, elaborated 
using current orders, demand forecasts, current inventory levels and empirical workload limits for 
each of the three manufacturing departments using information gathered from past experiences. 
This plan is then worked at more detailed level and adjustments are made to the original plan to 
make both of them consistent. Each department then has a scheduler responsible for the 
translation of the upper level plan for his area into a detailed schedule. If the set of johl allocated 
is infeasible for the given time horizon, then he negotiates changes with the site planners. The 
authors registered a very significant disparity between the number of orders allocated at the 
planning level and the orders effectively accepted for manufacture. Several workload limit levels 
used in the planning model were investigated, for both the entire site and individual departments. 
Those scenarios where it was imposed an upper limit on resource utilisation at individual 
departments provided a better match between the planned and accepted orders for manufacture, 
however this was obtained at the expense of significantly lower production levels. 
Raaymakers and co-workers developed a methodology to provide the pharmaceutical 
company with a tool to generate an aggregate plan with a higher realization rate at the operational 
level. The general idea is to develop a formula to estimate the makespan of each set of jobs 
(orders) and then use the value for long-term planning level (Raaymakers et al. 2001). The 
authors start by establishing a lower bound (LB) for the makespan of each job set, given by the 
processing step duration taking place in the resource with the highest quotient between the 
workload and number of parallel lines (assigned as the bottleneck). The relative deviation 
between the actual makespan (C,,. ) and the lower 
bound is designated as "Interaction Margin" 
(IM) between jobs. 
IM = 
Cmax - LB (Raaymakers and Fransoo, 2000) 
LB 
The IM is assumed to be a function of a set of parameters related to the resource 
configuration and the aggregate properties of the set of jobs 
being executed: hence if enough 
information is gathered on the influence of these factors in the IM, it is po, sihle to 
build a 
formula, by regression analysis, to estimate the makespan of a given set of jobs performed 
in a 
particular plant. 
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In Raaymakers and Fransoo (2000) a factorial set of tests is , ct up to investigate the 
influence on the IM of the number of parallel lines per resource, number of manufacturirw tcps 
per job and overlap of processing steps. both in terms of the average value and standard 
deviation. In this case, the workload on each resource is considered to be a state variable (i. e. 
non-controlled) as it is the result of the way the experiments are designed (-see the original 
reference for further details). To estimate the actual makespans, job set,, are generated randoml> 
with the goal to resemble realistic industrial activity. The values of the interaction factor, are 
varied using two or three levels. The schedule is obtained using a simulated annealing algorithm. 
whose objective is the minimisation of the makespan of the job set. The main results obtained 
were: 
" The average number of parallel lines in a given resource reduces the IM as it provides greater 
flexibility. The standard deviation of this parameter has only a slight influence in the IN1; 
" The average number of processing steps affects significantly the IM, but job sets with the same 
average number but different distributions were found to perform at the same level; 
" The IM increases with higher standard deviations of the processing times within the job set: 
" Processing step overlapping influences the IM in two opposite ways: on the one hand higher 
overlapping increases the complexity of the manufacturing process and hence the interaction 
between jobs, on the other hand, the total processing time of each job decreases for higher 
overlapping levels. 
" For lower values of the average workload per resource, the IM levels are always low; for high 
values of this parameter, the resulting IM tends to increase although it may also assume low 
values. 
Not explicit in the paper, the apparently inconclusive effect of high average workloads 
may be explained by the variation of this parameter amongst the different resources. 
Arrangements with the same average value but with a lower standard deviation will have more 
resources under relative pressure and are hence more difficult to plan; on the other hand, 
arrangements with just a few bottlenecks and plenty of spare capacity in up and downstream 
resources will be easier to coordinate. 
A key contribution of this work is the observation that if a feasible schedule is found with 
no idle time on the bottleneck resources, the total makespan for the job set will be equal to the 
lower bound or, in other words, if conditions are created that allow the bottleneck resources to 
operate at full capacity for as much time as possible, the upper limit on the overall production 
rates will be very similar at both the planning and scheduling 
levels and equal to the physical 
capacity of these resources. 
The authors consider all the processing steps as being no-wait operations as the 
intermediate products are unstable. For cases where intermediate storage is possible, this will 
introduce extra flexibility in the system. 
2.6.2 Rolling horizon methods 
Wilkinson et al. (1995) introduce an aggregated procedure to tackle large MILP "chedulinýg 
models derived from the application of the Resource Task 
Network (RTN) approach (Pantelides 
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1994). The time horizon is divided into a number of Aggregated Time Periods iATP'. S) each 
containing h original time periods. The formulation is derived by applying the tormal Aggregation 
operator to the constraints of the original detailed RTN formulation for each . ATP: 
A'' (Wilkinson et al. 1995) 
Bassett et al. (1996) develop an aggregated algorithm for single site scheduling modclk 
based on the RTN approach. An upper level, multi-period, planning problem is obtained hý 
summing variables and constraints over time periods and replacing the respective sums by new 
(aggregate) variables. The feasibility of the upper level plan is then tested with a lower level 
scheduling model, run for every time periods of the first level. If any of the subproblems set by 
the first level model proves to be infeasible at the scheduling level, then the corresponding time 
period is modelled in detail at the aggregate level. In the worst case, the infeasible region would 
extend throughout the entire time horizon and one would end up with the original single-stage 
detailed model. Dimitriadis et al. (1997) use this principle and the aggregated formulation 
described in Wilkinson et al. (1995) to develop a Rolling Horizon algorithm applied to the RTN 
approach. This is a single-level, iterative, heuristic, approach that in each iteration solves a Windel 
with a much lower number of variables than the original problem. The steps of the algorithm are 
described below and may be performed following the chronological order of time periods 
(forward rolling horizon) or the inverse one (backwards rolling horizon). 
" The time horizon is separated in a certain number of aggregate time periods as in Wilkinson 
(1995); 
" At each iteration of the algorithm, one of the ATP's is solved in detail (detailed time block) 
while the subsequent (or previous) ones are described and solved with the aggregate 
formulation (aggregated time block); 
" In the next iteration, the variables of the ATP's that have already been solved in detail are fixed 
at their prevailing values and the detailed formulation frame advances to the next ATP. 
" The algorithm stops when the whole time horizon has been solved in detail. 
There is no guarantee of feasibility of the subproblem models solved in step 2. The authors 
identify two causes for infeasibility: 
" Inability to fulfil the necessary production requirements (due to fixing some variables estimated 
in previous iterations); 
" Incompatibilities at the border of detailed and aggregated time periods. 
The first effect is avoided by considering soft orders instead of hard ones; the second 
is 
solved by extending the detailed time blocks 
in order to accommodate the lon, c"t task it' this 
started at the last time interval of the detailed time 
block. 
It is important to mention that in step 3. it is possible either to fix all the variable or 
just 
the binary ones. The authors established that fixing only the 
binary variable, provide, better 
(, 
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results as the problem is not so constrained in each iteration, and also avoid,, the infcasihilit. 
factors mentioned above without the need to modify the original procedure. 
This methodology has the advantage of eliminating the end-effects. as task. starting in the 
detailed time block are allowed to extend over the adjacent time and in general produce g ood 
results as the aggregated formulation used in the aggregate time block is a strict relaxation of the 
original problem, nevertheless the final result quality is dependent on the specific problem and pct 
of data. 
As in Wilkinson (1995), the accuracy and result quality of the Rolling Horizon method 
also increases with the number of ATP's, however this also means solving a larger sized 
subproblem in each iteration. 
Here, we described the rolling horizon method applied to the RTN approach, however the 
concept is broader than this and has been applied to derive other solution algorithms. e. g. in 
multistage stochastic modelling (Balasubramanian and Grossmann 2004, Guillen et al. 2006a). 
2.6.3 Sequential approaches in multilevel planning 
In the absence of accurate long-term information, flexible plants are operated in an order- 
driven mode, with short-term planning horizons and consequently many short campaigns for all 
the products. On the other hand, if long-term reliable demand forecasts are available, campaign 
planning is possible, where the total, long-term, horizon is divided into several periods where 
production of only one or a sub-set of products takes place (campaigns). The campaign-mode of 
operation results in a much lower number of changeover operations, which means lower costs 
and a higher resource utilisation rate. Nevertheless, long campaigns oblige companies to keep 
high levels of stocks and consequently higher inventory and working capital costs, so a trade-off 
has to be met between these costs and the costs of intercampaign changeovers. 
We have already referred to the popularity of hierarchical methodologies either as global 
approaches to large supply chain problems that span over long time horizons (sequential 
approaches) or in the solution algorithm of the large MILP's resulting from single stage 
approaches for these problems. The general methodology consists of running an upper level 
aggregated model to estimate some long-term strategic decision variables that are then fixed for a 
lower level detailed model with a reduced number of variables or even decomposable into several 
independent sub-problems. The whole process involves, to a certain extent, some multilevel 
planning integration to be successful in order to obtain feasible lower level models and a reduced 
number of iterations, "In general, the effectiveness of decomposition approaches depends 
strongly on the accuracy with which the master problem approximates the original. The tighter 
this relaxation the fewer iterations between master problem and subproblem will be required to 
obtain the optimal solution to the original problem" (Papageorgiou and Pantelides 1996h). 
Papageorgiou and Pantelides (1996a) develop a single-level model for simultaneous 
campaign planning and detailed scheduling of batch/ semicontinuous plants by means of a State- 
Task network (STN) (Kondili et al. 1993, Shah et al. 1993). Within each campaign, a cyclic 
schedule is considered to make the human resources management easier. One relevant feature is 
the non-existence of demand levels to fulfil (apart from some individual delivery event. referred 
to below), being considered that there is a market for all the production of the plant, 
independently of its composition. Two frameworks are built, campaign planning and detailed 
;^ 
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scheduling, with the latter embedded in the former one. The upper le\ el framework addre", e, the 
total number of campaigns along the time horizon, number of cycles within each campaign (i. e. 
campaign duration), material balances at the start and end of each campaign and external events. 
such as receipt or shipment of materials, that are only alloNAed to take place between campaigns. 
The intracampaign scheduling framework follows the STN formulation for periodic scheduling 
(Shah et al. 1993), with inclusion of frequency-dependent cleaning constraints. 
The generated MILP model is not solvable in realistic time b\ direct application of 
commercial solvers, so a rigorous two-step decomposition approach is adopted (Papageorg iou 
and Pantelides 1996b). In the upper level, a relaxed version of the original model, incorporating 
an aggregated representation of the scheduling framework to provide a tighter relaxation and 
improve the efficiency of the iterative method (see above), is solved to calculate the number of 
campaigns, active tasks within each campaign and an alignment of the external events along the 
time horizon. 
The lower level subproblem is equal to the original one but with a reduced number of 
variables as all the task allocation variables which are not active in the selected campaigns (as 
determined by the master problem) are set to zero. The outputs of the subproblem are the duration 
of each campaign, allocation variables, stocks and batch sizes. At each iteration, a cut is added to 
the master problem to eliminate the binary variable configuration of the previous iteration. The 
algorithm terminates when the difference between the upper bound (master problem solution) and 
the lower bound (subproblem solution) falls within the tolerance limit. 
Zhu and Majozi (2001) proposed a two level decomposition strategy for multipurpose 
batch plants. In the first level, the planning model is solved for the optimal allocation of raw 
materials to individual processes. In the second level, the raw material targets obtained at the 
planning level are incorporated into the models for individual processes and then solved 
independently. If the scheduling model fails in meeting the targets set by the planning model, i is 
revised with the shortfalls information gathered in the scheduling stage. In extreme cases, 
depending on the system, these could lead to very low resource utilisation. 
Dogan and Grossmann (2006) present a simultaneous planning and scheduling work with a 
hierarchical, iterative, approach similar to that of Papageorgiou and Pantelides (1996b); however 
this time applied to single-stage multiproduct plants, using a continuous time description and the 
time slots concept. The upper level model, an aggregated version of the original model, is 
concerned with determining the products to be produced in each week, production levels and 
inventory profiles. This is a relaxation of the original model, where the detailed sequencing of 
tasks is ignored, so its solution will be an upper bound to the original problem. At the lower level, 
the original model has a reduced variable space as the decision variables concerning the products 
not chosen to be produced are set to zero. The solution of the lower level subproblem constitutes 
a lower bound. If the difference between the upper and lower bounds is within the termination 
criteria, the algorithm stops, otherwise integer and logic cuts are added to the upper 
level plan to 
eliminate the previous set of decision variable values and the cycle is repeated. 
Common to the all sequential approaches described here, is the (almost) non utilisation of 
the information gathered in the lower level to directly improve the upper level of planning. 
The 
iterative procedure leads to an optimum solution in a finite number of steps as the possible 
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combinations of values for the first stage decisions are also finite: however 1ar'e problems may 
present a very large number of possible combinations. 
2.7 Comments 
Mathematical models for supply chain management and planning pro%ide \ aluahle took to 
support the decision making process and to improve the competitiveness of chemical proce, ", 
companies. Supply chain studies have evolved from deterministic studies. where all the 
information is assumed to be accurately known to approaches where uncertainty (e. g. demand 
forecasts) is also taken into account, allowing more robust solutions and reduced risk in supply 
chain planning. 
Usually, supply chain planning problems give rise to large MILP's that arc difficult to 
solve by direct application of commercial solvers. Hence, an extensive body of literature is 
available addressing several solution methods either based on pure mathematical programming 
techniques or on hybrid methods combining mathematical programming and heuristic 
procedures. So far, none of the methods described has been distinguished as a standard 
procedure, nevertheless, decomposition and hierarchical algorithms have consistently provided 
good results. 
Multilevel planning is still an open challenge in the PSE community. Several factors affect 
the integration quality, both related with the characteristics of the supply chain and with the set of 
jobs to execute there. Traditionally, supply chain design problems have not been concerned with 
lower level operation planning integration, however disregarding this issue may bring unexpected 
poor performance at the scheduling level. Several approaches have been derived to deal with this 
class of problems, specifically rolling-horizon methods (single stage or simultaneous approach), 
hierarchical algorithms (sequential approach) or even heuristic procedures based in cause-effect 
analysis. 
A common idea to most of the works in this area is that the success of any approach will 
depend on how much detail one is able to include in the upper (aggregated) level model without 
significantly affecting its size. 
In the next chapter we will address a deterministic allocation problem that is relevant to the 
pharmaceutical industry and show the efficiency of decomposition methods in solving large 
MILP models. 
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3 Supply Chain Planning in a Worldwide 
Company - The Deterministic case 
3.1 Supply Chain in the Pharmaceutical Industry 
With some variations between enterprises, all major pharmaceutical companic. follo a 
business process according to the details described below (Shah, 2003). 
" Demand management - in each geographical region demand forecasts are developed f()r 3 to 24 
months, based on historical data, market intelligence etc; 
" Inventory management and distribution requirements planning - orders are addressed to the 
appropriate warehouse/distribution centre. The impact on finished goods inv-ento r\ is 
evaluated and orders are placed on upstream secondary manufacturing sites; 
" Secondary production planning and scheduling - the received orders are planned and then 
scheduled in detail. The inventory balance of the active ingredients (Al) is evaluated and 
orders to primary sites placed if necessary; 
" Primary manufacturing campaign planning and Al inventory management - the demands 
placed by secondary manufacturers are satisfied by careful inventory management and 
production planning. 
The costumer-facing end is driven by orders. These orders represent disturbances that 
propagate backwards in the supply chain (in the opposite sense of materials flow), being 
amplified as they get closer to the first stages (bullwhip or Forrester effect). However, the 
primary manufacturing stage has long cycle times, which make it difficult to ensure end-to-end 
responsiveness. Relatively large stocks of Al must be held to ensure good service levels and 
smooth operation at the interface of these processes. 
Many companies, especially multinationals, possess complex trading structures where, for 
tax purposes, the manufacturing plants, intellectual property holder and distribution centres are 
considered to be different entities. This brings more flexibility to supply chain optimization as it 
allows several different pricing policies to be practised. 
3.1.1 Primary Manufacturing 
Primary sites are responsible for Al production. Usually this takes place through one of 
two main processes: chemical synthesis and separation stages to build complex artificial 
molecules or; fermentation followed by separation and purification stages. 
Primar, 
manufacturing is characterized by long task processing times and tight quality control tct,, on the 
intermediate products so large inventories are held between , tage to Counter the Ioýý 
responsiveness of the process. The production volumes 
involved are u, ually lo resulting in 
4() 
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multipurpose plants to spread the capital cost between products. The changeover activities that 
take place when the manufactured product changes comprise thorough cleanings to avoid cross 
contamination. This usually takes a long time so it is desirable to keep the planning complexity 
(number of different products using the same resource) at a low level and long campaigns 
become the norm, otherwise equipment utilization would be too low. 
Since the production volumes are low and unit values are high. transportation costs are not 
significant at this end of the supply chain so primary sites may be located anywhere in the world. 
even distant from secondary manufacturers. The factors ruling the choice of location will he tax 
rates, existence of skilled working force, political and economic stability etc. 
3.1.2 Secondary Manufacturing 
Secondary manufacturers prepare and formulate the products in a suitable form for final 
consumers. This involves adding the Al to some "excipient" inert materials along with further 
processing and packing. Some process operations that may take place during this stage are: 
blending, granulation and compression to form pills, coating, quality control and packing. 
As was pointed out above, the secondary sites are often geographically separate from Al 
producers. This is frequently the result of tax and transfer price optimization within the 
enterprise. At this end of the supply chain, due to large amounts of inert products added to the Al 
plus the packing, the transportation costs become very significant, so usually there are many more 
secondary than primary locations, serving regional or local markets. 
3.2 Problem Statement 
Europe 
Sites 
Markets & 
Products 
A 
S. Amer. 
Sites 
k t & M s ar e 
Products Primary 
Sites & 
roducts 
N. Amer. 
Sites 
Markets & 
Proto. 
Asia 
Sites 
Markets & 
"'T Products 
, _-A 
Afr. M. Easy 
Sites 
Markets & 
Products 
ý44411 i 
Fig. 3.1 - Supply Chain structure of the enterprise 
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... 4, a 
The aim of this project is to optimise the supply chain of a large pharmaceutical company. 
whose structure is summarised in Fig. 3.1. The participants are primary sites (Al manufacturers) 
and respective storage facilities, secondary sites and respective warehouses and final product 
market areas. The detailed distribution network within each market area is out of the scope of this 
work. 
t=n 
10 mmm 
23 
4 
5""" Secondary 
Sites 
6 
71 t=n+m 
. 86.0 1 
9827,4 
10 951 
t=n 
t= n+m " 
13 81 
63 162j 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.2 (a) - Internal organisation of the primary sites. The allocation of products to sites (left) may 
change through the different time periods. (b) Each secondary geographical area only produces and consumes 
some secondary products from the company's portfolio. As in primary sites, the allocation of products to sites 
may change in time. 
Each primary site may supply the active ingredient to any of the secondary sites and be 
located in any place around the world. There are five geographical areas for secondary sites and 
markets: Europe, Asia, Middle East and Africa, North and South America. Since the 
transportation costs are very significant at this end of the supply chain, material flows between 
two different areas are not allowed. The planning problem is defined by the following 
parameters: 
" The multi period demand profile of the company's portfolio; 
" Production, transportation and allocation specific costs; 
9 Tax rates; 
" The company's supply chain structure, with primary and secondary locations available. 
the model tries to make some decisions supply chain managers usually face. 
" Allocation of the primary ingredients production and how to manage the available reourcc' 
during the whole time horizon, 
" Primary production and inventory profiles; 
" Primary product flow to each secondary geographical region; 
-L 
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" Allocation of the secondary product manufacturing within each geographical area. 
" Secondary production and inventory profiles; 
" Secondary product distribution network and flows from secondary plant, to market.. 
Each secondary geographical area produces and consumes some product i amilie,. but not 
all, from the company's portfolio. Secondary products with the same formulation but different 
package, label etc, are considered to belong to different families. It was decided that a "inglc 
sourcing policy would be followed, i. e. each product (both primary and secondary) will he 
produced in one and only one site on each time period. Allocation transfer (i. e. movement of 
products between sites) is allowed between different time periods although the number of 
exchanges is limited. For secondary products, this transfer can only take place between sites in 
the same geographical area. 
The model includes the occurrence of changeover activities as these significantly affect the 
equipment availability, however, due to the global scope of the project and the dimension of the 
problem, some production details such as scale-up times and qualification runs are not 
considered. 
The location of the production and distribution sites is an extremely important i'. suc for 
large multinational enterprises, as the profit after taxes may change significantly due to the 
different taxes charged in different countries. So, the objective is set as the maximization of the 
enterprise profit after taxes, Net Profit Value (NPV). The terms of the objective function are 
listed below. A cost for unfulfilled demand has also been considered. 
Revenues Costs 
" Secondary products sales; " Raw material costs; 
" Production costs; 
" Transportation costs; 
" Inventory handling costs: 
" Unattended demand costs; 
" Tax costs. 
3.3 Mathematical Formulation 
Sets 
i primary products 
c primary sites 
1 primary sites resources 
p secondary products 
s secondary sites 
r secondary sites resources (operation units) 
m market locations 
r time periods 
j geographic areas 
4ý 
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Sub-sets 
Pj secondary products consumed in geographical area j 
P. cP: P. I P.. ý{ 1J j'= 1.23A5 
S; secondary sites in geographical area j 
Sj cS: Sj I Sj, ={}j, j'=1,2,3,4.5 
Mj markets in geographical area j 
Mj cM: Mj I Mj. ={}j, j'=1,2,3,4.5 
Parameters 
D1,,,,, Demand forecast of product p in market m in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
MT,,, - Manufacturing time demand of sec. product p in resource r (hour) 
MTP;, Manufacturing time demand of primary product i in resource 1(hour/ton) 
A,,., -, Availability of resource r in time period tin secondary sitc .s (hour/moth) 
AP, 1, Availability of resource 1 in time period t in primary site c (hour) 
CTS,,.,,, Transportation cost of secondary products- secondary site s to market in (m. u. /ton 
CTP(. Average transportation costs from primary site c to sec. sites s (m. u. /ton) 
CPS',,. Production cost of sec. product p in site s (m. u. /ton) 
CPPi,. Production cost of primary product i in site c (m. u. /ton) 
PF, 1, Product p formulation as a function of primary product i 
V2,,,,, Selling price of product p in market m (m. u. /ton) 
CTA/, S Cost of transferring the allocation of product p to site s (m. u. ) 
TF1, Transformation factor for final product p (yield) 
Vi, Internal price of primary product i (m. u. /ton) 
TRP; Tax rate on primary site i location (%) 
TRS Tax rate on secondary site s location (%) 
CU1, Cost of not satisfying the whole demand of sec. product p (m. u. /ton) 
Kpr Equals 1 if product p uses resource r and 0 otherwise 
COT Changeover time in resources (hour) 
CIVr Inventory costs at site s (m. u. /ton) 
Max Upper limit of the production rate (ton/t. p. ) 
Continuous Variables 
Z NPV, objective function (m. u. ) 
PR, 1 Production of product p 
in site s in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
Amount of product p transported from site s to market in in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
SLF,,,,, Sales of product p in market in in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
U1,,,,, Unsatisfied demand of product p in market in in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
TP,,, Amount of primary product i transported to site s in time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
IV,,  Inventory of secondary product p 
in site s at time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
PRP,;, Production of primary product i in site c at time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
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IVP,, Inventory of primary product i at time period t (ton/t. p. ) 
Binary Variables 
X, rP,, Equals 1 if secondary product p is produced at site .s 
in time period t. 0 otheMwi"c 
XTr1 Allocation transfer decision variable, equals 1 if X,,,, +, =I and X=0 
XPc;, Equals 1 if primary product i is produced at site c. 0 othervti i; e 
XPT(.;, Allocation transfer decision variable, equals I if XP;,.,,, =I and XP,, =0 
3.3.1 The Detailed Model (DM) 
Secondary products allocation constraints 
X, 
F, t=1 
b'j, pePj, t (3.1) 
SESj 
XTT/, º-I ýX spt -X . sp1-1 
`dp, s, t>1 (3.2 ) 
Xs,,, <1-XTS., 
), 
Vs, p, t (3.3) 
XTP S3Vj, t (3. 
SESi pEPi 
Constraint (3.1) guarantees that, within each geographical area, each product is allocated to 
one and only one secondary site in each time period. Constraints (3.2) and (3.3) guarantee that 
each allocation transfer will only take place after the decision has been taken. Constraint (3.4) 
limits the number of allocation transfers allowed in each time period. 
Primary products allocation constraints 
XF =1 Vi, t (3.5) 
XPT;. it_1 >_ XPc;, - XP .;, _t 
`dc, i, t>1 (3.6) 
XPc;, < 1- XTP;, V i, c (3.7) 
1] XPTL.;, <2Vt (3.8) 
Constraints (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) play the same role in primary product allocation as 
constraints (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) respectively 
do for secondary products. 
Capacity constraints 
X 
, I, -1 
COT ` s, r. rt3.9) E MT,,,. PR,,  < 
A,.,., -JK pr 
Pp 
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Constraint (3.9) is the capacity constraint for the secondary sites. Constraint 10) limits 
the production of primary products in accordance with resource availabilit\ . 
j: MTP PRP.;, <_ AP.,, `d c, l, t 
Mass/flow balance constraints 
PRSP <_ Max X 
pt 
Vs, p, t (ý .1 1º 
SL1,, 
1 : -- 
ýTSsp»rr VJ, pEP-, mEM1, t (3. l2) 
SESI 
SLPIrrr < DEnl VJ, pEP,, me M, t (3.13) 
U, 
),,, r = 
D, 
)», t - 
SLI 
, », 
V j, pEP! , in eMj, t (3.14) 
Each secondary product will only be produced at the secondary site where it was allocated 
(constraint (3.11)). Constraint (3.12) is the flow balance between storage facilitic,, (in the 
secondary sites) and the markets; constraint (3.13) obliges the sales of each product in each time 
period to be less than or equal to the respective demand and constraint (3.14) estimates the 
unfulfilled demand in order to introduce a penalty term in the objective function. The link 
between production and outgoing flows from secondary sites (constraints (3.11) and (3.12)) is 
provided by the inventory constraint (3.17). 
PRP 
1 
<_ MaxXP.; `d c, i (3.15 
PR PF. 
TPs, 
ý - , ý, 
ýý `ds, i, t (3.16) 
PP 
Constraints (3.15) are the production relations in the primary sites. Constraints (3.16) 
establish the primary products flow to secondary sites based on production rates. product 
formulations and manufacturing losses of secondary products. 
Inventory constraints 
IVSF,, = IV, Eý, -i + 
PRcp - TSb'j, sE Sj, pe Pj .t 
(3.17) 
IVP, = IVP, -, 
+jPRP.;, -YTP; r 
Vi, t l . 14 
C. 
Constraints (3.17) and (3.18) are the inventory balances for secondam and primary , ite,, 
respectively. 
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Non-negativity constraints 
PR, SL, TP, IV, PRP, IVP, U, TS >_ 0 
Objective function 
The total Net Profit Value (NPV) must include: 
Sales revenuesi 
II = YV 2,,,.. SLn,,,, 
pint 
Primary and secondary production costs (per site); 
KPD = >CPPC. PRPCI 
it KP, ='CPS, pPR 
Primary and secondary product transportation costs (per site): 
KT, = CTP. PRPU, KT, _ CTS.,,,, 
TS 
c/,,,,, 
it stilt 
Primary and secondary site inventory handling costs; 
KII,,.;,,, = CIV Y IVP., 
KIS = CIVIIV,,,, 
fit 
Primary and secondary product allocation costs (per site); 
KAB. = CTAP i XPT ;, 
it KAc _ CTAýýs XTcý, t 
i ý. 1yl 
For each site, the total costs before taxes will 
be as follows. Average inventory costs are 
considered for primary sites (see below). 
Kc =KP. +KTT+ 
KII»#-rl, 
l +KAB 
Tax costs on primary site locations; 
= TRP. 
1: V 1; PRP.;, - Ký 
Tax costs on secondary site 
locations. 
0., 
Es; = 
TRS, YVT 1,11 
SL, 
711, - 
Ks 
KS =KP, +KTS +KI, +KAS 
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The NPV is given by equation (3.20): 
Z=II- I (Ký. +0ý. )+ý(Ks+0, -1: tr C(. ý .;., t>> 
.S pmi 
As mentioned above, transportation costs at the primary end of the supply chain are not 
significant, so average costs for transportation of primary products between "ccondary and 
primary sites are used, depending only on the primary site location. This reduce, the number of 
variables since it is possible to express the primary products flow variables, TP,,,, %ý ith one les 
dimension. One consequence of this procedure is that the primary product inventory costs cannot 
be assigned to a specific primary site (because the model formulation does not allow the inclusion 
of the site index in the variable IVP;,. ) which potentially prevents the accurate calculation of tax 
costs on these locations. 
3.3.2 The Aggregated Model (AM) 
The variable space of the detailed model may become %'cry large for realistic problem,,. 
mainly because of the tetra dimensional transportation variables of secondary products from , itc,, 
to markets, TS1, s,,,,. We develop an aggregate version of the model, without transportation 
variables that, in spite of being less detailed, is more tractable and suitable for the development of 
algorithms (the number of variables is reduced by -30c%%). 
Parameters 
The aggregated model uses all the parameters of the detailed model except demands, 
secondary product transportation costs and secondary product selling prices that are substituted 
by aggregated or average parameters. 
DJ1,, Total demand of sec product pin area j in time period t, eq. (3.21); 
CTSJ,,,; Average sec product p transportation cost from site s to markets in area j, (eq. 
(3.22)); 
V2J,, j Average price of sec product p 
in markets in area j, eq. (3.23); 
(3.21) DJ 
/)(1 
DVt, j, pe Pj 
ll1 EM 
I CTS,,,, D,,,,,, 
CTSJ =,, 
1 
1 Vj, pEP1. sES1 (3.22) 
psi 
1 , AE 1/ 
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1V2 DPIIr 
mEMý V2JPi. Vj, peP Dpmr 
r IIIEMý 
Variables 
Almost all the variables from the detailed model are kept in the aggrcgatcd model. but 
some of them have to be redefined in order to fit the dimensional changes in the parameters. 
Variable TS,,,,.,,,, is simply removed. 
SL/) , Sales of product p from site s in time period t; 
U/, j, Unsatisfied demand of product p in region j in time period t. 
Constraints 
Constraint (3.12) has to be substituted and (3.13), (3.14) and (3.17) have to be modified to 
accord with the redefined set of variables. 
2: PR., ý DJ 
JJ 
Vj, pE Pj 
r . Est t 
SLSF < DJ11 `dj, pe Pj, sE Sj, t 
U1, ß, = DJ1,;, - SL, m Vf, pE Pj, t 
SES, 
IVýý = IVsý,, _, 
+ PRl,, - SLci, t 
tip, s, t 
Objective function 
Sales revenues; 
II =V 2J SL. s/, I j, /)EP/, SESf,! 
Primary and secondary production costs (per site); 
KP. = 1: CPP.; PRP.;, KPD = 
2: CPSsp PR 
Pr 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
Primare and secondary transportation costs (per site); 
KT, = CTP. PRP. ý., 
KT, 
E Si _ 
CTSJ 
/,,, 
SL 
, / 
11 
/"/'Efj. cESI.! 
Primary and secondary site inventon, handling costs: 
KI,,.,,,, = CI V IVP, KI S= 
Cl \'j 11 
t 
ýý i, º 
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Primary and secondary product allocation costs (per site; 
KA( CTAP; XPT.;, 
it 
For each site, the total costs before taxes will be as follows: 
K(. = KP. + KT. 
KI 
++ KA 
#i ` 
Tax costs on primary site locations; 
O,. =TRP. 1] V1IPRP.;, -K 
Tax costs on secondary site locations. 
O. 
rEsj = 
TRSS jV 2J1,,, SLr,,, - K, 
j, p¬Pj, r 
KA => CT. A, X T, 
K, = KP; - KT, - KIN -- K. I 
The Net Profit Value is given by equation (3.28): 
Z= II -ý 
(K, + O,. ) +I (K,. + O,. ) -1 , 
Uj,,, CU (3-28) 
Between the 1St and 2nd steps of the spatial decomposition algorithm, the conversion of the 
results obtained with the aggregated model to values that can be used in the detailed model is 
performed as follows: 
TS 
w»lf - 
SL, 
l Vj, sE Sj, mEMj, p, t #Mi 
SLSi 
SES, SL/), 
t = #M 
Vj, m E M,, p, t 
j 
Upn, - 
vNf 
Vj, m E Mj, p, t 
#MI 
3.4 Solution algorithms - Decomposition methods 
Two examples with different size, motivated by industrial processes were generated in 
order to test the model as well as the performance of the decomposition algorithms. 
The smaller problem is solvable in a matter of hours (see tables 3a and 3b) however the 
larger one is not solvable in reasonable time (CPU < ? 50,000 s). This motivated u, to develop 
heuristic procedures to solve the larger instances of this model. 
The Aggregated Model has a lower number of continuous variahlc. and a simpler 'structure 
than the DM, so it is faster to solve. Although it Joch not provide any 
information about the 
1I) 
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transportation network from the secondary sites storage facilities to market areas, it is detailed 
enough to obtain an approximate estimate of the maximum NPV the enterprise can expect from 
the optimization procedure. This formulation will also prove to he very useful in the first stages 
of decomposition and hierarchical algorithms. 
Problem 1 
"6 active ingredients; 
"6 primary sites; 
"5 secondary geographical areas; 
" 30 secondary product families; 
" 33 secondary sites; 
" 10 market areas; 
" 12 time periods. 
Problem 2 
" 10 active ingredients: 
" 10 primary sites; 
"5 secondary geographical areas; 
" 100 secondary product families; 
" 70 secondary sites; 
" 10 market areas; 
" 12 time periods. 
According to previous works by other authors (see section 1) the most suitable approaches 
for this kind of model are decomposition and/or aggregation methods or even hybrid methods that 
combine heuristics and mathematical programming. In this section we propose two 
decomposition methods based on the supply chain structure and time. 
3.4.1 Spatial decomposition algorithm 
XT 
(3.1) 
(3.2) x 
(3.3) x 
(3.4) x 
(3.11) 
(3.9) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.17) 
(3.14) 
(3.16) 
(3.10) 
(3.15) 
(3.18) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
IV P, l' IT TP PRP IVP XI' XPT 
X 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x 
x x x 
x x 
ir x 
x 
x x 
x x x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x 
Fig. 3.3 - Structural matrix. Lines correspond to the model constraints and 
the columns correspond to the 
variables. 
During the last few years, hardware tools have experienced an enormous development. 
Faster computer processors allow the solution of ever-larger problems 
in reasonable CPU time. 
Nevertheless, realistic problems are always one step ahead of optimization tools. 
The principles underpinning decomposition methods are problem size reduction, through 
decomposition into smaller sub-problems, deletion of hard constraints, or, as often 
happens, a 
combination of both. The model's structural matrix 
(Fig. 3.4) shows that this is composed of two 
ready decomposable sub-problems, corresponding 
to primary and secondary echelons connected 
by a linking constraint (3.16), the flow 
balance between the two areas of the supply chain. 
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In the following description, "primary binary variables", refers to those variables 
concerned with primary product allocation while "secondary binary variables" are related to 
secondary product allocation. This is a three-step method, based on the structure of the supply 
chain model, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 
START 
Relax sec. variables 
Solve MIP ALLOCATION I 
W=O TSpsmt = SLpst/#Mj 
SLpmt = EsjSLpst/#Mj 
XT = 0; Upmt = Upjt/#Mj 
X=0; 
Yes 
W>n STOP 
no 
JC=1 
no 
JC<=5 
yes 
Fix sec variables j <> JC; 
(TP, PR, TS, SL, IV, U, X, XT) 
Fix prim variables; 
Solve MIP ALLOCATION 2 (DM) 
Update TP, PR, 
SL, IV, U, X, XT 
JC=JC+1 
Fix sec. bin. Variables 
Account for changeover 
Solve MIP ALLOCATION 3 (DM) 
W=W+1 
Fig. 3.4 - Flowchart of the spatial 
decomposition algorithm 
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" Step 1: the secondary binary variables are relaxed and an integer set of primary binary variables 
is generated. Simultaneously this provides an estimate of the production rates. sales and 
inventory for both primary and secondary products. as well as an upper hound to the 
problem. 
" Step 2: the primary binary variables are fixed and the program optimizes each of the secondary 
geographical areas, j, separately, until a complete set of integer secondary binary variable,; is 
generated. 
" Step 3: the secondary binary variables are fixed and the model reallocates the primary products 
and adjusts the production rates (MILP) 
The first step uses the aggregated version of the model whose solution process is faster 
than the original model. Between the first and the second steps a set of operations is performed to 
convert the results obtained with the aggregated model into values that can he used in the detailed 
model. In the second step, each geographical area, j, is optimised separately, until a complete set 
of secondary binary variables is generated. This one in turn, is fixed in the third step of the 
procedure, where primary products are reallocated. 
The second and third steps may be repeated iteratively until the objective function is no 
longer improved or until a specified number of iterations is reached. On one hand, there is no 
guarantee that the optimum will be found, since both solutions, from second and third steps, are 
lower bounds to the problem. On the other hand, in each step, it is possible to calculate an upper 
bound for the deviation to the optimum integer solution, given by the difference between the 
result of step 1 and the actual value of Z (Fig. 3.5). 
Fix Bin. I Fix Bin. 2 Fix Bin. I 
Alloc. Sec. Alloc. prim Alloc. Sec. 
Step 2 Step 3 Step 2 Opt 
Maximum error 
Relax Bin. 2 
Alloc. prim 
Step I 
Fig. 3.5 - Evolution of Z along the several iterations of the spatial 
decomposition algorithm. 
3.4.2 Temporal Decomposition Algorithm 
This work is oriented towards long-term planning, where each time period 
has duration o1 
four months. Under these circumstances, the inventory relations 
(constraints) do not significantly 
influence the (binary) product allocation decisions (especially taking into account the 
limitation 
on the number of allocation transfers 
between two consecutive time periods). A possible 
approach is to decompose the problem 
into several independent sub problems, one per time 
period that can be optimised separately. 
Two kinds of constraints link the different periods: allocation transfer and 
inventorN 
constraints ((3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7), 
(3.17) and (3.18)). 
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Setting the inventory variables to 0 at the end of each time period leads to equations (3.29) 
and (3.30). Each one of the new equations may now be written independently for each time 
period, i. e. without depending on variables referring to adjacent time periods. 
START 
tt =Tr 
STEP I 
ALLOCATION 1 
Optimization of time period tt 
xxspst = Xps. tt 
xxPict = XPic. tt 
tt =tt -1 
no 
tt=0 
X2pst =X1 pst 
XT2pst = XT1pst 
XP2ict = XP1 ict 
XPT2ict = XPT1ict 
STEP 2 
ALLOCATION 2 
LP recalculation of the 
continuous variables 
STOP 
Fig. 3.6 - Temporal decomposition algorithm. 
Indexes 1 and 2 of the binary variables in the 7`s box refer 
to ALLOCATION I and ALLOCATION 2 respectively. In this diagram, the optimization process in the first step 
is performed following the inverse chronological sequence of time periods. 
0=PRpst- TSJ, S»11 
VJ, pEP., sESt (3.29) 
mEMý 
0= ýPRP, 1 - -, 
Ti', Pb'i, t (3.30) 
cS 
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Equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7) need to be reformulated more carefully; the 
allocation decision information has to be passed between time periods. This is achieved through 
modification of the allocation constraints, as detailed below. In fact, each sub model 
(corresponding to each time period) is not fully independent; it uses some information (allocation 
decisions) from previous (or subsequent) time periods, as there is a limit on the product/site 
allocation transfers that can occur on each time period. According to this, the optimization 
process has to be performed following either the direct or inverse chronological sequence of time 
periods. In order to reduce the relations between time periods, the allocation transfer decisions are 
assumed to take place in the same time period as the transfer itself. 
Using the variable substitution expressed in (3.31), constraints (3.2), (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7) 
are reformulated for each time period t= tt (using inverse chronological sequence). 
Variable Substitution 
X p5., +, = XXS, s, and XP.,,,,, = XXP,,, 
(3.31) 
Secondary sites 
XPst <1-XT 
stalp, s, t=ttandt<T12 
(3.32) 
p 
XT 
5! 
XXSpst 
-X PS, `dp, s, t= tt and t< T12 (3.33) 
Primary Sites 
XP 1 <-1- XPT; ct 
`d i, c, t= tt and t< T12 (3.34) 
(3.35) XPT,, >_ X XP,, - XP,,, `di, c, t = tt and t <T, 2 
The inclusion of binary allocation variables in the capacity balance constraint (Eq. 3.9) to 
account for the changeover operations may result in the generation of infeasible capacity 
balance 
constraints in the following time period being optimised in the solution process (see relationship 
below). 
A, I. r_l < 
2]Kp,. Xsp -1 COT `ds, r, t 
p 
If the solution of these infeasibilities involves the reallocation of more products than the 
number imposed in the allocation transfer upper 
limit constraints ((3.4) and (3.8)), then the model 
will be infeasible. In order to prevent this, an extra constraint 
is included: 
Air, > ZKp,. X , -1 
COT Vs, r, t, r <t (3.36) 
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Objective Function 
In the first step of the algorithm, each time period is optimised separately and equentially. 
The information concerning product/site assignment is passed to the following time period and k, 
on, until all time periods have been optimised and a complete set of binary variable, i. generated. 
In this step, the objective function is a function of t. Z(t). In the second step. the binary variables 
are fixed and the continuous variables are recalculated in order to improve the final ``P\'. 
Fig. 3.6 shows the flowchart of the temporal decomposition algorithm. 
ALLOCATIONI is the model used to calculate the binary variables in each time period. It 
comprises the production and sales constraints and modified allocation constraints ((3.31) to 
(3.35)) (MILP). 
ALLOCATION2 is the original model, where all the time periods are optimi"cd 
simultaneously, with the binary variables fixed at the values calculated in step I (LP). 
3.5 Results 
All the tests were performed on UNIX based machines with 2 GB RA\1 and 1.8 GH/ 
Pentium IV processors, running the CPLEX 9.0 solver. 
Statistics concerning the number of integer (binary) variables in the full space models and 
in the different steps of the decomposition algorithm are shown in Table 3.1. Taking into account 
the relationship between size and CPU and the values in Table 3.1, it is to be expected that the 
sum of the CPU times to solve the three steps of the decomposition algorithm will he lower than 
the time to solve the full model. 
Table 3.1 - Comparison between the number of integer variables for the several methods 
Problem I Problem 2 
Binary Variables 
Full space 12,480 84,096 
Spac. Dec. Alg. 
1st step 864 2,400 
2nd step min 1,080 9,840 
max 3.360 24,626 
3rd step 864 2,400 
Temp. Dec. Alg. 1,040 7,008 
Tables 3.2a and 3.2b show the results of the decomposition algorithms. The quality of the 
results obtained with these methods is highly dependent on the set of data 
being optimized. 
The spatial decomposition method is particularly sensitive to the parameter excess capacity 
(see Fig. 3.8) as defined in eq. (3.37) that relates demand and available manufacturing eapacit` . 
This parameter is affected by the time taken on each changeover operation, as thi" aff . ct" the 
manufacturing equipment availabilities. 
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SES, 
pEP, mItlj 
-1 x100 vlr. t, j=1.2. i. 4.5 
3.17 ) 
Table 3.2a - Decomposition algorithm performance for problem 1. (') With respect to the LP model 
solution 
Zop, Gapa CPU 
(ýIý) (s) 
LP 475,847 - - 
Full space 467,190 1.8 7,111 
Spac. Dec. Alg. 475,366 0.1 670 
Temp. Dec. Alg. 457,802 3.8 15 
Table 3.2b - Decomposition algorithm performance for problem 2( COT = 100). (ý) With rc. pcct to the 
LP model solution. (t') not solvable in 250 000 s of CPU 
zopt Gap' CPU 
(C/() (s) 
LP 1,066,351 - - 
Full space b - - 
Spac. Dec. Alg 1,020,256 4.3 17,770 
Temp. Dec. Alg. 1,002,610 5.8 126 
For problem 2, the first and third steps of the spatial decomposition algorithm represent 
4.3% of the total solution time (between 3.2 and 5.1'/'(), depending on the value used for the 
changeover operations. 
Table 3.3 - Statistics for the spatial decomposition algorithm. The changeover time (COT= 133) 
represents up to 4.5% of the availability of each resource. J refers to secondary geographical areas 
CPU Optimum Gap 
(s) (7 ) 
Step 1 856 1,038,486 5 
Step 2 j=1 3,310 1,463,371 0.1 
j=2 4,312 1,231. -143 2 
j=3 19 1,246,434 0.09 
j=4 14,401 933.363 0.8 
j=5 23 972,793 0.7 
Step 3 340 1,017,907 0.8 
Final 23,260 1,017.907 0.8 
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Table 3.4 presents the CPU times for the three steps of this method and Table 5 show, ho%% 
the changeover time (COT) affects the CPU time to solve problem 2 with the spatial 
decomposition algorithm, by changing the available capacity. Fig. 3.7 relates the average 
computational time to solve for each of the secondary areas and their excess capacity, defined in 
equation (3.37). 
Table 3.4 - COT influence on the solution time of decomposition algorithms for prohlcm 22. 
Spatial Dec. Alg. Temporal Dec. Alg. 
COT CPU (s) Optimum Gap (ý7c) CPU (s) Optimum Gap (17c) 
33 25,889 1,022,815 0.7 122 1,009.128 2.0 
100 17,770 1,020,256 4.3 126 1,002,610 5.8 
133 23,260 1,017,907 0.8 147 1,000.507 2.5 
500 39,079 1,017,170 0.8 141 1,011,482 1.3 
The temporal decomposition algorithm has, by far, the best performance of both solution 
algorithms developed in this work; its sensitivity to the excess capacity parameter is much lower 
than that for the spatial decomposition algorithm. One downside of this algorithm is that the 
quality of its results is highly dependent on the demand profile, i. e. large changes in demand 
levels between consecutive time periods will reinforce the importance of the inventory relations 
and lead to poorer quality results, while constraint (3.36) will introduce many limitations on the 
possible product allocation. 
Fig. 3.7 is a graphical representation example of the output decisions of the supply chain 
optimisation models. 
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Fig. 3.7- Example of the material flows around sites S3 and S 10. for time period 
3, geographical area 
"Europe". The primary sites located in Europe and primary product flows are 
indicated in yellow, secondary sites 
and product flows are indicated in light blue 
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Fig. 3.8 - CPU dependence on excess capacity of step 2, of the spatial decomposition algorithm, for each 
geographical region, j. CPU and EC values are an average over many runs with different values of COT. 
3.6 Other solution approaches 
Two hybrid method approaches were developed to solve the large MILP models generated, 
one combining Genetic Algorithms and mathematical programming and a second one based on 
Lagrangean decomposition. Both approaches proved to perform worse than any of the 
decomposition methods described 3.4. 
A decomposition method based on the company's portfolio, "Product Frames Algorithm" 
(PFA) is described in Sousa et al. (2005). In the PFA, the list of secondary products is separated 
into several groups (frames) that are allocated sequentially instead of simultaneously. During this 
process, all the variables concerning the products outside the frame being optimised (both binary 
and continuous ones) are not modified. In the modified version of this algorithm (PFA modified) 
the products demanding higher resources usage are optimised first, and all the binary allocation 
variables of the secondary products that are still to be allocated are relaxed. This provides a 
partial solution for each frame that will be closer to the full space solution as the iterations 
proceed, while keeping a reduced binary variable space. 
3.6.1 Hybrid method - GA plus mathematical programming 
This is a two step method In the first step GA is used to estimate the binary variables, and 
then, in the second step, we fix their values and solve an LP. This value is thenused to calculate 
the fitness of each member of the chromosome population. 
Chromosome coding 
The chromosomes are divided in 6 sub-chromosomes, one primary and 5 secondary suh- 
chromosomes, one per each secondary geographical region. The positions in the string represent 
primary or secondary products, according to the portfolio of each participant in the SC and 
geographical area. Each gene may assume an integer value representing a manufacturing site. The 
assignment is restricted to the set of primary or secondary plants of the geographical area to 
whose portfolio the product belongs. With this coding, all the solutions generated will naturally 
respect the single sourcing constraints (3.1) and (3.5) (see Fig. 3.9). The allocation transfers are 
represented by 6 sets of sub-chromosomes (one primary and five secondary) representing the 
products whose allocation shall change on each time period and geographical area (in the case of 
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secondary products) and the new sites where these products will be manufactured. All the 
solutions generated with this coding will implicitly respect all the allocation and allocation 
transfer constraints of the Detailed Model. 
Another advantage of this coding is that the number of genes in the chromosome 
concerning the allocation transfers is independent of the number of products and sites. 
Chromosomes 
l2 
cl -cn 
'E'SPE I 
Medium size problem 
il-in ..... 
to 
®I 
i i- in : I- cn 
1) 1 1? 11 [IV 4 
II 
il 
P1l - P1n 
in 
PJt-P)n 
PJ f1= In 
.II 
sal -c n 
PJ I p) 2pn 
sjl -sin 
T1PE2 
Type 1 6 genes 
Type 2 61 
Type 3 36 
Type 4 36 
l ype 5 180 
Type 6 I80 
Large size problem 
Type I 10 genes 
Type 2 236 
I'ype 3 36 
type 4 36 
Type 5 180 
Type 6 180 
In 
D)I -Dln ýI in 
In 
P)I -pin yl yn 
nrF5 nrF6 
Fig. 3.9 - Chromosome coding. The red dashes are examples of positions where crossover can take place. 
The number of genes on each chromosome, according to the sub-chromosome type where they are inserted, is 
also presented. 
The method failed due to the high number of chromosomes (and correspondingly LP 
problems) necessary to process to solve the large problem. However, there is a significant 
potential for successful implementation if parallel processors are available as the evaluation of 
the OF coded by each chromosome is independent of the other population members within each 
generation. 
3.6.2 Lagrangean decomposition 
The basis for this iterative method is the dualisation of constraint (3.16) as described in 
Reeves (1995) chapter 6, which allows decomposing the original problem into two independent 
subproblems: primary and secondary manufacture and distribution. The latter one automatically 
decomposes in five subproblems, one per each geographical region. 
This method performed poorly for two reasons - the weak dependence of the primary 
subproblem on the dualised variables resulted in a high number of iterations being necessary for 
convergence which in turn was aggravated by the fact that the secondary subproblems were hard 
to solve per se. 
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3.7 Comments 
In this chapter we defined a problem important to the pharmaceutical industry, developed a 
model to cover the global network allocations and allocation transfers and investigated three 
solution algorithms to tackle this particular large MILP problem. 
In the spatial decomposition method, the sensitivity analysis to the changeover time shows 
that, for this particular set of data, the optimum value is not affected significantly, since the 
bottleneck of the supply chain is the capacity of primary sites. On the other hand, the CPU time 
increases significantly. This is particularly the case for the "critical" secondary geographical 
areas; j=2 and j=4. These correspond to areas where the capacity used is close to the limit, 
mainly due to a lower excess capacity (eq. 3.36), which becomes more critical as the changeover 
time increases. 
The temporal decomposition method performs well with these sets of data although the 
quality of the results may be poor in other cases. Nevertheless, it opens new possibilities to 
explore even larger instances of the problem such as its stochastic version, where demand and 
other parameters may be uncertain. This is the topic of the next chapter. 
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4 Supply Chain Planning in a Worldwide 
Company: The Stochastic Case 
4.1 Introduction 
From the modelling point of view, deterministic models are much more convenient, as 
they are simpler and have a smaller number of variables than their stochastic versions. However, 
a decision maker who disregards the effects of uncertainty in the operation parameters in 
planning problems is, on one hand, adopting a position far too optimistic and, on the other hand, 
he may be missing some strategic opportunities over competitors. Numerous works in supply 
chain design and operation (e. g. Ahmed and Sahinidis, 2003; Guillen, 2006) prove that running a 
deterministic case for the average values of the uncertain parameters does not necessarily provide 
the solution that on average performs best over the entire range of possible scenarios. 
As reviewed in section 2.4, one of the most common sources of uncertainty, is demand 
forecasts, which very often are dependent on factors external to the company (e. g. climate factors, 
customer habits). 
The usual (but not the only, see section 2.3) technique to introduce uncertainty in the mid 
to long term planning model is to represent the uncertain parameters as random variables with an 
associated probability distribution. From here, the approaches are divided into scenario based 
approaches and continuous distribution approaches plus integration over the entire distribution. 
4.1.1 The scenario based approach 
The scenario based approaches to problems involving integer variables tend to lead to 
intractably large MILP's. Methods similar to Benders decomposition, traditionally applied to 
LP's are no longer applicable since the expected recourse function is discontinuous or non- 
convex (Sahinidis, 2004; Grossmann, 2005). This is aggravated if: 
9 The deterministic model is already hard to solve per se; 
" When the uncertain parameters follow a continuous distribution, it is necessary to use sampling 
methods to ensure that the scenario space is conveniently covered and represented in the 
model, so the output decisions are positively robust. 
Nevertheless, there are special cases where the combinations of all possible realisations for 
the uncertain factors result in a relatively small number of scenarios that arise in a natural ýt a` . 
This is the case when the uncertain parameters have a discrete probability distribution. In the 
pharmaceutical industry this may be represented by drugs 
for respirator\ conditions whose 
demand levels are linked with the average atmospheric conditions over a given period, or, 
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alternatively, by the introduction of new drugs, still in some stage of development and «ho'e 
success is still unknown. 
In this chapter we develop the stochastic version of the model described in chapter 1. 
assuming that the uncertainty comes from several families of drugs. still in the devc1opment 
stage, whose clinical trial outcomes are still unknown (Gatica et al.. 2003 ý. 
4.1.2 Multistage stochastic models 
The goal of stochastic modelling is to determine the value for a set of variables 
representing key strategic decisions (either continuous or binary). which provide robustness to the 
system and the best weighted average performance over all possible scenarios. In general, these 
key decisions have to be made early in time, before the resolution of uncertainties, so, they are 
designated by here-and-now decisions and are scenario independent. These can be supply chain 
design decisions (such as capacity expansion investments, production allocation (Guillen et al. 
2005 and 2006a)), campaign planning decisions (such as number and duration of campaigns, 
batch sizes (Gupta and Maranas, 2000) or early period decisions (in contrast to late period 
decisions) (Gatica et al. 2003) 
The other extreme of the decision categorization is the wait-and-see type of decision, 
which are scenario dependent and made as the uncertain events unfold over time. Some examples 
are scheduling decisions after the plant design has been established, supply chain decisions 
(inventory and sales levels) after the campaign planning is determined or late time period 
decisions. 
Traditionally many works on stochastic modelling have adopted a two-stage approach. The 
first stage contains the here-and-now, scenario independent variables (or decisions). The second 
stage variables are the wait-and-see type and are defined recursively with respect to the first stage 
ones. Sahinidis (2004) show that a multistage approach might perform better than a two-stage 
one, and this comes out very naturally when each stage corresponds to a period of the time 
horizon (note that time period here does not refer to the time resolution of a discrete model). 
Multistage models are extensions of two stage programming models which allow revised 
decisions in each time stage based upon the uncertainty realized so far 
In the (temporal) multistage models, the beginning of each stage is signalled by the 
introduction of a new uncertain factor. The scenario tree, as in Fig. 4.1, is a useful graphical 
representation of the timeline of the uncertain demand forecast parameters. 
4.2 Stochastic modelling approach 
There are several ways of formulating a scenario based model. Some authors enumerate all 
the nodes in the tree and then relate parent and descendent nodes in the formulation, relating each 
scenario to one of the possible paths along the node network, from the root to the leaves (Guillen 
et al., 2006a; Balansubramanian and Grossmann, 2004). Other approaches use all the scenarios at 
all stages. Equality between related scenarios is maintained in the early stages of the tree and 
differentiation is only allowed when an uncertain event with several pos ible outcomes tale,, 
place. A new set of constraints, called non-anticipativity constraints (Ahmed and Siihinidk. 
2004) is introduced to "shape" the scenario tree 
ýý 
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Fig. 4.1 presents the scenario tree for our problem. The uncertain parameter: are the 
demand forecasts of secondary products in several geographical regions (zones 1 and 4 in Fig. 
4.1). This will induce scenario duplication on these areas, which will also generate new Scenarios 
in the primary sites planning. These in turn will affect the remaining secondary areas, even if 
these latter ones have deterministic demands. It is clear from the figure that the number of 
scenarios will grow very steeply with the number of uncertain parameters (up) in the secondary 
areas and the possible realizations for each of them. At each stage (st) considering that each 
uncertain parameter may assume two values, the number of nodes is: N (st) =N (st-1) "2 "`).. °P 
tl to t4 t5 to t8 t9 to t11 
1.2.3.4 1.2.3.4 
tl to t4 t5 to t8 t9 to t12 J=1 
5.67.8 
---------- 
5.6 78 
1,2 
""" 
2J =2 1 to 81 to 8 
fry sites 
J=3 1 tob 
-- - -------- -- - --- 
1 to8 
----- 
1,5 
1,2,5.6 
J=4 
3.7 
4.8 
J=5 1 to8 1 to8 
Fig. 4.1 - Scenario tree for the two echelon supply chain problem of chapter 3. The scenario 
multiplication for the primary sites is only due to the uncertainty in demands of the secondary products. The 
double lines on the secondary areas refer to scenario generation due uniquely to multiple scenarios on the primary 
area. 
The model formulation is exactly the same as presented in Chapter 3 except that the 
variables have an extra scenario index, k. The objective function is the weighted NPV average 
over all scenarios. Let Probk be the probability of each scenario: 
eNPV =Y probA Vk EK 
k 
(4.1) 
The non-anticipativity constraints assume the general form presented in equations (4.2) 
and (4.3). W,,, k is a generic variable, time and scenario dependent, either belonging to the primary 
or secondary subproblems: XP;,., k, XPT, k, PRP;,, k, TP;,, k, IVP,, k, XJ,,., k, XTI,,, k, PR/),, k, SL,,,,,, b, IV,,,, k, 
TS,,. mtk 
W,,. 
t. k =W,,.,. k+l 
Vk e [k,, k-I It E [t, It4l 
(4.2) 
W,,. t. k = 
W,,.,. k +1 
k=k, , k3, ký, 
k7 ,tE 
[tS 
. t8 
] (4.3) 
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4.3 Scenario aggregation 
The two echelons in the supply chain are linked solely by the flow balance constraint (eq 
3.16). This is not a strong link, especially when the number of products and site' increase. ,o it 
seems reasonable to assume that the uncertainty in one geographical area shall have a small effect 
on the remaining ones. This allows aggregating some scenarios in the secondary areas without a 
significant loss of accuracy and with savings in solution time. 
For the particular example shown in Fig. 4.2, the aggregation is performed according toi 
Table 4.1. The most direct way to model this aggregation is through the inclusion of new 
constraints (referred to as "aggregation constraints"). Only the constraints used in the non- 
anticipativity approach will be presented. The formulation to be used in the subset manipulation 
approach is identical except for the index of scenarios being aggregated in each area and sta` e. 
In the following algorithm, the aggregation will be applied only to the secondar binary 
allocation variables, whereas the continuous ones will still depend on the product flow 
from the 
primary sites. 
X 
psik =X psr, k+i and 
XTpsrk = XT/srk-I (4.4) and (4.5) 
For the following sets: 
tE[t5, t12], k=k,, k2, k3, j=1, pEPi , sES1 
tE 
[t5 
, 
t12], k = k5, k6, k7, j= 
1, pE Pj, s ES 
te[t5, t12], k=[1, k7 ], j=2,3,5, pEPj, sEE Si 
And (eq. (4.6), (4.7), (4.8)): 
X 
nstk =X vsr, k=t 
and XT1,., (k = 
XT,, 
sr, k=i 
tE [t5 , is 
lk= k2 
, 
k5, k6 
,j=4, pcP,, scS, 
X,, 
S(k = 
XF, 
sf, k=3 and 
XT/,. 
Slk = 
XT1,.,,, k_3 t c= 
[t5, tgjk = k4k7, k8, j=4, pe Pj, s E Sj 
X 
p. sIk =X j)st, k+4 
and XTJ, t, k = 
XT/», k -4 
te [t9 , tie 
1k e [kj, k4 b j= 4, peP,, sES, 
Table 4.1 - Scenario aggregation on the secondary areas 
Ji J1, J2, J3 J4 
-F3-st- ° st 1,2,3,4 1 to 8 1.2.34 
5,6,7,8 5,6,7,8 
st 1,2,3,4 1 to 8 1.2 
5,6,7,8 3.4 
5,6 
7.8 
4.4 Scenarios 
. are planned Two families of products based on the same Al, still 
in the development 'týº`ýc 
to enter the markets in geographical area 
Jl in time period T4. Two po sihle levels of ucce are 
ýý 
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assumed for these products, high and low, with demand forecast levels of 150 and 50r of the 
deterministic case respectively. In the deterministic case. these product familie,, account for 35rß 
of the Al consumption (in value) of geographical area J 1. 
For geographical area J4, the company has one new family of product,, planned to start in 
time period T4 (20% of Al sales in J4, in value) and a second one planned to start in TK (1 `, of 
Al sales in J4, in value). As in Jl, we assume two possible success levels, high and low. with 
demand levels of 150 and 50% of the deterministic case respectively. 
Table 4.2 shows the probability of each outcome of the development stagcs: 
Table 4.2 - Success probability for the clinical trials 
T4 T8 
il High 60% - 
Low 40% - 
J4 High 50% High 30% 
Low 501/( Low 70 % 
These lead to following configuration and probability for each scenario: 
Table 4.3 - Scenario configuration and probability 
J 1. T4 J4. T4 J4. T8 Prob. 
Sc 1 H H H 0.09 
Sc 2 H H L 0.21 
Sc 3 H L H 0.09 
Sc4 H L L 0.21 
Sc 5 L H H 0.06 
Sc6 L H L 0.14 
Sc 7 L L H 0.06 
Sc8 L L L 0.14 
4.5 Solution method - temporal decomposition 
The large allocation problem generates an intractable full space model whose solution 
cannot be found in 250 000 s of computational time. The introduction of uncertainty will make 
the situation even more complex, as the number of variables describing some areas of the supply 
chain may increase by up to 8 times compared to the deterministic model. 
In order to solve the very large MILP we adapt the temporal decomposition method 
developed in the previous section to suit the structure of the stochastic model. As in the method 
used to solve the deterministic model, we start by assuming the 
inventory carryover between time 
periods to be negligible: 
0= PRA,., ik -I 
TS1,,,, 
1,1 
VJ" PEP; ,sES; It. 
kEK (4.9) 
1)IE: il 
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0= PRP, 
ak `d i, t, kE KS, 
C 
14.10) 
The allocation decision information has to be passed between time periods. This i" 
achieved through modifications of the allocation constraints, as will be detailed hc1ow. 
In the case of the deterministic model, the optimization pr cc can he performed 
following either the chronological sequence of time periods or the inverse one (constraints (4.12) 
to (4.17)), from T12 to Ti. The optimization of the stochastic model has to follow the backward 
sequence; otherwise the first period (here-and-now) decisions ww could not he affected by the 
uncertainties in the second and third stages of the scenario tree. 
4.5.1 Modified allocation constraints 
As was pointed before, there are two possible formulations of the stochastic model, 
through "sub-sets manipulation" and "non-anticipativity constraints". The application of time 
decomposition to the second formulation approach provides a clearer model. 
In order to reduce the relations between time periods, the allocation transfers are assumed 
to take place in the same time period of the transfer decision itself. Using the variable substitution 
expressed in (4.11), constraints (3.2) to (3.4) and (3.6) to (3.8) are reformulated for each time 
period, t= tt, as constraints (4.12) to (4.17) respectively. 
Parameters 
1m2 upper limit on the number of allowed allocation transfers in the secondary regions 
lm] upper limit on the number of allowed allocation transfers in the primary sites 
Variable Substitution 
X 
,,.,, t+i, k = 
XXSnsk and XP(., +l k= 
XXP, 
ck 
(4.1 1) 
Secondary sites 
X 
pstk 
<-1- XTT, s. r+i, k 
Vp, s, k, t= tt and t< T12 (4.12) 
XT/, 
s,, +l, k 
>_ XXS 
JsL -X/, s, k 
Ldp, s, k, t= tt and t< T12 (4.13) 
II XTps,, +l k >_ 
lm2 `dk, t= tt and t< T12 (4.14 ) 
J)EPi SESi 
Primary sites 
XP, 
c, k 
<_ 1- XPT, c.,, +l, k 
di, c, k, t= tt and t< T12 ( 4.15) 
XPT; 
t., +I, k 
>- XXPc, k - XP(-, k Vi, c, 
k, t= tt and t< Ti, (4.16) 
XPT. <lml `dk, t=ttandt<T,, (4.17) 
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In each time period, within each constraint block, including the non-anticipativity and 
scenario aggregation types, only the equations corresponding to the time period being optimized 
will be generated. 
The capacity balance in secondary sites, constraint (3.9) contains binare allocation 
variables to account for the changeover operations. In addition to the limited number of allocation 
transfers allowed between consecutive time periods, this may lead to infeasible solutions for high 
values of COT when using the temporal decomposition. In order to prevent the generation of the 
infeasible solutions, a new constraint is included in the model (as in the deterministic 
formulation): 
Ar,,,. -1 COT Vr, s, t, t' <t, k E KS,. 01.18) 
r' 
4.5.2 Long-term allocation transfer limitation constraints 
Fig. 4.2 represents the arrays of the allocation decision variables for both primary and 
secondary echelons from T4 to T12. Each vector in TI to T4 represents eight scenarios and two 
for the time periods of the second stage of the scenario tree (T5 to T8), according to the 
aggregation in Fig. 4.1. Colours represent the maximum allocation differences between each time 
period and T4 as well as between different scenarios in the same time period, in accordance with 
the maximum allocation transfers allowed between time periods. When the optimization sequence 
in the temporal decomposition algorithm is performed from T12 to TI, it is necessary to impose 
limitations on the difference of the allocation decision variables arrays between scenarios in order 
to guarantee the model feasibility when the scenario stage changes between two consecutive time 
periods (i. e. T8 and T4). The reason for this is the existence of an upper limit on the number of 
allocation transfer decisions between consecutive time periods. Y,,, A kk and YPi,.,. kk are blocks of 
variables introduced to account for the different allocations between scenarios. 
Primare Sites 
TJ T5 T6 T7 1s TV T10 
TI 112 
KI 
1' x 'a h 
K2 
1F 4' 4M 
12 Is 
-'a 
i0 
I I K3 
24 
ý- I4 
OIL- 
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Secondary 
. 11 
F-4 rc re 17 IN 74 7Io II r12 
MR:: = MENOMONEE= ME= 
oil= 
12 1ö 24 16 4 _' 
lmmmmmmrý E7: = mmmmmmmmmg= MEN= 
ommmmmmE=== I== mmmmmmmmmg= oil= 
T4 T5 T6 T7 TO T9 
wý 
w. 
wý 
wý 
K' 
Aý 
h' 
I,. ' 
K1 
24 
K5 
ý K2 
K6 
6 12 18 24 30 36 
42 48 
K3 
K7 MEMO= MOMMINNIMM11= 
K8 
Fig. 4.2 - Binary variable arrays 
for each scenario in primary sites and secondary regions JI and J4. 
Colours represent the maximum number of different allocation 
decisions between scenarios allowed between 
scenarios. Scenarios in geographical areas 
J2. P and J5 are identical in all stages. 
09 
Secondary J4 
T10 
6 
Ti 
mmmllmlll= 
12 
T12 
18 
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Subsets 
ktk, J tE [T5, Ti2I J = Ji kkK4. f; = 
K, 
tE[T5, Ts1J= J4 kkKl, J = K3 
tE [T9 '1 21ý J = 
J4 kkKI,; = [K2 , K4 
1 
tE[T9, I211 =J4 kkK2. l, =[K3. 
K4 
tE [T9, Ti2 1J = J4 kkK3. (J = K4 
kktk kktK1= { K3, K4) 
kktK2= { K3, K4 } 
ka { K1, K3, K5, K7) 
kPk kPKI ={ K3, Ks, K7 } 
kpK3 ={ Ks, K7 } 
kPK5 = K7 
kPtik tE [Ts , 
Ts ] kPtr, Kl = 
{K, Ks , 
K7 } 
tE [T5 , 
Ts ] kpt, X3 =1K5 , 
K7 I 
tE [T5, T8] kpt(xs = K7 
tE [T9'T121 kPt(, K# = 
[K#, K81 `d#E [1,71 
Secondary regions 
Yp. 
rkk' 
Xýýsrý - Xý»ý» IS 
1'pskk' X pstk' -X /) !k 
Vp E P; ,sc Si., 
k, V EE kt(kI ,t= tt 
yps, x4, K5>_2(t-4)1m2 
j=1, t=tt and tE[TS, T21 
ppEP, SE$i 
yP)sk, h+1 >_ 
2 (t - 8) lm2 k=K,, K,, j=4, t= tt and 
tE [T9, T121 
F)EPi SES1 
Z IYps"-2(t-4)lm 2 k, k'Ekkt,., j=4, t=tt and tE[T,. Tj 
ZIEP, SESj 
IIYl, 
s. K1. K; 
>2(t-4)lm2 j=4. t=tt and tE{Tý. 7y] 
PEpi SESI 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.2 2 
(-L2) 
4.24º 
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Primary sites 
1" 
(kk >_XP; c, k -XP; C, k' 
di, c, k, k'Ekpt, k. t=tt 4.25 
YPý. k' >_ XP; (. tk, - 
XF. 
(. tý 
Vi, c, k, k' E kpt, k .t= tt ; 4.1(-, ) 
YP,, 
-k, k+, 
>-2(t-8)1m1 keka, t=tt and tE[Ty, T12 (-L 7) 
ýýY-ck, 
k. >_2(t-4)lml k'Ekpk, t=tt and tE[TS, T,, (4. ''`ßi 
It should be noted that it is enough to define onl\, some of the links between scenarios in 
the same time period with long term allocation transfer limitation constraints, as the aggregation 
constraints will ensure the establishment of the remaining ones. 
In summary, in the temporal decomposition algorithm for stochastic models, constraints 
blocks (4.12) to (4.17) link the different time periods, while constraints (4.19) to (4.28) define the 
relationship between scenarios in the same time period. 
4.5.3 Objective Function 
The objective function for each time period, t=tt, only accounts for the revenues and cost, 
incurred on that particular time period 
r=rr =ý r=rr - 
(K, 
. r=rr 
+ 0, 
, r=rr 
)+ (Kv, 
r=rr + 
0. 
ß, r=rr) -U ip, r=rr 
CU (4.29) 
kcs ll' 
4.5.4 Algorithm 
Fig. 4.3 shows the several steps of the temporal decomposition algorithm. 
ALLOCATION 1 is the model used to calculate the binary variables in each time period. It 
comprises the production and sales constraints, non-anticipativity constraints ((4.2) to 
(4.3)). 
aggregation constraints ((4.4) to (4.8)), modified allocation constraints ((4.12) to 
(4.17)) and 
long-term transfer limitations ((4.19) to (4.28)). 
ALLOCATION2 is the regular stochastic allocation model with the binary variahle, fixed 
at the values calculated in step 1. This model uses a sub-set manipulation approach 
instead of the 
one with non-anticipativity constraints. Due to the enormous scale of the problem, 
it is neccsar\ 
to reduce as far as possible the number of constraints and variables, and consequently 
the number 
of memory positions allocated to the model, 
in order to fit below the upper limit of GAMS and 
CPLEX, otherwise the process collapses during the pre-processing stage. 
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STEP2 
ALLOCATION 2 
LP recalculation of the 
continuous variables 
END 
Fig. 43 - Temporal decomposition algorithm for the stochastic model. Indexes 1 and 2 
of the binary variables in the 6 `h box refer to ALLOCATIONI and ALLOCATION2. 
4.6 Results 
4.6.1 Solution algorithm performance 
As mentioned on section 4.5, in the case of the stochastic model, the temporal 
decomposition algorithm was applied in conjunction with the non-anticipativity constraints 
approach and following the inverse chronological sequence. An uncertain event at a given time 
period will not affect the decisions taking place on the subsequent periods; 
however these belong 
to the "wait-and-see" variable group, so they may to be reoptimized in later stages of the project. 
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On the other hand, the first time period(s) decisions, the "here-and-now" group, will be affected 
by all the events taking place in later periods, which is in accordance with the desired goal of the 
project, to determine a robust set of decisions that performs well in all scenarios. 
Table 4.4 shows the results of the application of temporal decomposition to the stochastic 
model, with scenario aggregation (binary variables only) on the secondary area, as specified on 
Fig. 4.3. 
Table 4.4 - Temporal decomposition applied to the stochastic model. ET - c\ccution igcncration 
pre-processing) time 
Zopr Gap (17c) CPU (s) ET (s) Bin Var. 
Deterministic (w/ 1 206 440 4.9 -- 84,096 
average) 
1 sr Step (Allocation 1) 956 742 - 892 547 < 16,000 
2nd Step (Allocation2) 1 235 890 6 720 113 0 
Full space stochastic ---- 137,432 
4.6.2 Financial risk 
Fig. 4.4 shows the NPV obtained for each scenario fixing the I" stage variables obtained 
with the stochastic model (temporal decomposition) and the deterministic case for the mean 
scenario. The mean scenario is defined as the one corresponding to the situation where the 
uncertain parameters assume the weighted average value of all the possible realisations. Note that 
this is different from the deterministic problem solved in chapter 3 as it corresponds to a higher 
total demand. Scenario K4 would be the most similar in relation to Al demand levels. 
1.5E+06 
1.4E+06 
1.3E+06 
1.2E+06 
1.1E+06 
1.0E+06 
9.0E+05 
8.0E+0 5 
7.0E+05 
6.0E+05 
5.0E+05 
KI K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 
scenario 
  stochastic   deterministic 
K7 K8 
Fig. 4.4 - NPV's obtained with 
different sets of 1" stage variables. obtained with the ,, tocha,, tic model , end 
the deterministic model for the mean scenario 
One important output of stochastic modelling is the assessment of financial rill: incurred 
by the supply chain, i. e. the trade-off between the minimum guaranteed profits and the risk 
exposure of the assets. Fig. 4.5 shows the scenario 
histograms , where the scenarios are sorted 
3 
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according to their corresponding NPV; which in turn is plotted against the accumulated 
probability over all scenarios with lower objective function values. This provides a measure of 
the minimum probability of reaching a minimum profit level at any point in the curve. 
1 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 -- 
9.0 E+05 1 . 0E+06 1 .1 
E+06 1.2E+06 1.3E+06 1 . 4E+06 1.5E+06 
NPV (m. u. ) 
-0 stochastic -gý--deterministic 
Fig. 4.5 - Scenario histogram for first stage decisions obtained with the stochastic model and the 
deterministic model for the mean scenario. 
4.7 Comments 
In this chapter we formulated a stochastic version of the pharmaceutical allocation 
problem. The supply chain has five semi-independent geographical areas, linked in the root by 
the Al production process creating an unusual scenario tree structure. This is a (temporal) 
multistage stochastic planning problem with binary variables to be determined in all the stages 
and with a strong link between them along the time periods as the number of changes in 
production allocations between consecutive time periods is limited. This was the basis to create 
an adapted version of the temporal decomposition algorithm through the introduction of "long- 
term allocation control" constraints. 
The weighted average over all scenarios of the NPV obtained with the deterministic model 
differs only 2% of the eNPV obtained with the stochastic model. In part, this is explained by 
some similarity between the production sites in J1 (where the difference between scenarios is 
larger) and some slack capacity in the primary sites, reducing the weight of the allocation 
decisions on the levels of demand fulfilment. Nevertheless, with the stochastic approach, the risks 
of having profits lower than 980,000 units are reduced by -8%. 
In the next step we apply some of the theoretical development to an agrochemical supply 
chain. 
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5 Case Study - Agrochemicals Supply Chain 
Management I- Supply Chain Restructuring 
5.1 Introduction 
Product X (PX) is a chemical compound used as an active ingredient (Al) in several 
commercial herbicides. In the US, farmers use PX to control weeds on about two third,, of all 
corn and sorghum acreage as well as in 90 97c of sugar cane. Five companies produce P\ in the 
US. The United States consumes approximately 75c4 of the annual production of the company 
addressed in this study, commercialized in seven different final products. Some of these products 
include other active ingredients. 
Nowadays PX is forbidden in several countries, including Germany, France. Sww eden, 
Italy, Switzerland, Norway, Belgium, Finland, Austria and South Africa. After the announcement 
that the EU would withdraw regulatory approval for this herbicide, alternatives to this product 
were introduced and are already available in Germany and Italy with plans to be extended to 
the rest of the EU. Austrian and German farmers have used product Y (PY), from the same class 
of herbicides, for many years. PY is chemically similar to PX, and its uses are nearly identical to 
those proposed for PX in the EU. More than 70 percent of the corn in Germany will he grown 
with PY for effective weed control. 
The most basic products of these families of herbicides have been in the market for many 
years. They are mature products that have already passed the peak demand in their life cycle and 
face ever more tough competition from more sophisticated and effective products, hence their 
added value is now very low. On the other hand they remain attractive due to their low costs, so 
in order to keep being competitive they should get to the final customer at a very low price. 
A factor that has been putting an enormous pressure on the low cost strategy for these 
products is the price of raw materials, especially methane (from natural gas) that has suffered 
successive increases. The manufacturing methods are robust and very well established and do not 
leave any margin for improvement in order to cut costs, so the supply chain management team 
turned to supply chain optimisation as a way of controlling and even reducing costs and 
improving service levels 
In this case study, we try to recreate as close as possible the current supply chain of the PX 
and PY families of products. Due to lack of information, certain parameters were estimated 
indirectly. For the same reason, some data regarding the supply chain configuration and operation 
(e. g. financial structure of the company, transportation lead times) were estimated within 
reasonable assumptions. 
5.2 Project description 
The supply chain management team distinguishes two suhSVStcros within the global supple 
chain linked by the Al production site. which are the 
basis to define the modelling approach: 
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" US network - in this region, the team is responsible for the management of all the stages in the 
chain, from Al production to distribution to small groups of individual final customer,. Thi,, 
involves the management of a network of public warehouses and bulk liquid terminal, 
scattered throughout the regions where final customers concentrate. The vertiLal 
management, covering from strategic to operational issues in the supply chain make the US 
system a problem on its own 
" Worldwide formulation network - the company possesses several formulation sites worldwide 
that process the Al's into final products through a fe" simple manufacturing steps. From 
here, the final products are distributed to customers worldwide, which may also be supplied 
directly from the Al manufacturing/formulation site in the US. As far as the responsibilities 
of the supply chain management team go, the borders of the system are set by the main 
import/ export terminal in each country, which, for modelling purposes. arc regarded as- 
single customers. 
The global objective of the project is to redesign the worldwide formulation and VS 
distribution networks and provide a template plan for the company's annual activity cycle (as 
herbicides are products that follow a seasonal demand profile). In the US. the main decisions are 
which storage facilities and local packaging sites to establish in the US and how to distribute 
production through the different manufacturing resources. For the rest of the world the main 
decisions address production allocation through the several sites and main product flows to final 
market areas. The company is receptive to solutions where customers in a given region of the 
world are supplied from formulation site is another areas. 
Another issue the company is willing to address is the improvement of the US supply 
chain responsiveness (here defined as proportion of demand delivered on time) either through 
structural changes or, especially, through better production and distribution planning. We 
distinguish two sources of factors affecting negatively the responsiveness of the supply chain. 
The first one is intrinsic to the planning process while the second one is more related with 
external events and operational policies. 
5.2.1 Multilevel planning 
The global network of the PX product family contains many nodes and, in order to make 
the strategic decisions, we are aiming to cover a relatively large time period. This is translated 
into a circular time horizon MILP with low time resolution and aggregated representation of the 
manufacturing resources in order to keep the number of integer variables within tractable limits. 
However, aggregate representations tend to be too optimistic and generate plans which are 
difficult to execute at the operational level, when resource utilisation and task sequencing are 
considered in detail. A thorough discussion of multilevel planning difficulties is available in 
chapter 6. Sensible resource planning, rather than inventory policies, may help in mitigating? the 
negative effects of multilevel planning and making the high level model outputs more realistic. 
Nevertheless, inventory levels do increase as a consequence of "sensible" resource planning. a, 
will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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5.2.2 Uncertain events and time to serve 
Uncertain events, such as unexpected orders or delays in raw material "upplie,. affect 
supply chain performance. Traditionally, shortfalls in service levels are pre\ tinted h} keeping 
high stock levels of final products or nearly finished intermediates (Poirier and Reiter. 19901. 
However, this approach has its own downsides that are also discussed in chapter 6. Some iiuthor, 
addressed this subject from various perspectives. When there is a high degree of flexibility, with 
a wide range of options to get products between two specific nodes of the supply chain, choosing 
the faster path and hence reducing the time to serve, allows the company to respond faster toi 
disturbances to the plan. 
5.2.3 Approach structure 
In this project we will be tackling the first problem mentioned in 5.2.1. The objective is 
reformulated as: 
Redesign and assess the worldwide formulation and US distribution networks and provide 
a template plan for the company's annual acti''it v cycle that sets jcu cible objcctiº ccs at the 
scheduling level without reducing production and sales volume and keeping the inventory at the 
possible minimum levels. 
A two stage approach is used: 
First stage 
In the first stage, we build a high level planning model with a circular time horizon of one 
year (discretised in twelve months) and including all nodes in the US and worldwide network,, a. 
described above. The model has an aggregate view of the manufacturing resources. The outputs 
are: 
" Design decisions - decision of which manufacturing and storage facilities to open 
" Strategic decisions - production allocation to the manufacturing resources and in the case of the 
US network, allocation of customers to distribution centres and exports plan from the Al 
manufacturing site to the rest of the world, predicted sales levels at each customer/ customer 
region 
" Operational decisions - product campaign map for each manufacturing site for the whole year, 
stock profiles in each location with storage facilities. 
The present chapter addresses exclusively this stage. 
Second stage 
In the second stage, a detailed model is built for each month, with a time resolution of one 
day to assess the quality of the upper level plan in the terms discussed in 5.2.1. The dc,, wn and 
strategic decisions determined in the first stage that establish the supply chain configuration work 
as sets of input parameters in the second stage model (see Fig. 6.1). The predicted , ale levek are 
used as upper bounds and modelled as a set of soft orders. The US manufacturing sites are 
described in detail and individual orders are considered. 
The outputs are a detailed production and distribution plan for the US network, \ýhi1e 
accomplishing the export plan established in the first level. 
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The second stage outputs also provide information to improve upper level planning as 
detailed in chapter 6. 
5.3 Supply chain description 
I Al Customers 
worldwide 
Storage 
Possible new 
form. locations 
Brazil. Mexico Customers 
r----------------- I St Gabriel St Gabriel 
try manufacture 2ry manufacture -ý 
US Distribution 
II 
I network 
Al Customers 
USA ýI 
I-----------------J 
Fig. 5.1 - Global supply chain. The blocks with green lines are actual or possible location. to perform 
product formulation. The blue lines indicate locations where material may be stored. 
'I Terminal 
0 
_m Terminal 
E 
0 
St Gabriel 
try manufacture 
Export 
Terrninal 
Overflow Terminal 
Main Bulk 
Terminal 
St Gabriel 
2ry manufacture 
Formulated Prod. 
Packaging Line 
Possible 
A] 
Packaging Line 
M am ph is 
WH 
Public WH 
i 
Public WH 
N 
7 
U 
J Public WH 1 10 
Fig. 5.2 - Zoom into the distribution network in the US. The blocks with red lines are actual or possible 
locations to install packaging lines. The blue lines indicate locations where material may be stored. 
In the present supply chain configuration, PX and PY are produced in a single factory in 
the US. From here, the active ingredient (AI) is sent to secondary sites worldwide that in turn 
supply vast market areas or it may be shipped directly to final customers to fulfil demand of pure 
Al (Fig. 5.1). Customers outside the US may be supplied from any formulation site, customers in 
the US are supplied exclusively from within the country. 
The Al is produced in a single location in the US which also produces formulated products 
for customers worldwide but mainly for the North American market. Outside the Al 
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manufacturing site the US supply chain splits into two independent "\, tcm", one fier bulk liquid 
products and another one for packed products. 
Bulk products are distributed using a network (4 existing and possible new location, of 
bulk terminals. Product flows between terminals are allowed but are rare. Capaci. t\ limitations 
apply. Packed products are distributed through a network of operating and potential new 
contracted public warehouses without any explicit capacity limitation. At the moment all 
packaging operations take place at the Al manufacturing site however the company "ants to 
study the impact of opening some or all of three possible new facilities that would receive bulk 
products and then would pack them for the regional customer areas. Products for export may he 
stored for short periods in an existing export terminal with low capacity. 
The supply chain is composed of 26 sites, 35 final customers and 3 company hubs, 
distributed as follows: 
Table 5.1 - Supply chain nodes 
Site/ customer type No of locat. Geo. area Resources/ 
Storage type 
Processed/ supplied 
Products (Fig. 5.4 
Al production/ 1 US RI to R20 P1 to P35 
US formulation 
Packaging sites 3 US RIO to RI 3, RI 6 P6 to P9. 
R19, R20 P12 to P15, P18 
P21 to P23 
Bulk terminals 8 US GI, G2 P17, P20 
Public warehouses 6 US G3 P6 to P9, 
(packed products) P12 to P15, P18 
P21 to P2 I 
Formulation sites 8 WW R8 to R12 P3 to P9 
R16 to R20 P20 to P23 
P26 to P30 
Customers US 16 US - P8 to P9 
P12toP15, P17, 
P 18. P20 to P23 
Customers WW 19 WW - Same as cust. US 
P24, P28 to P30 
The detailed manufacturing process flow map is shown in Fig. 5.3. Products P7 to P 13 and 
P27 to P30 may be manufactured in S. G. (Al production site) or in any formulation site of the 
network; products P36 to P40 are only processed in the formulation sites outside the US: all the 
other products are processed exclusively in S. G. 
There are 20 types of resources to perform the manufacturing tasks in the supply chain. 
S. G. possesses all types of resources while the packing sites in the US and the formulation , iteý 
worldwide are limited to certain types according to the tasks taking place at each location. 
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5.3.1 Product X products family 
Products P1 to P4 are common to all the branches of the manufacture map of this family of 
products. The first branch (P5 to P13) includes 5 final products. all in the powder form: 
" P7 technical packed product; 
"P 10 to P13 formulated products; 
The second branch (P14 to P21) is the WGD family, with 4 solid, final products: 
" P18 to P21 granulated, packed, non-formulated products; 
The third branch is a family of liquid products, with 6 final products: 
" P24 liquid, bulk, non-formulated product; 
" P25 liquid, packed, non formulated product; 
" P27 liquid, bulk, formulated product; 
" P28 to P30 liquid, packed, formulated products. 
5.3.2 Product PY products family 
The map for this family is simpler than the one for PX. It only has one branch and 4 final 
products (Fig. 5.3): 
" P34 technical, powder, bulk product; 
" P38 to P40 packed formulated products. 
The detailed description of the real flow map is useful to understand the system being 
studied; however it increases the size of the model by introducing unnecessary variables, making 
its solution process slower. A simplified version of the map (Fig. 5.4) is more suitable for the 
optimisation model without any loss in accuracy. If in a certain region of the detailed flow map 
(Fig. 5.3) there is a sequence of operations that does not have any splitting in two or more 
branches and each operation can only be performed in a single location, then this sequence can be 
aggregated into a single block. Note that a different indexing system is used in Fig. 5.4 in the 
products list, with the following mapping: 
Fig. 5.3 -* Fig 5.4 
PI -none 
P2 - none 
P3 - none 
P4-PI 
P5 - none 
P6-P2 
P7 - P3 
P8-P4 
P9-P_5 
P10-P6 
Fig. 5.3 - Fig 5.4 
P11 -P7 
P12 -P8 
P13 -P9 
P14 - none 
P15 - none 
P16 - P10 
P17 l -Pu 
P18 - P12 
P19 -P13 
P20 -P14 
Fig. 5.3 4 Fig. 5.4 
P21 - P15 
P22 - none 
P23 - P16 
P24 - P17 
P25 - P18 
P26 - P19 
P27 - P20 
P28- P21 
P29 - P22 
P30 - P23 
Fig. 5.3 4 Fig. 5.4 
P31 - none 
P32 - none 
P33 - none 
P34 - P24 
P35- P25 
P36 - P26 
P37 - P27 
P38 - P28 
P39 - P29 
P40 - P30 
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5.3.3 Financial structure of the company 
Multinational companies are usually financiall\ structured to minimi'c tai co, t; while 
ensuring the minimum profit limits (e. g. legally imposed) for the eNeral internal participants in 
the SC. This is attained through the establishment of company hubs, espceiall\ for international 
transactions, in countries with low tax rates 
" All the transactions within the US are made directly between the two partie,, involved in 
the process; 
" All transactions between S. G. and formulation sites worldwide are made direetl\ 
between the two parties involved in the process; 
" All transactions involving final customers outside the US are made through one of the 
three company hubs 
5.4 Mathematical formulation 
Indexes 
s sites (formulation, packaging or storage); 
p products (Al, formulated, packaged); 
c US customers/ other countries; 
t time periods (12 x1 month); 
r resource types; 
g storage types (bulk liquid 1, bulk liquid 2, packed); 
The same product composition may have different identities according to its packaging. 
Manufacturing and storage facilities in the same location in the US network are considered to he 
different sites (i. e. different values of s are assigned to each of them) 
Sets 
Sit, set of worldwide formulation sites (except US); 
SUS set of packaging sites in the US; 
S; set of bulk terminals and public warehouses in the US; 
SI S. G. manufacturing site; 
Sc set of sites that can supply customer c; 
Sý set of site (s, s') combinations with allowed, unidirectional, flows between them; 
C, set of customers outside the US (worldwide); 
Cus set of customers in the US; 
P; set of intermediate products (i. e. that cannot be sold as final product,, ); 
P,. set of products that can be manufactured in site ,E (S-S, ): 
P, set of products that use storage type g; 
R, set of available resources in site sE(S-S; ); 
ýý 
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R,, set of resources used to manufacture product p; 
Decision (binary 0/1) variables 
Xr,, 1., equal to 1 if product p is manufactured in site p in time period t, 0 otherwise: 
XS, equal to 1 if site s is open, 0 otherwise; 
XCC,,,., equal to 1 if product p to customer c is supplied from site s in time period r. 0 
otherwise; 
Operational (continuous) Variables 
Z net profit value (NPV); 
PRp,. t amount of product p produced in site s in month t; 
IVV, S, inventory of product p in site sE S1 in month t; 
Fps, ,, amount of product p which flows between sites s and s' in month t; 
FC1,, sctproduct p flow between site s and costumer! country c in month t; 
U1, unfulfilled demand of product p at costumer c in period t; 
Parameters 
Costs 
CTSS/CTCS, transportation costs between site s and site/customer s'/c; 
CP/,,. Production costs of product p in site s; 
Ups Inventory handling costs of product p in site s; 
CU,, (. unfulfilled 
demand costs; 
CSS cost of opening site s 
Manufacturing 
MA., available resource r capacity in site s in time period t; 
MD,,,. manufacturing requirements of product p on resource r; 
IASg Storage capacity of type g in location s; 
Product 
PC111, - units of product p' per unit of product p (composition); 
PY1,,. accumulated process yield, per resource; 
PYYE, global process yield; 
PF1,,. production rate correction factor; 
Marketing 
D1, c, 
demand forecasts of product p in customer/ country c; 
VV- market value of final products (customer products): 
VS/,,. internal transfer price factor of product p produced in site s: 
TR, tax rates at location s; 
Scalars 
MAX maximum production rates; 
MIN minimum production rates; 
tii 
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The model considers that each proposed location for product formulation/ packaging/ 
storage has the same probability (opening cost) to be chosen. independently of whether it i" k)r not 
already in operation, in order to prevent the natural bias towards the actual configuration. The 
allocation of products to sites is allowed to change over the entire time horizon. although a 
formulation with fixed allocation throughout the entire period may also be used. 
Design constraints 
Constraint (5.1) limits the manufacture of each product to the sites where it has been 
allocated. Max is an arbitrarily chosen large number and Min is a minimum production level that 
has to be accomplished if the site is chosen to manufacture product p. If the product is not 
allocated to a certain site s, X1,,. is 0 and manufacture does not take place. Each product can only 
be assigned to a site if the site is open (5.2). Constraints (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) state that the resource 
utilisation at a given site cannot exceed the available capacity of each resource as well as that 
manufacture can only take place if the site is open. No single sourcing policy is required by the 
company; however the model may be easily modified to include this feature for both production 
and customer allocation (see chapter 3). 
Min X 
,< 
PRF,,, < Max X 1, S 
`dp, t, sES,,, (S . 1) 
X 
I,. s 
< XS 
S. 
Vp E P,,, ,SES,,, 
(5.2) 
I 
pEPsI Rp 
MDJ)1 PR1r PFF),. 
PYpr 
<_ MA,.,., XS,. -I 
(XpcCOTpc) 
F)Eil)1 
Vt, se(S-S; ), reRc (5.3.1) 
An alternative approach is to let the model to decide when to shut down a certain resource 
for maintenance. In order to do so, two new parameters and a set of binary variables are defined: 
M,,. nominal capacity of each resource; 
MR, -, capacity reduction 
during maintenance periods; 
XM,. equal to 1 if maintenance of resource r on site s takes place during period t; 
MDI,,. PRI, PF/,,. 
< (M sr. XSs- MRr_... XMrsr) - 
(XCOT13)s 
pcPsl Rp 
PYp,, 
pEPm 
Vt, sE(S-Sj, rERs 
(ý. *2) 
The model considers the occurrence of two maintenance periods per gear on each resource 
which will only take place if the corresponding site is open (constraint (5.3. 
', )). 
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XM, 
_,, =2 
XSS Vs E (S - S; ), rc RS 
Mass balances (flow and inventory constraints) 
(5. ". II 
Constraints (5.4) to (5.7) express the mass balances at S. G. (5.4 and 5.5) and the packing 
sites in the US (5.6 and 5.7). Equations (5.4) and (5.6) state that the ram- material flown to sites ha, 
to be equal to the manufacturing requirements since, at the planning level, it is assumed that 
manufacturing sites in the US cannot hold any inventory. Constraints (5.5) and (5.7) Mate that all 
the production has to flow to other locations: storage facilities, manufacturing sites or final 
customers. 
S. G. 
y 
[PRIS. 
IPCPPJ 
p'EPs PY Y, 
Fl, 
s, s', / +, 
FCp, 
s,,.,, = 
PRP. 
s. 1 
Vs =S1, pEP, ,t 
s 
Packing sites in the US 
PRP, 
S, 
PCI,,,. 
F,, 
slsI _ 
VsESus, p, t (ý 
J)'EPS PYYl,, 
1: FCi, 
scr = 
PR/)sr Vs E S1, ß ,pEP, t (5.7) 
1] F1,.,. 
ß'I + S'ESI CEClIS 
Inventory constraints link all the time periods in the whole horizon. As referred to in the 
introduction, the goal of this model is to recreate and optimize the annual cycle of the company' 
activity, starting in Ti and finishing in T12. In order to express this, the time set in the GAMS 
model is defined so that the following relations are observed: 
IVp,.,, T1-1 = IVI), s, T12, f 
IVI,,,., 
T12+1 = 
IVp 
s, TI 
i. e. a sustainable supply chain is established and inventories are not "rundown". 
Constraint (5.8) establishes that the incoming flows of raw materials to formulation site' in 
a certain time period have to be used in the production of final/intermediate products at thosc 
sites in the same time period. Constraint (5.9) is the inventory balance for formulation sites. 
Storage sites in the US are described by relations (5.10) and (5.11). The first one 
establishes the upper limit to the amount of product that can be stored on each tk)riee eatcgon: 
the second one expresses a simple inventory balance. 
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Formulation sites worldwide 
PRA,. PC 
PYY 
VsES, 
t , pE(P-P, 
). t s ESII' p'=_h ýý. 
IVI)sr = IV1r + PRpst + 
PR,, 
y, 
PC 
 r 
(Fl 
s-, - F ''r 
)- 1 FC - pscr s ýE SN"S cCE Cl ý' 
Vs E SW, Ps, t 
Storage sites in the US 
IVPst XSS VsES,, g, t 
E)E/'G 
IVI)s, = IVJ.,, t-l + 
Fl,, 
si, s, 1 +IF,,.,. c, + 
s'ESus 
Vs E S1, P,, t 
FC 
S'E S1 CE CNS 
(ß. S, ) 
(5.9) 
(x. 10) 
(x. 11) 
Sales constraints 
Constraint (5.12) establishes an upper limit on the total product flow to each final 
customer/ country, equal to the forecasted demand. Constraint (5.13) imposes a minimum 
production rate (Min, %) as discussed in the beginning of this section. 
FC 
p., (, j 
-D 
per 
dP, C, t (5.12 ) 
SESC 
XCp. 
S(., 
Min Dpc, <_ FCI)-r,, 5 XCps, 
-, 
Dpc, VP, t (5.13) 
Unfulfilled demand 
Unfulfilled demand is calculated as the difference between the demand forecasts and the 
total predicted sales (i. e. final products shipped to customers) 
U 
pct = 
DP 
ýr-I 
FCE,, 
(. r 
Vp, c, t 
S 
(5.14) 
Forbidden Flows/Production 
These constraints are used to shape the configuration of the SC, although most of thi, is 
performed through the definition of sets and sub-sets. Adding these cuts to the model reduces the 
solution space and accelerates the solution process. This is already part of the pre-proccs,, ing 
stage of most commercial solvers, however prior to the pre-processing the model matrix need, to 
be fully generated. If the number of constraints and variables is too large. then the maximum 
number of memory positions in application may be reached and the solution procc", aborted. 
'IS'S 
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Equation (5.15.1) states that each site cannot supply other locations with products that it 
does not produce/store. Equation (5.15.2) is not strictly necessary for the model however it 
reinforces constraint (5.15.1) and reduces the number of variables that must be calculated. 
The degree of design flexibility decreases with the number of forbidden flow constraints, 
i. e. the final solution will be more restricted to a pre-defined configuration. 
Fpss, t =0 Vs, s', pE(P-PS, 
), t (5.15.1) 
PRpst =0 Vs e(S-S, ), pe(P-Psl), t (3.15.2) 
Objective function 
As mentioned before, the objective of the model is the maximisation of the Net Profit 
Value (NPV) of the whole network. 
Revenues 
ri = 
(FC,,,, Vp, ) ( 5.16.1) 
psct 
Production costs 
KP =E 
(PRPSI CPps) (5.16.2) 
p, t, sE(S-Si) 
Inventory costs 
KI = E(Ipst cips(5.16.3) 
p, t, se(SiuSw) 
Transportation costs 
KT = 
(FCIcStCTss, )+ J (FCps 
, CTCcc) 
(5.16.4) 
pss't psct 
Investment costs 
KY =Y XSSCSc (5.16.5) 
se(SrYSW') 
Gross Profit 
E)=II-KP-KI-KT-KY 
Tax costs 
The financial structure of the company is presented is section 3.3. The tax cost calculation 
for each location expresses the inherent relationships between the several nodes. 
Tax costs at S. G. 
On = TRsi FCP, si. e, t 
(VPC 
- CTCsl. c)+ 
Fp. si. S. 11.3VSP. si + 
Fp. S i.,. ý 
1.09VSý, ai 
P, 1, cECUS P, I, SES! 
P. /. ESII 
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+ FCý,, sý, ý 
VSP. sl +I Fp. st. s. ivSp, sl -I , 
1'RP. si. lCl'P. si I). I, SESx' t, PEP, 
Tax costs at formulation sites worldwide 
OVEsti, = TRs I FCýýrý., VS, ý. s + 
F, 
)tc*IVS p. s -I 
Fp, s i.,. º 
(I'S 
,,. s1 
CTsý., 
p, r, (ECtil' p, r, s'ESwr p1 
i It), ý) 
-IF,,, 's1 
(vs13s 
+ CTr, s)- 
I PRp. 
S, 
CPps (5.16.6) 
p,,, 5'ESm, t, pEP 
Tax costs at packing sites in the US 
osEss. = TRS F'CPs( t 
(VP, 
- CTC,.. s)+ 
FE,. 
s. c', 
VS 
J,. c - 
Fj,, sl, s, r 
(i 
. 
OY 'S/) sl+ CT; ý., 
p,,, CECus pp,,, s'ESi In 
- PR/t CPF (5.16.7 ) 
t, p Ps 
Tax costs at storage locations in the US 
0SESl, 
s = 
TRS F'C17SO (V- 
, )C 
CTC,, FpSS,, (I. 3VS 
ß,. s1 + 
CTS I.. 1 f), I, CECILS p, l,. c, ES! 
-Z FJ), sl, s., 
(1.3VSI), 
sl + CTs1.., 
)- I]FE, 
s, si 
(1.3VS1, + CTsi,.,. + CT,, s)- 
l IV, 
), ICI ps p( !, (PEPS 
(5.16.8 ) 
Tax costs at the company hubs 
Olud) = TRn , 1,1 
FCE)s, (VI, - CTC(. S. - 
VS 
F)s) - 
KY/,,, b (5.16.9) 
1), l, SE(. SIYS1T), CECIIS 
= OS1 + 
-, 
OS 
,+ 
OSus + OSi + huh (5. l 6.10) 
SESI%, SES//S SESi 
hub 
Net Profit Value 
The terms in the objective function (OF) are the gross profit and tax costs (NPV).. A 
penalty term is added to account for unfulfilled demand. 
Z =0EUI, c, 
CUpc 
/'cl 
(x. 171 
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5.5 Parameter Estimation 
5.5.1 Cost parameters 
Transportation costs 
The determination of the transportation costs in the US was performed as follo%% , ý: 
" Calculation of the shortest distance (straight line) between the locations in the US: 
" Determination of the real distance over a set of selected itineraries to correlate thee with 
the shortest distances by linear regression; 
0 Calculation of the "real" distances between the different locations; 
9 Calculation of the costs through the formula: 
CTSS, 
dss, CsGp 
($x ýý 
25x100 
Where d,.,,, is the distance between s and s', Cs is the consumption of a 25t load truck 
(UlOO km), and Gp the fuel price ($. L-1). 
For the worldwide network it is considered that the transportation is made hy ship. 
" Determination of the latitude (8) and longitude ((o) of each location; 
" Calculation of the shortest (straight line) distance between the different locations: 
d (51, '5 
)= 2r sin 
1 
sin 
2 
ý1 
- 
ý2 
+ cos (5 cos 452 sin 
2 (P' (102 
2 
" Calculation of the costs through the formula 
CT,.,, = d.,,,,, x ct ($. t-' ) 
Where ct is the specific cost ($. t'. km-1) for boat transportation. 
Production costs 
The production costs, CPE take into account: 
" Raw material costs: comprises the cost of all products entering the supply chain and not 
listed on the product flow map (such as surfactants, amines, sodium hydroxide, etc): 
" Utility costs involved on each unit operation such as electricity, refrigeration and man- 
hours. 
For a product p, made from p' and raw materials in, with resource r, the production ccýSt 
parameter CP1, s includes the costs of in, 
the operational costs of r in site s. but NOT the 
production costs of p'. 
CP,,,, = PC f,,,, 
Cm 
, + I 
PF,,,. C? -, 
TERp 
Pypr 
Ul 
S. C. 4. Sf. STL'/nY PART I- 
. 
SUPPLY" CH. 4L`' R£STRC; 'CTL'Rl \ c; 
PC,, 11,, is the proportion of m in p (w/w). On... is the raw material cvý. t , S. t'' and Cr, is the 
resource operational cost ($. t-1 of manufactured product) 
5.5.2 Manufacturing parameters 
Manufacturing parameters concern the resources used to manufacture all products in the 
flow map. 
Resource availability 
This parameter expresses the resource capacity profile in the whole time horizon, in 
(hour. ton. month-1). For a given location s, the value is calculated as follows: 
Continuous resources 
" z; machines of type i with capacity x; ton. h-I (for a reference product): 
" y; working hours during month t. 
MD,.,., _ z; . x; . y; 
(t. 
month -' 
Discontinuous resources 
" z; machines of type i with capacity of _, ton per 
batch (for a reference product): 
"w hours to complete each batch; 
" y; working hours during month t. 
MA,.,., _ z,. x; . y; 
(t. h. monthl 
On average, at each geographical area, the total capacity availability for each resource type 
is enough to fulfil the local demand, although there might be a few time periods where, for 
maintenance purposes, the available capacity might be below this level. 
Manufacturing requirements 
Continuous resources 
For continuous resources it is sufficient to introduce a correction factor equal to the ratio of 
the resource's capacity for a reference product and product p: 
MDpr _ 
'z prod . rrj 
x 
/110(1. p 
Discontinuous resources 
The manufacturing requirements are equal to the time needed to complete a 
hatch. º. ' 
(h. batch-1) multiplied by the correction factor: 
i", *o"_"'I" . it, 
(h. batch-' MDR,,. 
X prod. 1) 
yý 
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Storage capacity 
This parameter is only applied to the US storage facilities and establishes a limit on the 
amount of product, requiring a certain type of storage equipment, kept at a certain location. 
5.5.3 Product parameters 
The product parameters encode the recipes used to manufacture each product. The 
estimation of most of these parameters is straightforward when dealing with the complete tloký 
map (Fig. 5.3), however when working with its reduced version (Fig. 5.4) some redefinitions are 
required to have the right values in the capacity and mass balances. 
Product composition 
For the flow map defined on Fig. 5.3 this parameter is defined as the amount of product p' 
in product p (% w/w). In the reduced version of the flow map, Fig. 5.4, it has to he recalculated as 
follows: 
I= 
PCpp=lJPC'N 
1 
i_p 
i represents all the intermediate products between p' and p (as PC,.,,, represent, the 
intermediate compositions). 
Accumulated and Global process yields 
If product P, in the reduced flow map uses resources Ry to R1, PY1,,. is the accumulated 
yield for the reduced flow map and PY'pr the parameter for the real flow map (Fig. 5.3), then: 
i =z {y, Z] PYPKi = IIPY Yj Kj di E 
j=i 
Where Pj is the outcome product from resource Rj in Fig. 5.3 in the manufacturing path of 
Px. 
PYYP, = PYP., -, Ry 
Production rate correction factor 
This parameter corrects the production rates in the resource capacity balances 
in the 
reduced flow map (Fig. 5.4). In the following equation PC'pP' 
is the product composition 
parameter for the full flow map, and product Pj is the output of resource 
Rf in the same map (in 
the manufacturing path of P, ). Using the same example as 
for the product composition: 
PFp,, R - 
flPC'pi, 
Pi-i `di E 
[y. cl 
j=r 
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5.5.4 Marketing parameters 
The marketing parameters cover all the aspects of trade of the several products. either to 
final customers, or amongst internal participants in the supply chain. 
Demand 
This case study has two main product families, e. g. PX and PY. In order to get a close 
approximation to what happens in real life, the demand profiles were established as follows: 
" Demand profiles follow the annual culture cycles with a maximum in June or December 
for countries in the northern or southern hemisphere respectively (Fig. 5.6); 
Demand Profiles 
14 
12 
10 
E 
8 
c6 
c ca 
4 
0 
2 
0 
123456789 10 11 12 
Month 
North. Hem. South. Hem. 
Fig. 5.6 - Approximate demand profiles throughout the year. 
" The US market represents 62% of the total demand for PX and does not consume PY. 
Germany, Portugal, Spain, Greece and South Africa represent 67C/ of the total demand 
for PY. 
Market price at final customers 
The price of final products at final customers was estimated as follows: 
" Calculation of production and transportation costs (the latter ones considering Al 
production at S. G. and final product at the nearest location to each customer); 
" The final price is set initially equal to 3 times the total costs and then the profit margins 
are adjusted up or down taking into account the wealth of each country and the 
possibility of each customer to pay the desired price. 
Transfer price factor 
This parameter is used to calculate the internal transfer prices amongst the participant. in 
the SC (see Fig. 5.5 - financial structure of the company). The financial structure of the company 
is set in order to maximise the profits in the company hubs in the worldwide formulation and 
distribution network. 
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" Transfer price factor at S. G., 1151-7 of the production costs (includcý, ra%% material co, [, 
VS1),,, =1.15CPI,,, I Vp E P,, 
" Transfer price factor at packaging sites in the US (RMp is the set of raw materials in the 
production of p) 
(1.09VS/) 
1 +CTýij p'ERAI 
+1.5CP/, t 
Vs E Stý ,pEP, 
0 Transfer price factor at storage sites in the US: 
VS1,,. =1.3VS,,,,, + CT,,,, Vs E S1, PE Pý 
0 Transfer price factor at formulation sites worldwide: 
VS11 
,. = 
(VS1, 
",, + CT,,,., 
) 
p+ 
1.15CP/,, Vs E Sit,, pEP, 
Tax rates 
The tax rates are the ones established by the governments at each location. 
5.6 Input data statistics 
In the following section, every time "Al" is mentioned, it refers to PX and PY wetcake 
products (P 1 and P24 in Fig. 5.4). 
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Fig. 5.7 - Average production cost per tAI as a 
function of Al content in the final product 
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Fig. 5.8 - Weight of production (CP) and transportation costs (CT) as a function of the Al content in the 
final products. 
Fig 5.7 shows that each mass unit of Al becomes more expensive for final customers as the 
Al content in the final products becomes lower. This happens because packed and diluted 
products have extra production steps as well as extra costs of raw materials. Although only 
production costs were considered in the calculation of the values shown in Fig. 5.7, a similar 
result is obtained (see Fig. 5.8) if both transportation and production costs are accounted for (due 
to the extra cost of transporting packages and inert ingredients). 
Table 5.2 - Relative weight of the production stage in the total cost structure of final products ("/ ) 
kg AIR US CAN 
C17 
MEX 
C18 
COL 
C19 
VNZ 
C20 
BRZ 
C21 
CHL 
C22 
ARG 
C23 
PT 
C24 
GER 
C25 
GRC 
C26 
TRK 
C27 
EGP 
C28 
SAF 
C29 
IND 
C30 
INS 
C31 
JPN 
C32 
AUT 
C33 
NZL 
C34 
PNM 
C35 
P3 1079 94 74 78 70 70 55 56 54 56 54 50 50 48 43 42 38 47 42 45 73 
P6 7 257 85 54 42 42 41 38 37 36 46 48 45 32 32 61 24 24 36 24 24 44 
P8 9 158 82 47 35 35 35 32 31 30 40 41 38 26 27 55 19 19 30 19 19 38 
P12 15 1575 95 78 81 75 74 60 61 60 61 59 55 55 53 48 47 43 52 47 50 77 
P17 40 45 13 15 11 10 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 12 
P18 34 68 27 31 24 23 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 11 9 9 8 11 9 10 26 
P20 60 71 29 19 19 19 18 17 17 18 19 18 12 12 20 9 9 14 9 9 21 
P21 22 54 79 39 27 27 27 25 24 24 27 27 26 18 18 29 14 14 20 14 14 29 
P23 54 78 37 26 26 25 24 22 22 25 26 24 17 17 28 13 13 19 13 13 27 
P24 1401 95 77 81 74 73 59 60 59 61 59 55 54 52 48 46 43 52 46 50 76 
P28 30 119 81 48 36 36 36 33 31 31 44 45 42 28 29 70 20 20 33 20 20 39 
Fig 5.8 shows how the relative weight of production and transportation costs depends on 
the Al content of final products. Two markets (US and India, with low and high transportation 
costs involved) and the average case are presented. 
Table 5.3 - Relative weight of the transportation term in the total cost structure of final products i'; 
kg Allft US CAN 
C17 
MEX 
C18 
COL 
C19 
VNZ 
C20 
BRZ 
C21 
CHL 
C22 
ARG 
C23 
PT 
C24 
GER 
C25 
GRC 
C26 
TRK 
C27 
EGP 
C28 
SAF 
C29 
IND 
C30 
INS 
C31 
JPN 
C32 
AUT 
C33 
NZL 
C34 
PNM 
C35 
P3 1079 6 26 22 30 30 45 44 46 44 46 50 50 52 57 58 62 53 58 55 27 
P6 7 257 15 46 58 58 59 62 63 64 54 52 55 68 68 39 76 76 64 76 76 56 
P8 9 158 18 53 65 65 65 68 69 70 60 59 62 74 73 45 81 81 70 81 81 62 
P12 15 1575 5 22 19 25 26 40 39 40 39 41 45 45 47 52 53 57 48 53 50 23 
P17 40 55 87 85 89 90 94 94 94 94 94 95 95 96 96 96 97 96 96 96 Be 
P18 34 32 73 69 76 77 86 86 86 86 86 88 88 89 91 91 92 89 91 90 74 
P20 60 29 71 81 81 81 82 83 83 82 81 82 88 88 80 91 91 86 91 91 79 
P21 22 54 21 61 73 73 73 75 76 76 73 73 74 82 82 71 86 86 80 86 86 71 
P23 54 22 63 74 74 75 76 78 78 75 74 76 83 83 72 87 87 81 87 87 73 
P24 1401 5 23 19 26 27 41 40 41 39 41 45 46 48 52 54 57 48 54 50 24 
P28 30 119 19 52 64 64 64 67 69 69 56 55 58 72 71 30 80 80 67 80 90 i+ 
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Table 5.4 - Approximate gross profit per ton of final product sold in a given country i S/t i. Production 
costs are calculated considering Al production in S. G. and formulation (if formulated product, in the ncarct itc 
to the final market 
USA CAN MX CLB VNZ BRZ CHL ARG PT/SP GER GRE TRK EGP SAF IND ION JPN AUS NZ 
P3 230 197 184 170 168 144 148 143 -- - 123 113 - 111 86 141 110 129 P6 7 151 172 79 79 77 101 105 105 -- - 68 70 - 45 44 164 72 73 
P8 9 141 112 89 89 87 91 85 85 -- - 58 60 - 15 14 144 102 103 P1215 254 221 188 174 172 138 142 137 -- - 117 107 - 85 60 135 104 123 P17 167 134 102 87 85 71 75 70 -- - 70 60 - 38 13 88 87 106 P18 158 125 92 78 76 72 76 71 -- - 61 51 - 29 4 109 78 97 P20 155 118 87 87 85 88 83 82 -- - 62 64 - 30 29 119 76 97 P2122 146 111 81 81 79 82 77 76 -- - 60 62 - 28 27 116 74 95 
P23 148 113 83 83 81 84 79 78 -- - 62 64 - 30 29 118 76 97 P24 - 224 191 177 175 141 145 140 205 199 181 120 110 86 88 63 138 107 126 
P28 30 - 115 95 95 93 96 91 90 119 121 116 70 71 106 27 26 106 64 64 
Table 5.4 introduces the approximate gross profit values obtained with the sales of each 
final product in the several markets. Products with lower Al content tend to have lower profit 
margins due to higher transportation costs, and relatively lower market values. Table 5.5 shows 
the potential gross profit of a ton of Al if it is fully converted into a given final product. Here, 
products with a lower Al content tend to generate higher profits (due to higher production 
volumes) although the relationship is not straight forward as these same products have lower unit 
profit margins, as mentioned above. 
Table 5.5 - Approximate gross profit of a ton of Al (wetcake) converted in final product ($/t) 
USA CAN MX CLB VNZ BRZ CHL ARG PT/SP GER GRE TRK EGP SAF IND IDN JPN AUS NZ 
P3 213 183 171 157 155 133 137 132 --- 114 105 - 102 79 130 102 119 
P6 7 588 671 309 309 302 393 411 409 --- 264 271 - 177 173 640 280 283 
P8 9 890 710 565 565 553 574 540 537 --- 365 377 - 97 91 912 644 648 
P1215 161 140 120 110 109 87 90 87 --- 74 68 54 38 86 66 78 
P17 4175 3355 2538 2170 2118 1768 1878 1743 --- 1743 1510 - 943 320 2200 2175 2650 
P18 4634 3671 2711 2279 2217 2100 2229 2071 --- 1777 1504 - 837 106 3195 2285 2843 
P20 2590 1982 1454 1454 1423 1478 1390 1380 --- 1041 1073 - 500 482 1985 1277 1622 
P2122 2711 2059 1501 1501 1466 1527 1429 1419 --- 1116 1151 - 514 494 2164 1377 1761 
P23 2748 2097 1538 1538 1503 1564 1466 1456 --- 1153 1188 - 551 531 2202 1415 1798 
P24 - 160 137 126 125 100 103 100 146 142 129 85 79 61 62 45 98 76 
90 
P28 30 - 965 793 793 778 805 761 757 996 1015 970 582 598 885 228 219 887 533 
538 
5.7 Worldwide and US network optimisation - Model Performance 
Table 5.6 shows the results (optimum solution and computational time) for the base case as 
well as for 10 alternative situations, in order to see how the network responds to changes in the 
parameters. 
Base case (BC) 
All the parameters have the same value as shown in Appendix I. 
Case 1 
Flexible resource availability profile, i. e. the model decides when to perform the resource 
maintenance (two periods per year). 
Case 2 
As BC with the market value of final products increased by 30 in the countries with the 
lowest fulfilled demand. 
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Case 3.1 
As BC with a reduction of 30% in the transportation costs to customers worldwide. 
Case 3.2 
As BC with a reduction of 30% in all transportation costs outside the US. 
Case 4 
As BC with increased capacity for the resources with the highest utilisation rate. 
Case Capacity increase 
4.1 (R7, S 1): 50%; RI 1 and R20: 5017c: (RI TS 1): 50<<. 
4.2 (R7, S 1): 50%. 
4.3 (R17, S3): 50%. 
4.4 R11 and R20: 50%. 
Case 5 
As BC with deletion of the minimum supply constraint (3.13). 
Case 6 
Combination of cases 3.2,4.2 and 4.3. 
Table 5.6 - Model performance results. 
'Improvement referred to the base case objective function 
Case Optimum Value CPU Improvement` 
(MM$) (s) (`/ ) 
BC 86.9 237 - 
1 87.9 394 1.1 
2 88.6 278 2 
3.1 92.7 246 6.7 
3.2 91.6 288 5.4 
4.1 102 98 17.4 
4.2 91.6 - 5.4 
4.3 96.6 - 11.1 
4.4 89.4 - 2.8 
5 88.4 65 1.7 
6 116 365 33.8 
5.8 Worldwide and US networks - Supply chain statistics 
5.8.1 Fulfilled demand 
Base Case (BC) 
With regard to Table 5.8, the demand satisfaction for product 
P3 i INN(- for all 
customers/ countries with a demand level above 
0. According to Table 5.4, P3 together with 
products P12 to P15 have the highest profit margins, which 
is coherent %\ith them being the 
products with the highest Al content, for the reason,, 
discussed above. The demand fulfilment of 
9 IS, 
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the WGD product family (P12 to P15) is constrained by resource R7's capacity (se Table J. W. 
otherwise it will always be as high as possible. Amongst this family'. there is no di. tinction 
between its members in respect of costs or composition, so, in this case where there i' i capacity 
bottleneck, the markets with higher profit margins will be supplied fir`t. this being the rca, on for 
the high demand fulfilment levels in the US market while in the re,, t of the world demand 
fulfilment is zero. 
The supply of products P6 to P9 (powder formulated products family) is constrained h\ 
resource RI I's capacity. As expected, countries with higher profit margins have higher demand 
fulfilment levels (e. g. US vs India). It is not clear why P7's supply is lower than P6, apart from 
demanding a higher usage of R10 (whose usage is close to the upper limit in S 1) and containing 
slightly more Al than P6 (-6%). 
In the liquid products family, P17 has lower demand fulfilment levels than P18 in the US. 
On the one hand the sale of P17 has higher specific profit margins (Table 5.4), while one the 
other hand, one ton of Al will be more profitable if fully converted in P 18 (see Table 5.5). Even 
then, the bias towards P18 would only be expected if there was any capacity bottleneck in the 
production circuit of both products, which, apparently, is not the case. It is not obvious why P 17 
does not have a higher demand fulfilment rate. Amongst products P20 to P2 3. a similar demand 
fulfilment distribution in the US market is observed, as described above, however, in this branch, 
there is a bottleneck in the production path. The P20 production rate in the US is limited by 
R17's capacity (see Table 5.9), so the production of P21 to P23 is more profitable due to a lower 
Al content in the final products (see Table 5.5). Once again, it is not obvious why the available 
R17's capacity worldwide is not used, although it is clear from Table 5.4 that this family of 
products has one of the lowest profit margins. Considering the behaviour of the liquid products 
family, as well as the P17 production rate profile (not shown), it seems that there should he a 
capacity bottleneck on resources R1 to R5, R14 or R15, however Table 5.9 does not show it. The 
financial structure of the company cannot be responsible for this behaviour either since all the 
results refer to the US market and even the packaged products are being produced at S. G. 
PY products have demand fulfilment levels close to 100% except in those markets with 
low profit margins (Turkey, Egypt, India and Indonesia). 
Case 2 
When the market value of final products rises by 309 in those countries with lower profit 
margins (Turkey, Egypt, India and Indonesia) the demand fulfilment of products P6 to PK 
increases to between 60 and 100%on the corresponding markets. A significant increase is also 
experienced by products P23 (for which the transportation costs are predominant) as well all the 
PY products family. At the same time, South America's supply decreases in P6 to P9 and in the 
PY products. The remaining countries in the Asia-Pacific region (Japan, Australia and New 
Zeeland) also experience reduction in the supply rates in the PY family. Europe remain', . tahle 
(relatively to BC) and the US loses around 20% of supply in some products (P7, P 12. P 13 and 
P20). In general, countries with lower profit margins are more vulnerable to change,, in other 
markets. 
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Case 3.2 
As expected, the reduction of the transportation costs mainly benefits those market, and 
products where the transportation term is predominant in the final cost structure. According to 
this, the liquid formulations P21 to P23 (whose Al content very low) demand fulfilment levels, 
rise significantly in South America, Japan and Australia. 
5.8.2 Resource usage 
Base Case and Case 1 
As mentioned before, resource R7, the granulation step necessary to produce products P 12 
to P15, is used at 100% of its capacity, constraining the production rate of these products. In the 
same way, R8 usage also peaks at its maximum capacity in S. G. in certain time periods. 
constraining the production rates of the formulated products P6 to P9 in the US. 
Resource usage at S. G. Resource usage 
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Fig. 5.9 a) and b) - Resource usage at S. G. and average resource usage for the whole network as a 
percentage of the maximum capacity (Base case) 
In this BC, R17 is used at its maximum capacity in S. G. but not in other locations 
worldwide. The reason for this is not clear, apart from the low profit margin of liquid 
formulations P20 to P23 (the products that use R17), due to high transportation costs. The same 
behaviour is shown by the usage distribution of resource R19 in all sites of North America (US, 
Mexico and Canada). 
Case 6 
Resource usage at S. G. 
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Fig. 5.10 a) and b) - Resource usage at S. G. and average resource usage 
for the "hole network . +ý .+ 
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R20 is highly used, close to its capacity limit. in those location, uppl\ ing market, with 
high demand for PY products (Mexico, Canada, France and South Africa). 
There are no significant differences in the resource usage levels between the hasc c, i. c and 
case 2 (see Table 5.7). 
The capacity increase in R7 and R17 causes the resources of the first part of the pro c",,. 
Ri to R6, as well as R13, to have a higher utilization rate. The reduction in the transportation 
costs also allows the available R17 capacity in other locations worldwide to he used (a' this 
branch of the flow map is highly affected by transportation costs). Tables 5.10 and 5.1 1 show that 
the number of resources worldwide operating close to the capacity limit goes from 23 in the ha. c 
case to 37 on case 6. 
Table 5.7 - Global resource usage for the base case, case 2 and case 6 
BC Case 2 case 6 BC-C2 BC-C6 
R1 62 63 70 0 8 
R2 61 61 68 0 7 
R3 57 58 64 0 7 
R4 49 49 54 0 6 
R5 47 47 51 0 4 
R6 54 54 58 0 4 
R7 100 100 93 0 -7 
R8 70 69 71 -1 2 
R9 71 70 73 -1 2 
R10 47 50 48 3 1 
R11 86 87 87 1 0 
R12 28 28 35 0 7 
R13 0 0 
R14 45 46 61 0 16 
R15 46 46 55 0 9 
R16 41 42 45 1 4 
R17 41 41 57 1 16 
R18 40 41 65 1 25 
R19 35 35 60 0 25 
R20 66 64 68 -3 1 
5.8.3 Distribution to final customers 
Base Case 
Customers in the US are supplied preferably through warehouses (except C 1. close to S. G., 
and Cl1). In this example there is clearly an excess storage capacity in the US for the liquid 
products family. Only S2 supplies customers directly. Direct supply from packing sites is not 
significant. 
South American countries are supplied mainly by Brazil (50 to 809) although Paraguay is 
also important to the most southern markets (Argentina and Chile). The Canadian and Mexican 
markets are almost fully supplied by the formulation sites in the same country. France supplie,, 
the European countries and Egypt. The Asia Pacific countries mostly consume the local 
production except India, Indonesia and New Zealand that are supplied by S. G. 
r 
Case 2 
The rise in the prices in the Middle East and Southern Asia markets changes the flo 
pattern between North America and Asia Pacific locations and customers. 
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Case 3.2 
As in case 2, the most significant flow pattern modifications concern those countries where 
the transportation costs had high relative weight and/or the profit margins were low. The 
reduction of the transportation costs also allows the Australian formulation site to supply other 
countries in the same region while the Australian market is supplied mainly by S. G. and Brazil. 
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Table 5.8- Fulfilled demand for the base case (% maximum demand level) 
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Table 5.9 - Resource usage per site and time period (base case) (%) 
11 T2 T3 T4 TS T6 T7 TB T9 110 111 12 SI Al 63 51 49 66 85 53 81 61 81 81 36 56 Si R2 60 49 47 63 81 51 77 58 99 93 34 53 SI R3 57 47 45 60 76 49 73 55 77 84 33 51 SI R4 48 40 38 50 65 41 61 47 75 66 28 43 SI RS 47 39 39 51 64 41 61 46 53 57 26 41 SI R6 55 42 41 58 77 44 73 51 fit 75 30 51 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 - - Si RB 100 80 45 100 79 100 83 100 100 100 100 89 Si R9 95 68 37 86 85 87 87 83 83 87 57 93 
100 100 100 83 100 76 100 100 28 59 SB 
100 100 78 100 72 100 87 72 96 61 100 
SI R12 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 
100 100 100 94 100 100 100 100 100 94 30 33 
SI R14 41 41 74 34 43 43 43 43 43 100 41 43 51 R15 42 42 81 38 44 44 44 44 44 74 42 44 
SI R16 74 97 67 67 86 86 85 82 78 67 76 77 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Si RIB 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 US 
^ 98 100 91 91 100 100 100 100 100 89 100 100 S16 RIO 72 91 40 21 72 
100 100 100 100 100 92 100 38 100 
S16 R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S16 R13 43 
S16 R16 44 44 
S17 R10 100 100 
100 97 97 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S17 R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S17 R13 43 
S17 R16 24 44 44 44 44 43 
S17 R19 24 20 10 
S17 R20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S18 R10 72 19 34 40 40 100 
SIB R11 100 100 100 81 100 38 78 75 97 
SIB R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SIB R13 43 43 
S18 R16 3 3 
SIB R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
518 R20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S19 R8 3 40 36 5 34 21 
S19 R9 15 100 92 23 100 65 
S19 RIO 64 85 as 64 85 85 58 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
MEX S19 R16 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 6 71 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 11 100 100 
S19 RIB 85 95 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 10 87 87 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 83 
S20 RB 45 59 76 35 49 11 55 32 59 65 
S20 R9 71 100 100 100 77 23 92 58 100 100 
S20 R10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CAN 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S20 R17 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 100 91 
S20 RIB 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 43 100 
S20 R19 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S20 R20 100 100 100 100 83 100 100 100 100 100 
S21 R8 75 91 100 100 100 100 36 46 100 58 100 
S21 R9 75 80 87 87 82 98 28 41 87 57 87 
S21 R10 100 
R11 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 41 
S21 R12 33 33 
BRZ S21 R13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S21 R16 3 
S21 R17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S21 R18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S21 R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S21 R20 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 75 5 5 100 100 
S22 RB 84 84 84 84 46 56 54 68 71 84 64 71 
100 100 100 100 57 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S22 R10 100 100 100 100 20 100 77 20 
S22 R11 92 83 92 92 92 100 100 92 100 100 
S22 R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PAR S22 R13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S22 R16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S22 R17 3 
S22 RIB 4 
S22 R19 15 
S22 R20 100 88 100 15 
S23 RB 92 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 100 79 94 
S23 R9 100 Be 97 97 97 97 98 97 2 96 77 100 
S23 RIO 38 38 38 
FRA 11 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S23 R17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S23 R18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S23 R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S24 RB 83 83 83 83 83 53 67 90 83 83 83 83 
9 100 100 100 100 100 64 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S24 R10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SAF R11 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S24 R17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S24 R18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S24 R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
100 66 100 100 100 100 91 100 100 100 100 100 
S25 RS 20 36 35 49 53 63 63 9 17 
S25 R9 50 57 64 71 85 100 100 16 28 
RIO 100 100 100 100 100 83 100 
11 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S25 R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JPN S2S R13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S25 R76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S25 R17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S25 R18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S25 R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S2S R20 6 17 100 100 67 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
S26 R9 25 28 21 28 21 22 25 25 25 28 25 21 
S26 RIO 67 43 26 61 B6 
S26 R11 26 78 36 98 30 13 15 53 13 63 84 
S26 R12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AUT S26 R13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S26 R16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S26 R17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S26 RIB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S26 R19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S26 R20 60 100 56 100 100 100 106 
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Table 5.10 and Table 5.11- Average resource usage per site for the base case and cac 6 respectivel} (% i 
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5. CASE STUDY PART 1- SUPPLY CHAIN RESTRUCTURING 
5.9 Comments 
In this section we developed a model applied to PX and PY manufacturing and distribution 
networks but which can easily be extended to describe other supply chains in this business sector. 
The model is a useful tool to investigate the optimal configuration and operational policy 
for different supply chain contexts (e. g. different transportation costs, demand levels, market 
price, etc. ). Nevertheless, the network is designed using aggregate data and resource 
representation so now performance at the operational level has to be tested, and possibly the 
design and upper level planning need to be adjusted. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
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1I ULTILEVEL I. VTEGRATI( 
6 Case Study - Agrochemicals Supply Chain 
Management 11 - Multilevel Integration 
6.1 Introduction - Multilevel planning and integration 
Supply chains are large systems often composed of tens of sites and hundreds of customer 
areas and SKU's. On top of this, planning problems cover mid to long time spans, and more often 
than not, involve discrete decisions. Assuming the classical approach of using discrete time 
models to describe this class of optimisation problems, it is obvious a trade-off has to he met 
between model accuracy, concerning the level of detail in the problem description, and dimension 
of the variable and solution spaces. Even with today's fast evolution of hardware equipment and 
commercial solvers, there are size limits which should not be crossed or the model will he useless 
for practical purposes. 
Many authors use temporal multilevel, or multiscale, planning approaches (Stefansson and 
Shah (2006), Guillen (2006), Grossmann (2005), Wilkinson et al. (1996), McDonald and Karimi 
(1997)) in order to include both the global perspective into planning and a detailed description of 
manufacturing activities without incurring in hard-to-solve large MILP's. An aggregate, robust 
model is used for mid to long term strategic planning, providing some global strategic decisions 
for the network and bridging the several aggregated time periods. These decisions are then fixed 
in a second, detailed level, covering a smaller horizon, with higher resolution and demanding 
more accurate data, similar to multistage stochastic models, although here the second 
subproblems are now independent amongst themselves. As in real life, difficulties start when the 
first stage targets are set too tight and so impossible to fulfil at the second stage. The reasons for 
this are addressed later in the chapter. Wilkinson et al. (1996) report differences between 1 and 
9% in maximum feasible production levels for some products between the two stages. Different 
systems may exhibit grater differences between the upper and lower level of planning. 
In real process industries, supply chain managers are responsible for the elaboration of the 
upper level plan, leaving the detailed, short term schedule of individual plants to 
local site 
planners. In order to set feasible global targets for the supply chain, some slack capacity/ 
operation time has to be brought into the upper level plan to account 
for difficulties in local 
scheduling and uncertain events taking place along the time horizon. Large stocks of materials 
in 
all stages of the process, from raw materials to final products, are also 
kept to ensure: service 
levels and flexibility in planning. The downsides of this planning methodology are 
higher 
associated operation costs and waste of part of the network's potential. 
\lathcmatical 
programming tools may help in elaborating good long term plans that reconcile 
the 
aforementioned objectives of feasibility and profitability. 
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As described in chapter 5, in this chapter we develop a short term scheduling model. run 
for each time period of the first stage model, and develop an integration methodology toi imrro c 
the reliability of the first stage outputs in terms of feasibility and robustne,,. 
6.2 Mathematical formulation 
6.2.1 Model features and assumptions 
The second stage model is similar to the one developed in the first stage, however, at this 
point we aim to describe the US network in greater detail. We now distinguish the different 
manufacturing lines for each resource at each site and use a finer time resolution. This all()%\-,, the 
derivation of a detailed production and distribution plan for the US network in each month. 
Information about product flows between S. G. and formulation sites and customers 
worldwide is transferred from the first stage model through a new set of parameters. The second 
stage model has an aggregated view of these flows, i. e. there is no detailed plan for exports as 
long as the total flow at the end of the time horizon is equal to what was determined in the first 
stage for the same month (soft orders in time and hard in quantity). As for the US nem ork, 
customer orders are modelled as soft in time and amount in order to guarantee the model 
feasibility (see 6.1 and 6.3). The following features and assumptions are part of the second stage 
model: 
" Consideration of transportation times between the nodes of the supply chain; 
" Bulk liquid product transportation lot sizes should be multiple of 25t, with - 12.5t ol, 
tolerance (i. e. each transportation vehicle has to be minimum 50% full); 
" Bulk liquid product customers in the US are divided into groups (by geographical location) 
for bulk shipments planning purposes; 
" Inclusion of changeover operations; 
" Existence of an export terminal at S. G. 
" The total of export flows to worldwide locations (either manufacturing sites or customers) 
has to be equal to the values determined in the first stage model for the same time period 
under consideration in the second stage model. 
" Upper limits on demand levels by US customers are set to the same value as the fulfilled 
demand in the first stage model, distributed through a discrete number of orders. These 
orders are soft in time and quantity. 
" No upper limit on resources for transportation tasks. 
" Opening and closing inventories in each storage location enforced to the same \ aluc' as 
determined by the first stage model 
6.2.2 Formulation 
The short term scheduling model uses the same sets of indexes, parameters and variable, 
as the design stage model (chapter 5). A few new elements, listed Mow. are now introduced to 
allow modelling of individual orders and transfer of information between the first and , ccond 
level of planning. 
((º11-1 
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Index 
i parallel production lines; 
o order number; 
I transportation lot size; 
j customer area (for bulk liquid products transporation); 
Sets 
Irs parallel production lines within each site s and resource type r; 
Cj customers within customer area j; 
Parameters 
MASn available capacity in production line i of resource type r in site s; 
ass'/ asc time taken to transport products between site s and site/costumer s'/c; 
Bp,,, amount of product p ordered by customer c in time period t under order o; 
TO. time at which order o is placed; 
LS1 capacity of lot size l 
IVIps first stage decision - inventory level of product p at location s at the start of the time 
horizon; 
IVFPS first stage decision - inventory level of product p at location s at the end of the time 
horizon; 
F1 first stage decision - product p flow to formulation sites s worldwide; 
FC l p, first stage decision - product p flow to customer c worldwide; 
XSS first stage decision - site opening; 
XpS first stage decision - product allocation to manufacturing site s; 
XCPSC first stage decision - product p supplied to customer c from site s; 
Decision (binary 0/1) variables 
XRpsrit equals 1 if product p manufacture is allocated to line i of resource type r in ' ite ,, in 
time period t, 0 otherwise; 
XVpsrit changeover variables. Equals 1 if product p will start being manufactured in line i 
of resource type r in site s in time period t, 0 otherwise; 
XLstjj equals 1 if the flow of product p leaving site s at time t to customer area j is equal 
to LS,, 0 otherwise; 
The first stage decision variables XSr, XF, S,, and XCp,,, are now fixed to the values 
determined in the network design stage for each month, becoming second stage parameters. The 
information transfer takes into account the different time horizon and resolution between the two 
stages; each of the second stage models covers one month, with a resolution of one day. for the 
first stage, the time horizon is one year with a time resolution of one month. Since the time 
periods in the second stage are much shorter (than in the design model), the transportation time 
between sites (a, S') is no longer negligible and should be accounted for by constraint, involving 
product flows between sites. 
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Production scheduling constraints 
As mentioned above, in the second stage model we are looking into the events, on a short 
time scale, making this a scheduling type problem. At this level it becomes necesarý to plan the 
resource utilisation in detail. Each production line can be occupied by at most one product during 
each time period (constraint (6.1)). Between the production of two different product, in a line. a 
changeover period has to take place; this is expressed by constraints W-1) and (6. S ). The 
occurrence of a changeover event, XV = 1, is reflected in the resource availability' term in the 
capacity balance (constraint (6.9)). A changeover takes place if a product is allocated to 
manufacturing line i in site s in time period t but not in time period t-1. 
I XRpsrit <1 VsE(S-S/ 
-S,,, 
), 
rERs, iElrs, t (6. l) 
pERu 
1], XVpsl-it :! ý l Vse(s-S1 -S1')'rERi EI, s, t (h. ý) pERp 
XVps, 
-; t ? 
XR,,. 
s:, -il - 
XRIs,. "t-l 
VpEPs, sE(S-Si-Sw), rE(RsnR1jiEI, s, t (6.3) 
In order to avoid the occurrence of spurious decisions (XR or XV equal to 1 without being 
meaningful) a small penalty term is included in the OF: 
-0.5 (XRI). v, -; r + 
XV1),, r ) 
psrit 
Order delivery/sales constraints 
Constraint (6.4) states that each customer can only be supplied from the sites to which it 
was allocated in the first stage (XCPSC = 1). At any time period, the total amount of each product 
delivered to each customer cannot be no higher than the accumulated value of orders of that 
product placed by that customer (constraint (6.5)). 
Max XCI) 
, 
Vp, sE ((S - 5,,. 
) Is, ), cE CI ,t (6.4) 
Z FCI,, 
c,, -a, ,ýZ 
Bpco Vp E Pb, ceC,,,, t (6.5) 
sE((S-Su )I Scat'<_t o: TOo<_t 
Production Constraints 
Constraint (6.6) transfers the production allocation decisions from the first to the second 
stage model. The capacity balance (constraint (6.7)) assumes the same form as constraint (5.1) in 
the first stage model except for the changeover term, which accounts for the reduction in the 
resource availability. It is assumed that a half day is necessary to perform the changco%cr 
operation. Resource capacity is only made available for those products allocated to that particular 
asset in each time period (XR1),, -;, =1). 
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PR 
A,.,., <-Max 
X1 Vp, sE(S-S«. -S, 
), t (0.0) 
MD PR PF 
1'r I'" I'r < XS MA 
_i 
(XR 
-0.5XV s se psrit psril PYI, 
r iElrs 
alpePP, sE(S-Si-Sºt, ), rE(RSI R1, ) (6.7 
Flow/mass balance constraints 
S. G. 
The factory possesses capacity to store up to three days' worth of production, at maximum 
rates, of intermediate products. These intermediate storage units were not considered in the Eint 
stage due to the scale difference between the residence time in them and each time period at the 
planning level. However, at the scheduling level, the ability to store intermediate products pla\. 
an important role. By introducing an extra degree of freedom, it is possible to develop a second 
stage production plan that performs closer to the global service levels predicted in the first stage. 
Shipments to foreign destinations (either formulation sites or customers) may he made 
directly from the factory or through an export terminal located at S. G., where inventory may he 
kept. 
Constraint (6.8) establishes the mass balance for internal flows within the S. G. factory. 
Constraint (6.9) is the inventory balance at S. G. Stock variations between consecutive time 
periods are due to production events taking place in the factory (product inlet), and outward 
flows, either to other locations or within the factory (product outlets). For clarity, we segregate 
the internal flows in S. G. in a different constraint (6.8). 
PR/,,, sl, t PC/) /) FE,, sl, sl, r =vp, t (6.8) 
1). PYYp 
IVY, IVI,, si, r-i + 
PR1,, si,, - Fp, sl,., r - 
FCE,, si. (., 
V p, t (6.9) 
SC 
Alternatively, constraints (6.8) and (6.9) could be condensed in: 
t IV 
,, si, r : 
IV 
,, si, r-i + 
PRA, si, r -1 
FIsi, 
sr -1 
FCE), si. (. r - 
PRPsi, 
r 
PCI)'r 
V p, 
Er 
sus 1 ý- p' n 
Packing sites US 
As in the first stage model, the packing sites in the US perform the operations of packing 
and labelling of bulk products coming from S. G. From here, the final products are distributed to 
the company's warehouse network or directly to final customers in the US. Packaging site,, have 
capacity to store the equivalent to up to three days of production (DPM,,, ) of both hulk and 
packed products. Constraint (6.10) is the mass/inventory balance for thcsc site', and constraint 
(6.11) impose an upper limit to the storage of products in S. G. and the packaging site. 
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Vsy = 
IVIt 1+ Fp, sl. s, t-as is+ 
PR/ _ 
[PRIýý 
) 
PCEv. 
- F', 
-ss'l 
V FC 
, Sl-r P p' SE. SI CEC113 
VsESus, p, t ((. 10) 
IVPs, S3DPMý, Vs r= SUSYSI), p, t (('Li! ) 
Storage sites US 
Constraint (6.12) is the mass balance, considering transportation times hem cen locations. 
for all the storage. The mass balance for the export terminal in S. G., SET. is expressed in 
constraint (6.13). The second stage model imposes an upper limit on the inventor` kept in 
storage sites, whose constraint has exactly the same formulation as in the first stave model. 
Constraint (6.14) is the capacity balance for the storage sites. 
IVP. 
sr = 
IVI, 
s, r-] + 
F'l,. 
r'Sr a ,S+ 
(Fl,. 
r. sr aS. S - 
Fl,,, - FC 
S'E(SusYSI) s'ES1 (-Ecus 
Vs ES1, pEPs, t>1 ((,. 12) 
NPsr = IVF, s, r-1 + 
Fl,,,, 
. ý, r-a - 
ý, FClPs,, 
r Fl, ss'r 
VS =Sf. T ,pEP, t( . 13) si. s " CEcII' S'ES11' 
Z IV,,,., <_ IA,. 
gXS,. 
Vs E S, , g, t (6.1 4) 1EPB 
Inventory Boundary Constraints 
In order to get a feasible global production plan, in each second stage model the inventory 
levels at the beginning and end of each month must have the same value as determined in the first 
stage model (constraints (6.14) and (6.15) respectively). 
IVl)St = IVI pS + 
F'Eýs 
Sr-a + 
(FnS'. 
r, -a s- 
Fn,, 
, 
)- FCv. 
s,. 1 S'E(SUSYSI) S'ESJ CECUS 
`dpEPs, sES1, t=1 (6.15) 
IV1, 
s, = 
IVF1s Vp E P,., s E S1, t = 30 (6.16) 
Formulation sites and customers worldwide 
Product exports for formulation sites and customers worldwide are shipped directly from 
S. G. or through the export terminal (SFT) (constraints (6.16) and (6.17)). As mentioned before. 
these are modelled as soft orders in time but hard in quantity, so the summation of all product 
flows along the time horizon has to equalize the value calculated in the first stage for the same 
time period. 
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I Fl 
/)S 
Vp, SES, V 
l,. 4'E(s1YSUI ) 
FC 
pS(., = 
FC1 
J, C 
al p, cE Cri. 
I, SE(S IYS 
Ii) 
(6.17) 
(6.1 >q 
Sizing of transportation lots for liquid products 
Liquid products have to be transported in tanks, meaning that the corresponding flow. can 
only assume values in a sernicontinuous range, multiples of tank capacity, with a tolerance of - 
50%. It is assumed that each truck leaving the manufacturing/storage site may deliver the ame 
product to all customers in the same geographical area j. Constraint (6.19) enures that each lot 
can only use a determined number of trucks for its transport, while constraint ((-. 20) imposes an 
upper and lower limit to the capacity usage of those trucks. 
XLsrrý <1 VsE(s - s)'t, j (6,19) 
LS, XLstr1 -CaP50% :! ý 1: FC/, (., 
1: LS1XL.,, i; (h.? O 
1 cECJ I 
Integrality and non-negativity constraints 
The model includes integrality constraints for the binary variables and non-negativity 
relations for the continuous variables. 
Objective function 
In the second stage model, only the revenues and costs of the US network operation are 
considered. The NPV is formulated in a very similar way to constraints (5.16) and (5.17). 
however, at this stage, a penalty term is included to minimise the delays in fulfilling the orders 
placed by customers. 
Revenues 
f 6.21.1) H 
Us = 
1: (FC/, 
SC 
VI)() 
ps, CECjýý ,! 
Production costs 
KPus =, 
(PRI)st CPI)s) (6.21.2) 
p, t, sE(S 1YSLIc 
Inventory costs 
SUS I (ipctcij, v) (6.21 ýl 1), t, SES1 
Transportation costs 
KTt,, _ 
(FCpccjCTcc)+ (FCpstCTCc) o. 1. -ý 
p. sc(S Sit ý. c'EýS SAS. ý. t p, sE(S-Sjs 
). rECI-S, º 
Gross Profit 
0ý,,. =III ,, - KPD ., - KI (.,. - KTt., 
I 1.; 
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Tax costs 
The tax cost calculation for each location expresses the inherent financial tructurc of the 
company (Fig. 5.5). As for the other terms of the objective function, %%e only account the cost, for 
the nodes in the US network. The calculations are performed in the same ww a% aa" exprc". cd in 
equations (5.16.5), (5.16.7) and (5.16.8) (S. G., packaging and storage sites re' pcctivel%). 
us = Y'S1 
+ 
Iosas 
+ 
Y, 0Si ((ý., 1 
.ý1 
3ESlis SESI 
Penalty term for delays in order deliveries 
The penalty term is proportional to the delay and amount due to fully fulfil the orders 
placed by customers. 
r-rt +? lh 
Tus = 0.75VB 0- 
FCE, 
sýý' 
P, ( cc'(', I o: Tn<t SE(S-S) r'=1 
Net Profit Value for US network with penalty term 
Zvs - pus _(DUS _F ý(ý. 22 
6.2.3 Information transfer 
The procedure for the transfer of information between the first and sccond stages is 
explained in Fig. 6.1. 
Solve first stage 
model 
Start 
no 
t'>12 
C =1 
IF 
XS`s=XS', t'=t'+1 
X P =X pst, 
XC`p. = XC' PS<<" 
ps = F'P"si", t F12 
FC 1' = FC' ý, si "<< 
Solve second 
stage model for 
IVF'p = IVIpst, month t' 
IVI2,, = IV',., "-, 
yes 
oor Start 
Fig. 6.1 - Information transfer between the 
first and the second stages. 1 first sta`Tc model: 
2 
, cco rid , tage 
model 
1 14 
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6.3 Global integration methodology 
So far, we have only addressed the feed forward integration methodology, i. e. utilisation of 
first stage information in the second stage. For several reasons, as mentioned in the introduction 
of this chapter and detailed for this particular case study in 6.3.1. the target, et h\ the planning 
stage tend to be too optimistic and are often impossible to accomplish at the scheduling level. 
Usually, the feasibility of the models at this stage is ensured at the expense of (the predicted 
customer service level. In our two stage approach, it makes sense to use the information from the 
scheduling level to improve the accuracy of the planning model. Overall. wti c aim to improve the 
upper iimit or the maximum teasible service level predicted in the second stage without 
significant losses in the profits of the supply chain (i. e. without decreasing resource usage ). 
The following concepts and metrics are used in the discussion and evaluation of the quality 
of the integration results: 
OTIF (%) On time and in full - proportion of the orders delivered in the due date. For 
global OTIF's, i. e. addressing sets of different products, the parameter is 
based in the order values rather than quantities. 
AI prod. (%) Al production - second stage average resource utilisation in the production 
of active ingredients as a percentage of the maximum capacity. 
6.3.1 Results without feedback integration 
The results presented in this section refer to the base case (Case 1) of the planning stage. 
The second stage model uses the network structure, allocation decisions, saics and inventory 
profiles calculated in the first stage (see 5.7). Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the US sales and respective 
OTIF levels predicted by the detailed planning model. The second stage model results are an 
average of the results obtained using two different sets of randomly generated orders. 
Table 6.1 - US sales (10-'ton/month) and Al production per month. 
Ti T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg 
Tot 
Al prod. % 68 47 49 60 65 66 67 71 71 75 43 50 61.0 
P3 221 326 475 526 572 508 569 469 343 244 192 187 4632 
P6 115 246 352 485 461 447 456 329 282 209 169 112 3662 
P7 232 255 314 397 406 303 145 178 342 183 59 183 2997 
P8 59 198 288 155 265 297 277 166 202 139 107 62 2214 
P9 21 115 108 53 81 99 82 73 98 53 79 37 899 
P12 146 199 268 225 256 193 191 239 187 58 75 63 2100 
P13 79 108 174 95 100 77 92 107 72 15 39 35 994 
P17 154 194 282 328 348 353 339 279 214 375 285 187 3337 
P18 1795 2565 3514 3738 3669 2926 2544 2590 2712 2146 1560 1522 31281 
P20 217 161 242 277 290 294 282 233 383 468 360 315 3522 
P21 317 478 489 808 843 841 808 659 463 274 281 274 6536 
P22 288 409 559 549 442 297 310 427 521 357 275 267 4701 
P23 310 451 622 758 717 626 604 677 534 224 271 264 6058 
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Table 6.2 - Sales delivered on time and in full (OTIF. ý% in %aIuc) pcr pn, du,: t and h,, lk pcr nwiiih t, ýr 
the base case. Values below the 90% target are highlighted in white. The average annual 'aluc, arc rho ýkn in the 
last column. 
Ti T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg 
Tot 
OTIFglobal 93 96 95 96 95 92 93 93 96 88 98 92 93.7 
P3 100 100 100 95 98 85 100 100 95 92 100 100 97 
P6 60 86 84 100 90 86 91 80 89 90 100 68 85 
P7 100 79 90 92 94 92 74 90 96 99 100 77 90 
P8 45 100 100 47 75 83 80 58 93 87 92 55 76 
P9 23 100 100 40 52 47 46 46 70 65 87 41 60 
P12 99 99 91 87 95 80 77 98 88 48 100 100 88 
P13 81 91 100 66 66 59 74 83 56 22 100 100 75 
P17 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P18 100 97 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P20 99 97 100 99 97 97 97 97 100 83 96 96 96 
P21 98 100 70 100 98 97 97 96 88 71 100 100 93 
P22 96 96 94 100 99 98 98 99 98 91 97 96 97 
P23 95 93 95 100 97 95 95 99 100 57 95 95 93 
The global deviation between the two stages, with respect to production levels, can he 
appreciated in Fig. 6.2. 
The first stage model predicted an average resource utilisation of -66% while the second 
stage predicted a value of -61%; as for the US sales gross revenues, the values were M$ 1,569 
and M$ 1,473 respectively, representing a difference of 6%. Only the orders delivered on time 
were accounted for the US network gross revenues in the second stage. In general, the value of 
orders delivered on time is very similar to the total value delivered in the whole time horizon, 
(-1 % difference), a sign that manufacturing facilities are the bottleneck of the network rather than 
the distribution circuit. Worldwide exports totalled M$ 953 in both stages. 
S1. R1 usage (-Al production) 
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Fig. 6.2 - Resource utilisation (Al production) predicted 
by the two stage models for the base case 
Table 6.2 shows that product families PS/P9 and P12/P13 have the worst service levels. 
Each of these families uses at least one resource that is operating at its maximum capacity most 
of the time (see results in chapter 5), R8/R9 (in the case of P8/P9) and R7 (in the case of 
P12/P13). 
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The first stage model has an aggregated view of the manufacturing resources. It provide 
an estimate of how much of the total time capacity will be allocated to each task (product) 
without concerns about the temporal sequence of manufacturing activities. Naturally, bottleneck 
resources will be more affected by the introduction of accurate modelling of the changeover 
events, as the production targets set in the first stage leave no spare capacity for these to take 
place. 
As a first approach to improve the integration between the first and second stages. we 
manipulate the resource availability in the first stage for the manufacturing bottlenecks. The 
procedure is as follows: 
" Solve the first stage model; 
" For those resources with an average utilization higher than 9017c. double the changeover penalty 
factor COT,,,. in constraint (5.3.1); 
" Resolve the first stage model; 
" Solve the second stage models. 
The second stage results, with respect to OTIF deliveries, obtained with this approach are 
shown in Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.3. 
This approach provides a better OTIF value in comparison with the base case, 96 vs. 93ý' , 
however the US gross sales revenues are 3% lower corresponding to a reduction of' MS' 44. This 
is not a good solution from the company's perspective, as the objective is always to maximise 
sales. Also, as in the base case, the deviation between the production targets predicted by the two 
models is very significant for those time periods when the first model establishes higher Al 
production targets. 
The aggregate formulation is useful in determining the real bottlenecks, i. e. the ones that 
will set the maximum, physically possible, output rates from the manufacturing nodes in the 
network. Simply constraining these resources in the first stage may not he the best approach to 
simultaneously achieve a good multilevel integration and extract the maximum production 
potential of the network. 
Table 6.3 - Sales delivered on time and in full (OTIF, 9'c in value) per product and globally per month 
when manipulating the resource capacity of the manufacturing bottlenecks. Values below the 90%Io target are 
highlighted in white. The average annual values are shown in the last column. 
Ti T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg. 
Tot 
98 99 96 97 96 94 97 96 97 81 100 97 96 
P3 100 98 100 97 80 94 100 99 100 57 100 100 94 
P6 84 93 97 99 100 88 100 85 100 100 100 82 94 
P7 77 98 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 79 100 100 96 
P8 100 100 100 91 92 85 100 62 100 100 99 74 92 
P9 100 100 100 100 81 50 98 47 100 100 99 54 86 
P12 99 100 92 83 98 87 93 99 79 78 100 100 94 
P13 100 91 71 56 83 72 80 66 46 9 100 100 73 
P17 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P18 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P20 98 97 100 100 100 97 97 100 100 96 100 100 99 
P21 100 99 79 100 100 95 95 100 100 71 96 100 95 
P22 100 100 99 100 100 98 97 100 100 96 100 100 99 
P23 99 96 95 100 100 88 88 100 100 90 100 100 96 
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Fig. 6.3 - Resource utilisation (Al production) predicted by the two stage models manipulating the 
resource capacity in the first stage. 
6.3.2 Integration methodology 
At the scheduling level, when task sequencing is planned in detail, it may not he possible 
for bottleneck resources to work at full capacity. The cause for this may not be in the bottleneck 
resources themselves but on the production stages up and downstream instead. Below, we show 
how this happens. 
Consider a generic multipurpose plant with the production diagram shown in Fig. 6.4. 
- ----------- , 
Mixing , 
Mixing 
----------- 
Mixer 
- ----------- 
Blender 
------------, 
º Packaging 
IP 
II I 
Packaging line 
Pip 
P2p 
Pap 
Pop 
Fig. 6.4 - Example of multiproduct production in shared resources. PxR - pre-treated raw material 
for 
product x, Px - product x bulk, Pxp - product x packed. 
Four products are manufactured in this plant. All the recipes start with a mixing stage 
performed in a single stirred vessel "Mixer". From here, the pre-treated raw materials are fed to a 
formulation unit, in the case of Pl and P2, or to a blender, in the case of P3 and P4. After 
completion of the second step in the recipe, all products are conveyed to the packaging lines. 
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show a possible campaign and production scheduling output from the 
first and second stages respectively. In fact, changeover events are just one out of several of the 
integration difficulties, as even without considering them, we have problems in the second stage. 
Formulation unit 
Plrm ' ---------- - Pl 
P2rm ' P2 
ýº Formulation 
------------ 
P3rm 
-- 
----------- i P3 
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Fig. 6.5 - First stage model output: campaign planning per resource 
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Fig. 6.6 - Second stage output: production scheduling. Note that no changeover operations are considered 
in the Gantt chart. 
At the aggregate level, for each time period, each task on a given resource is allowed to 
take place as long as (Fig. 6.5): 
" the capacity limit is not violated; 
9 there are enough raw materials available either from existing stocks (at the beginning of the 
time period) or produced at some point during that time period. 
At the scheduling level, when the sequence of tasks taking place at each resource is 
planned in detail, the second condition, a relaxed version of the second stage mass balance 
constraints, is no longer valid. Each task can only take place if there are enough available raw 
materials from existing stocks at the beginning of the time horizon or through past production. 
Fig. 6.6 shows the ability of the second stage model to achieve the targets established in the first 
stage. In the present example, the second stage requires up to 15% extra manufacturing capacity 
(or time) to produce the same amount of finished products, even considering the existence of 
small storage units for the intermediate products. On top of this inherent limitation, the number 
of changeover tasks (not considered in Fig. 6.6) tends to increase, especially for those resources 
closer to the front end of the manufacturing process, decreasing the resource availability. 
Note that, so far, we have been addressing and discussing the problem of achieving the 
same production levels in both stages of planning, without worrying about the effects on the 
ability of delivering orders on time. In the first stage, we are only concerned that the right amount 
1 19 
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of final products is ready for delivery at the end of each time period while in the ccond sta`ee the 
manufacture should be more distributed along the time horizon in order to fulfil order, by their 
due date without the need of building up significant stocks. This will of course hrinL, a new 
complexity to the integration problem. At the scheduling level. the production rate, will not 
always be equal to the maximum value as the customers will require more of a continuous 11(m 
of final products rather than large instantaneous batches. 
From Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, it is evident that the complexity of the integration problem will 
increase with the number of manufactured products in each resource in each time period and will 
decrease with the number of parallel independent lines of the same resource, since this 
arrangement allows processing several different products at the same time. The aggregated 
capacity value used in the first stage model is equal to the total capacity of the individual lino. 
The maximum production throughput of any manufacturing system is constrained by the 
capacity of the bottleneck resources. The previous approach of constraining the availability of 
these resources in the first stage model is not advisable, as it prevents the company's use of the 
full potential of the network and does not tackle the sequencing problem described above.. 1nnvv 
sensible approach for this problem should create conditions that allot the bottleneck resources 
to work at their maximum capacity, i. e. the resources up and downstream should not be the cause 
for idle periods on the bottleneck equipment. 
In the first stage model, we attributed costs to inventory in the objective function, to 
account for holding and handling operations as well as working capital costs. In order to 
minimise the inventory levels, the model predicts many small campaigns for each product along 
the twelve month time horizon, in order to maintain the supply to final customers without needing 
to build up significant stock levels. Although this may be seen an ideal plan, it brings many 
problems at the scheduling level, especially of the sort described in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. S. for the 
scheduling problem, it would be better to have fewer and longer campaigns in the first stage as 
the complexity of integration problem increases with the number of products manufactured in 
each time period. 
We develop an analytical methodology to reflect on the first stage model the impact that 
many small campaigns for each product along the time horizon would have instead of fewer, 
longer campaigns in the second stage model. The capacity balance in the first stage model 
(constraint (5.3.1)) is split into two blocks according to the site and resource it refers to. The first 
block stays the same as before while the second one is modified to include a penalty factor that 
decreases the availability of those resources upstream and downstream of the bottlenecks ever`' 
time the number of allocated products exceeds the number of parallel lines for that resource: 
I 
MD, 
), - 
PRF). 
ci 
PF,, 
< MA,., 
-, 
XS, 'I`srr `d t, sE (s - Si), rE 
(R, I Rh,,. ) (6.23) ) 
pEPsI Rp 
PYp, 
- 
Rh,,.,. is the set of resources up and downstream of the bottlenecks that arc conditioning 
their operation, either in the Al manufacturing site or in the packaging sites. 
Rh,,,, = {S1. (R6, RIO, R11, R12. R15, R16, R20). (S16. S17, S18). (R10, RI 
1, R2I)i) 
1 ýýý 
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These resources surround bottlenecks R7, R8/R9, and R 17/R 18. It is not possible to say 
what would be the best formulation for the penalty factors but we know that Ye should increak 
with the number of lines and decrease with the number of products. The analysis of the second 
stage model outputs for the base case suggests the following procedure: where I, is the number 
of available parallel lines for a particular resource, 
1 if Ex 
pst 
<I 
sr 
pERP 
T 
srt - 
'Sr 
sxpst 
pERp 
if Vt, sE(S-Si), rE(R, I Rh«) (6.24) l psr 
I 
sr pER,, 
In (6.24) "srt is not a linear function of X,,,,. However, we want to model the first 
stage as an MILP, so we use 
5,., =1 + 
AS,. 1- X 
ps, pERP 
Asr is a parameter, with value between 0 and 1, that reflects the number of parallel lines 
available for a particular resource in a given site. The formulation of P,., ensures that the 
maximum capacity will be available if only one product is allocated to the resource. If no 
products are allocated, the available capacity is higher than the real value, but in this case the 
constraint is irrelevant. We use the following regression to estimate initial reference values for 
Asr: 
T 'srt = -AS,. ZX pst + 
(1 + Asj, ZX pst E 
[1,3] (6.25) 
pERP PERp 
This leads to: 
" Isr =14 Asp. [0.3,0.5] 
Isr=24Asr[0.1,0.21 
The exact value depends on the maximum number of products that can use each particular 
resource and how close to the limit it operates, according with the outputs of stage two. If, after 
the second run of the stage two models, a family of products based on a specific bottleneck 
resource, has an OTIF of 100% but an absolute sales value lower than in the base case, it means 
that Asr for the resources around the bottleneck may be decreased. 
Finally, the analysis of the second stage outputs revealed that when a customer is allocated 
to be supplied exclusively from manufacturing sites, i. e. no distribution centres are associated 
with that customer, the predicted service level is very low (although it would have provided good 
results at the planning level). 
An extra constraint is added to the first stage model, to enforce the allocation of each 
customer/ product to at least one distribution centre: 
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V E(s; r P, ) 
6.3.3 End-Effect 
Shah (1998) reports the downside of end-effects of some sequential multilevel integration 
approaches. This is defined as the impossibility of extending the duration of a batch üc outside 
the boundaries of a detailed time block, when these are optimised separately from the rest of the 
global time horizon (as defined in the upper level stage). In this case, this i, not an is'ue as the 
manufacturing tasks are continuous, so for a given processing rate (<rate,,,, c) the amount 
produced is proportional to the processing time. However, an analogue effect concerning 
intermediate storage in the Al manufacturing and packaging needs to be tackled. At the upper 
level, intermediate storage is not taken into account, but at the scheduling level it play' an 
important role. In real operation, the beginning of each month is not different from any other 
point in time so intermediate storage levels are expected to have values above zero. To prevent 
this, constraints (6.9), (6.10) and (6.13) are circular in time, i. e. the first time period (T, ) follows 
after the last one (Tf): Tf+l = Ti. This ensures that no inventory build-up or depletion takes place 
in S. G. or in the packaging sites, apart from what was established in the first stage model. In 
order to maintain a conservative approach, opening inventories of intermediate products in Si and 
SUS are not allowed to be too high, so: 
IVF, 
s, 
< DPMJ,, Vs e (Sus YS1), p c- P; ý, t., t = 
T30 
6.4 Results 
From Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, it becomes clear that the multilevel integration quality, measured 
by the difference between the Al production levels predicted by the two stage models and the 
second stage order OTIF value, decreases for higher production rates in the first stage. For levels 
below 60% the difference between the two curves is not significant. In the base case, we did not 
force any particular production distribution along the time horizon, so the rate values oscillate 
within a 42% range as this minimises the product inventory for a seasonal demand cycle. The 
downside of this plan is that at the scheduling stage, it is not possible to reach the resource 
utilization rates predicted by the first stage model for the busiest months. The second stage 
models are independent for each month and production levels are not allowed to go over the 
targets set by the first stage so this means that if we lose the opportunity to fulfil some orders in 
the months when the supply chain is under greater pressure, we will not be able to recover them 
later on, when there is spare manufacturing capacity. 
In this section, we manipulate three factors to achieve the best integration between the two 
levels: 
" Capacity correction factors for the first level, T!,,,, 
" Imposition of maximum allowed S1. R1 utilisation levels in the first stare, 
" Imposition of minimum demand coverage levels in the first stage by inventors stocks (Cov): 
',, 
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s, 
> Coy FCI(, (6.27) 
SE51 
. 51( ECUS 
The third item in the list does not help the integration process regarding the production 
levels of the second stage, but it allows a better service level for the customers, as discussed in 
section 6.1. 
6.4.1 Effect of capacity correction in the first stage model 
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Fig. 6.7 - Resource utilisation (Al production) predicted by the two stage models using capacity 
correction factors in the first stage model (case 2). 
Fig. 6.7 shows the global integration level between the two stages using the capacity 
correction in the first stage. The first stage predicts an average Al production rate of 66C/ß while 
the second stage reaches 63.6% (base case 65.6% vs. 61 %, respectively). The corresponding 
OTIF is 95.2% (93.7 in the base case) and the US sales revenues are MM$ 2.25 higher than in the 
base case (an improvement of 1.5%). It is clear that the difference between the two levels is lower 
than in the base case. 
Stock Value (USA only) 
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Fig. 6.8 - US sales and stock value profiles for the second stage model with resource capacity 
manipulation (case 2) and comparison with the base case. 
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A detailed analysis of the second stage outputs revealed that S 1. R 15 was too constrained in 
the first stage, as the OTIF for products P 17 and P 18 was 100% but the sales levels were lower 
than in the base case. Lowering the value of A_s/ kJ'. the Al production rates are 66.3 and 62% for 
the first and second stages respectively, with an OTIF of 94.9% and an improvement in the US 
sales revenues of MM$ 3.45, corresponding to 2.4% of the base case. 
As mentioned above, the introduction of capacity correction factors in the first stage model 
generates fewer and longer campaigns for each product and, as result, the inventory levels tend to 
be higher. The impact on inventory related costs and worldwide sales is analysed in section 6.4.2. 
Table 6.4 - OTIF values per product for the second stage model with resource capacity manipulation in 
the first stage. 
Ti T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg. 
Tot 
94 98 97 96 96 97 96 96 97 87 98 93 95 
P3 100 100 100 93 100 97 100 100 100 78 100 100 97 
P6 73 97 92 100 100 94 93 90 95 100 100 80 93 
P7 65 92 98 100 95 97 99 89 100 99 100 83 93 
P8 82 100 100 94 52 77 90 61 100 92 100 35 82 
P9 2 100 100 95 56 56 48 54 100 79 88 4 65 
P12 99 100 94 79 98 98 93 98 92 50 100 100 92 
P13 94 74 85 50 99 99 79 94 58 21 100 100 79 
P17 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P18 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
P20 97 96 100 97 97 96 98 96 97 82 97 97 96 
P21 100 100 85 99 99 100 98 100 100 71 89 100 95 
P22 96 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 91 100 96 99 
P23 98 98 100 100 95 100 96 100 98 78 89 96 96 
The order OTIF values improved for all the products compared to the base case. P6 and 
P12 in particular are now within the objective range (> 90%/%). P13, P8 and P9 have better annual 
averages; however the last two products still exhibit very low values in some months. With 
regards to sales revenues, the critical products P6 to P13 registered an average increase of' 71/( 
except for P9, for which the rise was 20%. 
6.4.2 Influence of the three factors in multilevel integration - Global 
impact 
Table 6.5 - Characteristics of each approach discussed in the results section 
Approach Resource 
manipulation 
Minimum 
sales coverage 
Maximum Al 
production levels 
Base case - - - 
Case 1 Bottleneck - - 
constriction 1 s` stage 
Case 2 yes - - 
Case 3 yes lOc7c 7O c1c 
Case 4 yes 10% 659k 
Case 5 yes 109 75% 
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So far we have focused on the impact of manipulating resource capacity availability at the 
first level. Fig. 6.7 shows that the method provides a better agreement between the results of the 
two stages, although at the expense of higher inventory levels. 
Table 6.5 defines the characteristics of each approach discussed in this section. 
The following set of Figs. shows the global impact on the nets; ork when combining 
resource capacity manipulation, imposition of minimum sales coverage by product inventories 
and an upper limit on the global network production rate (measured by the Al production levels). 
S1. R1 usage (-Al production) 
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Fig. 6.9 - Resource utilisation (Al production) predicted by the two stage models (case 3) and compari,, on 
with the base case 
Fig. 6.9 shows the combined effect of the three factors mentioned above on the quality of 
the integration. Case 3 exhibits an average Al production of 64.3% and 62.9c/( for the first and 
second stage models respectively. The global order OTIF value is 97.5% with an increase in US 
sales revenues of MM$ 5.75, corresponding to 3.9% of the base case value. The increase in sales 
values is evident in Fig. 6.10. 
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Fig. 6.10 - US sales and stock value profiles for the second stage model with resource 
capacity 
manipulation, minimum sales coverage and upper limit in the A[ production in the first , taLc model i case ,I and 
comparison with the base case 
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Fig. 6.8 shows that capacity manipulation by itself causes a significant increase in the 
inventory levels for months T4 to T6 (April to June) and Tl lIT12 (November /December). 
Fig. 6.10 shows how the imposition of minimum sales coverage and restriction of Al production 
in the first level account for increases in inventory levels for the rest of the time horizon. Fig. 
6.11 displays the inventory profiles for three different values of Al production restriction. 
Stock Value (USA only) 
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Fig. 6.11 - Inventory profiles for three different levels Al production restriction in the first stage: 71Y7 
(case 3), 65% (case 4) and 75% (case 5). 
From January to June, the inventory levels are slightly higher for those cases where the Al 
production in the first stage has been constrained to lower values. Demand levels increase from 
January to May, so if the Al production capacity is limited to a lower value, it is necessary to 
build up some stocks to supply customers during those months when demands are higher. 
Table 6.6 - Global results for the different approaches. 
'relative difference to the base case, -Base case - 
absolute value, 2cases 1 to 5- difference to base case, `Net difference to base case = US sales value + WW 
exports - Inventory costs value. 
Al production US sales revenues WW exports Invent. costs Nct 
Wy+nJJ ct 
a 
-o 
ý > 
CJ ý_ 
C4 -5 
F" 
O 
c3 
> 
j 
a: -ý 
^3 
> 
J 
-- 
cY -5 > 
(%) (%) (%) MM$ (%) (%) MM$ (%) MM$ (%) M5 
case 1 63.8 59.6 4.2 -4.42 -3.0 95.6 -1.1 -1.1 
0.08 15 -5. 
case 2 66.1 63.6 2.5 2.25 1.5 95.2 0.61 0.6 0.24 43 2.62 
case 3 64.3 62.8 1.5 5.75 3.9 97.5 -0.2 -0.2 0.5 91 
5.05 
case 4 62.9 60.5 2.4 4.34 3.0 97.0 -3 -3.1 0.5 91 
0.84 
case 5 65.2 63 2.2 5.24 3.6 96.7 1.15 1.2 0.41 75 
5.99 
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Table 6.6 shows the detailed results description for each case. Besides the performance 
metrics for the US, it also includes the results for the worldwide network and the impact of the 
three measures on inventory related costs. 
For the base case and case 1, where no resource manipulation around the bottlenecks is 
performed, the Al production difference is about 959 higher than for the remaining cases. and 
corresponds to about 16.5 days/year of S 1. R1 operation at maximum capacity, or 25 days/year at 
65% of the maximum capacity. The OTIF for cases 3 to 5 is consistently higher than in the base 
case and is accompanied by an increase in US sales delivered on time. Worldwide sales in case 3 
are slightly lower than in the base case (-0.2%) and inventory costs are significantly higher. 
however the net gains compensate this. In case 4, the Al production is clearly too restricted in the 
base case causing significant reductions in the worldwide sales levels. Inventory related costs are 
decoupled into working capital costs (--80%) and inventory storage costs (-20%). 
6.4.3 Influence of the three factors in multilevel integration - impact on 
individual products 
Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show that the order OTIF value and US sales revenue increases teer 
cases 3 and 5 for each product, per time period. 
Case 3 (Table 6.7) presents a significant overall improvement relative to the base case 
(Table 6.2), and especially for those products using the manufacturing resources where the 
capacity was manipulated in the first stage (P8/P9 and P12/P3). OTIF values are from 7 up to 
21% higher (absolute value) than in the base case. This improvement is also accompanied by a 
rise in the US sales revenues for these products. The same analysis applies to case 5 and Table 
6.8, although the figures are not as good as in case 3. Nevertheless, P9 and P 13 still have a low 
OTIF value in some months. The supply chain systematically presents its worst performance in 
months Ti and T10. These are not periods with very high demand levels from US customers; 
however it is during these periods that the system builds up stocks for the busiest months in the 
northern hemisphere, while the southern hemisphere reaches its peak in demand early in the year. 
Table 6.7 - OTIF values per product for the second stage model 
for case 3. The last column shows the 
increase in the US sales revenues relatively to the base case. 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg. 
Tot 
US sales 
increase 
92.8 99 98.8 97.4 98.3 98.8 97.1 95.4 96.9 97.2 99 99 97.5 00 
P3 100 100 100 100 100 98 95 99 100 99 100 100 99 
3 
P6 100 93 97 100 94 100 100 79 100 100 100 100 97 
7 
P7 35 100 100 94 99 100 100 99 100 97 100 99 94 -2 
P8 100 100 100 54 93 100 100 74 81 100 92 97 91 14 
P9 1 100 100 86 82 88 97 57 57 100 100 97 80 
13 
P12 99 99 99 98 97 98 92 98 99 84 100 100 97 
10 
P13 96 97 89 82 91 90 69 89 71 52 100 100 85 
18 
P17 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 -6 
P18 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
0 
P20 95 94 100 97 99 98 98 97 96 97 96 96 
97 34 
P21 100 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
7 
P22 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 99 96 96 
99 -9 
P23 93 100 95 99 96 96 96 96 100 97 96 96 
97 5 
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Table 6.8 - OTIF values per product for the second stage model for case 5. The last column shows the 
increase in the US sales revenues relatively to the base case. 
T1 T2 T3 T 4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 Avg. US sales 
92 1 99 98 3 
Tot increase 
. . 96.85 98.7 95.6 96.2 96 96.5 95.4 98.7 98.2 967 °, 
P3 100 100 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 98 100 100 100 3 P6 64 95 97 100 100 90 87 100 83 100 100 91 92 6 P7 55 99 100 92 100 90 94 93 100 97 100 100 93 17 P8 100 100 100 42 100 79 91 65 92 100 92 92 88 -7 P9 1 100 100 100 100 54 100 87 70 100 74 79 80 20 P12 95 99 99 95 98 96 98 87 99 84 100 100 96 9 P13 84 97 70 80 96 75 84 72 64 61 100 100 82 10 P17 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 -6 P18 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 
P20 98 99 100 97 97 97 97 95 97 96 97 96 97 31 
P21 100 99 100 100 99 100 95 100 100 84 100 100 98 5 
P22 96 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 97 96 100 96 99 -1 P23 94 95 97 99 88 97 86 100 99 90 93 96 94 -1 
ww sales 
14,000,000 
12,000,000 
10,000,000 
8,000,000 
6,000,000 
4,000,000 
2,000,000 
0 
Month 
base case case 3 case 5 
Fig. 6.12 - Worldwide sales profile for the base case and for the two best approaches. 
6.5 Comments 
As discussed before, multilevel planning integration poses several challenges; in particular 
there is an inherent difficulty in ensuring the same production levels across the whole temporal 
planning hierarchy as the aggregated formulations used in the higher levels do not take into 
account the proper sequence of tasks when deciding resource utilisation in each aggregated time 
period. At the lower level, this causes the occurrence of idle periods for some resources, which 
may be critical if the resource was planned to operate at full capacity in the upper level, 
preventing the system from achieving the same production targets at the lower level. The problem 
becomes worse as the number of different products using the same resource in each time period 
in the first or upper level increases. The existence of intermediate product storage units neips ºn 
mitigating this effect, however these are generally very limited in capacity. On one hand, running 
fewer and longer campaigns for each product reduces the complexity of the integration process, 
however it also results in higher stocks and respective associated costs; on the other hand, higher 
inventory levels help in providing a better service to final customers (measured, in this work, by 
the percentage of order value delivered on time). 
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The detailed analysis of the problem and the methodology developed in the second part of 
this case study, helped in getting the lower level planning model outputs closer to the ones 
predicted by the upper level without the need of decreasing (and actually increasing) the total 
production outputs of the network. This makes the upper level model a more reliable and realistic 
tool for long term planning. 
Apart from the imposition of minimum sales coverage by product inventories, the 
measures used to improve the integration process directly affect the production decisions rather 
than the inventory levels, however, in line with what has been discussed, they naturally raise the 
stock values, since the number of campaigns decreases and the global production levels are in 70 
to 75% of the Al production capacity. However this rise only happens to the strictly necessary 
levels, as inventory related costs are still part of the first stage objective function. 
Resource capacity manipulation as presented in this work, also provides a natural, 
organised way of distributing production operation by all available resources rather than 
centralising them in a single one, which would make scheduling more difficult for the local 
planner. 
Another approach was investigated, where the integration and responsiveness problems 
were tackled by direct manipulation of the inventory variables. This produced inconsistent 
results, even if the system was allowed to operate with large stock values. It is our belief that to 
tackle this class of problems, managers should focus their strategy on production planning rather 
than on inventory policies (state variables). 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
7.1.1 Deterministic supply chain models 
In this work we developed generic model frameworks for long-term planning of upplN 
chain networks with multiple manufacturing stages. The model developed in chapter 3 addre'. e\ 
the problem of production planning with single-sourcing constraints ((3.1) and (ß. 5)l in the 
pharmaceutical industry, characterised by primary and secondary manufacturing corresponding to 
Al production and formulation and packaging respectively. 
In the agrochemicals case study there are multiple locations to perform some of the 
production stages which translates into many possible options to go from raw materials to end- 
user products placed in the final customers. The initial model is extended to integrate design and 
planning of supply chains without a defined (rigid) structure. Some customisation of the generic 
framework developed in chapter 3 is made to reduce the problem sue. This is an essential step 
when the problem is so large that the respective model uses all memory position" availahic in 
GAMS for the structural matrix (e. g. modelling of extensive networks). 
The type of model developed in this work is a useful tool to fine tune the supply chain 
planning (and configuration) every time changes in the operational context occur such as 
variations in raw material, production and distribution costs or in the demand patterns. 
7.1.2 Solution methods for large MILP models 
The planning model developed in chapter 3 has a very large number of integer variable', 
due to the extensive network of manufacturing sites and secondary product portfolio. The direct 
application of commercial solvers to this problem proved to be unsuitable for practical purpo,, c,, 
as the required solution time is higher than 250,000 s of CPU. 
Supply chain problems are generally highly structured (e. g. in comparison to short-term 
scheduling) which makes them particularly suitable for decomposition and hierarchical method,,, 
either fully based on mathematical programming or combined with other optimisation technique,,. 
Of particular importance, is the determination of which factors are significant to the decision` 
represented by integer (binary) variables (e. g. allocation decisions). Once this is achiev cd. It 
i. 
possible to build reduced, faster-to-solve, versions of the original model to calculate the 
integer 
variables (hierarchical methods) or eliminate, in a first stage, some variables and decoýmpo»c the 
original problem into several smaller problems (decomposition methods). 
The structural matrix of the allocation model in chapter 3. Fig 3.3. suggetcd a 'spatial 
decomposition method that was able to find near-optimal solutions in rea, 'onahle tim 
It '. a' 
observed that the Excess Resource Capacity parameter (EC) (equation (3.37)), characteri'stic cat 
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each supply chain (or parts of the supply chain), strongly influences the solution time as models become harder to solve for lower EC values. 
A temporal decomposition method was developed considering the weak connection 
between the several time periods of the allocation model and assuming a low influence of the 
inventory variables in the allocation decisions. This allowed decomposing the original problem 
into several subproblems, one per each time period. This method provided solutions of good 
quality with a remarkable reduction in the solution time, even when compared with the spatial 
decomposition algorithm, confirming the correctness of the initial assumptions for this particular 
case. 
In our experience with the allocation model of chapter 3, the decomposition methods fully 
based on mathematical programming performed significantly better than the two heuristic 
methods investigated - hybrid Genetic algorithms/ Mathematical programming and Lagragean 
decomposition. The first method is not suitable for models with so many variables as the number 
of chromosomes necessary to cover the solution space, as well as the number of generations until 
convergence, is too high. The Lagrangean decomposition relied on the dualisation of constraints 
and variables linking the two echelons of the supply chain which led to disruption of the mass 
balances in the same way as experienced by Jackson and Grossmann (2003). This resulted in a 
high number of iterations being required. 
7.1.3 Stochastic programming 
In the vast majority of supply chain planning problems there is not enough accurate data 
available for the later stages of the time horizon as this usually spans over several months and 
even years. A robust plan must have into account all possible realisations of the uncertain 
parameters as well as the probability of these happening. The deterministic solution based on the 
weighted average value of the uncertain parameters is not the one that performs better over the 
entire set of possible realisations of these parameters. 
Scenario based stochastic programming approaches are suitable to model supply chain 
operation under uncertainty when a small number of scenarios naturally occurs as was the case in 
chapter 4. 
The adopted approach resulted in a lower downside risk in the supply chain operation and 
increased the probabilities of reaching higher values for any given level of profit than the 
deterministic approach based on the weighted average values of the uncertain parameters. 
Even with a lower number of scenarios, stochastic models based on this approach are 
several times larger than their deterministic counterparts and consequently more difficult to solve. 
In this work we extended the temporal decomposition algorithm developed in chapter 3 for the 
stochastic case by introducing a new type of constraints called "long range allocation constraints" 
that regulate the relations between scenarios imposed in the scenario tree and ensure feasibility of 
all solutions (sets of binary variable values) derived with the temporal decomposition method. 
The concept of long-range constraints can be extended to solution methods developed for other 
MILP models, resulting from stochastic problems, that are based on temporal and even spatial 
decomposition. 
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7.1.4 Multilevel planning integration 
Multilevel planning is a relatively common approach in supply chain and scheduling 
problems as a way of reducing the size of the subproblems being solved in each stage while 
maintaining a detailed description of the system at the operational level. Another reason to 
support this approach is the lack of accurate data to build long-term detailed plans. In most of the 
cases it makes sense to derive a long-term aggregated model and then use the outputs to set 
targets for the short-term scheduling models that are run for smaller time windows that move 
along the time horizon as more information is made available. 
A common problem with this approach is the "optimistic" nature of the aggregated models 
that tend to establish unrealistic targets for the operational level. Several authors have recognised 
that the success of a multilevel approach depends on how much information from the operational 
level is included in the upper level model. Our contribution to this, still challenging, area is the 
extension of the ideas first introduced by Raaymakers and Fransoo and recognising the bottleneck 
resources as the real physical limits of the system throughput rates so that any successful upper 
level plan should set targets for all other resources that allow these ones to operate at full capacity 
in all time periods. Based on these assumptions, we developed an analytical method where 
resource capacity correction factors are introduced in the planning model for those resources up 
and downstream of the bottlenecks to indirectly provide information of the about the real resource 
configuration (i. e. number of parallel lines) and the degree of occupancy of these resources at the 
operational level. This results in an upper level plan with the production activity more distributed 
throughout the time horizon and consequently easier to execute at the operational level. One 
undesirable effect is the increase of the average stock levels in the supply chain. 
The proposed strategy allowed a better fit between the predicted plans and real operation 
(measured by production levels and expected service level at the operational stage) through 
design enhancement and planning improvements without reducing the production and sales 
volumes. 
An important strategic recommendation derived from this work is that the part of the 
customer service level that is dependent of the integration between the several levels of planning 
is more effectively dealt with through sensible production rather than inventory policies. 
7.2 Future work 
7.2.1 Genetic Algorithms and parallel processing 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the hybrid method based on GA has a significant potential for 
successful implementation if certain conditions are met: 
"A parallel processing system is available; 
"A more efficient model generation process than the one currently implemented in GAMS 
is 
developed, at least for successive runs of different versions of the same model (same 
structural matrix shape, different entry values) 
The developed chromosome coding methodology is suitable to model any kind of 
allocation decisions, either product manufacture to sites, customers to distribution centres (as in 
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the agrochemicals project) or even resources to tasks in the case of short term scheduling. The 
process can easily be adapted to meet any desired sourcing policy and always generate feasible 
solutions. 
7.2.2 Multilevel planning integration 
The results obtained with the proposed strategy for multilevel integration (chapter 6) 
should now be compared with the ones obtained using rolling horizon methods. 
Another future development is the automation of the multilevel integration strategy: 
" Identification of the system bottlenecks in the first level model outputs; 
9 Identification of the problematic bottlenecks for a particular demand distribution throughout the 
time horizon in the second level model outputs. 
The case study could be completed with the full data set (including orders) from the 
agrochemicals company and both models have to be rerun using several sets of demand and cost 
values in order to produce a robust supply chain design that performs well over a variety of 
scenarios. 
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Appendix I 
The CD - ROM enclosed in this thesis contains text file,, with the data used in the 
deterministic model that describes the pharmaceutical problem addre cd in Chapter 3- folder 
"Pharmaceuticals". 
The correspondence between actual input parameters and the file,, is a, tolloww's-. 
D1, r,,, D8. inc 
MT,.,? MT8. inc 
MTP, 1 MTP8. inc 
A, -ts 
A8. inc 
API, AP8. inc 
CTSS,,, CTS8. inc 
CTPC CTP8. inc 
CPS1s CPS8. inc 
CPP;,. CPP8. inc 
PF; /, PF8. 
inc 
V2F31,1 V28. inc 
CTAI CTA8. inc 
CTAP;, , 
CTAP8. inc 
TFE, TF8. inc 
Vl ; V 18. inc 
TRSS TRS8. inc 
TRP, TRP8. inc 
CIVS CIV8. inc 
14 ; 
Appendix II 
The CD - ROM enclosed in this thesis contains text file, with the data ucd in the 
deterministic model that describes the pharmaceutical problem addressed in Chapter 5 and 0 
folder "Agrochemicals". 
The correspondence between actual input parameters and the Cilc< i' a toll()" 
Chapter 5 
CTss, CT. inc 
CTCSC CTC. inc 
CP,, S CP. inc 
CIps CLinc 
CS,, CS. inc 
MA, S, 1 M. inc 
MD,,, . MD. 
inc 
IAsg IA. inc 
PC1,,, , PC. inc 
PYp,. PY. inc 
PFp, - PF. 
inc 
Dp, D. inc 
VI, C V. 
inc 
VS, s VS. 
inc 
TRS TR. inc 
Chapter 6 
asp W. inc 
ci WC. inc 
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